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Shlokas for Invoking River Goddess  

 

गंगे च यमुने चैव गोदावरि सिस्वति । 

नममदे तसंधु कावेरि जलेऽस्मिन् सतितधं कुरु ।। Sri Bruhannardiya Puran 

 

Meaning: O rivers Ganga, Yamuna, Godavari, Saraswati, Narmada, Sindhu and Kaveri, 

please enrich the water I am bathing with, with your presence. 

 

गंगा तसंधु सिस्वति च यमुना गोदावरि नममदा । 

कावेरि शियू महेन्द्रिनया चममण्विी वेतदका ।। 

तिप्रा वेत्रविी महासुिनदी ख्यािा जया गण्डकी । 

पूर्ाम: पूर्मजलै: समुद्रसतहिा: कुवमनु्त मे मंगलम् ।। 

 

Meaning: May rivers Ganga, Sindhu, Saraswati, Yamuna, Godavari, Narmada, Kaveri, 

Sharyu, Mahendratanaya, Chambala, Vedika, Kshipra, Vetravati (a rivulet), chiefly the 

Mahasurnadi, Jaya and Gandaki become sacred and absolute, and along with the sea, 

shower benevolence on me. 

 

नमातम गंगे िव पादपंकजं सुिासुिैवमस्मिितदव्यरूपाम् । 

भुस्मतं च मुस्मतं च ददातस तनतं्य भावानुसािेर् सदा निार्ाम् । 

 

Meaning: O Mother Ganga, the bestower of all worldly happiness, pleasures and Moksha 

as per the different levels of bhav of the worshipper, all Deities and demons worship your 

Holy feet, I too offer obeisance at your Holy feet. 
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Preface to the Second Edition 

For human beings, water is not merely a substance that sustains life. Water management is an 

elemental ingredient in the way people conceive the world and an expression of their thoughts 

and emotions. Hydrologic knowledge in India has a historical footprint of several millenniums. 

As in many ancient civilisations across the world, the need to manage and use water drove the 

growth of hydrology in ancient India also. Evidences from ancient history provide an insight into 

the hydrological knowledge generated by Indians more than 5000 years ago. What is less known, 

however, is the rigorous discussion on several aspects of hydrologic processes in the ancient 

Indian scriptures as we understand them today. 

 

This report reveals that the knowledge of hydrology was pervasive in ancient India starting from 

pre- Indus Valley Civilization days and has been discussed in-depth in Vedas, Puranas, 

Arthasastra, Astadhyayi, Vrhat Samhita, Ramayana, Mahabharat, Meghmala, Mayurchitraka, 

Jain and Buddhist and many other ancient literatures. However, it had remained unearthed and 

unexplored in front of the world at large till the recent times. This report, like its predecessor, is 

a sincere effort to present the ancient Indian hydrologic knowledge to the Indian and the world 

community. The report has a special importance, particularly in an era of population growth, 

environmental degradation and climate change leading to increasing hydrological extremes and 

stresses. The climate change phenomenon would also have greater impacts on water and food 

security. At the same time, the competition among various water sectors is increasing and thus 

requiring a larger emphasis on water resources management to achieve the goals of sustainable 

development (SDGs). The ancient water technologies discussed in this book should be 

considered not merely as historical artefacts, but as potential tools for sustainable water 

technologies for the present and the future.  

 

While updating the report, a number of recent national as well as international research papers 

and technical book published by various national and international institutions have been 

referred. Figures illustrating various concepts, hydrological processes and water engineering 

techniques have also been included to clarify the concepts and help forming clear mental image 

of the developments. While revising, the title of the report has been slightly changed from 

“Hydrology in Ancient India” to “Hydrologic Knowledge in Ancient India”. I compliment the 

authors of the first edition of the report for their vision and efforts. I thank Dr. Suhas Khobragade, 

Scientist-F; Dr. P. K. Singh, Scientist-D; Dr. A. K. Lohani, Scientist-G; Md. Furqan Ullah, 

ALIO; and Mrs. Charu Pandey, LIA for their sincere efforts to update the report. In this report, 

material from various sources has been compiled. The sources and their contributors are duly 

and thankfully acknowledged.  

 

A softcopy of the report and more information about the institute is available at 

www.nihroorkee.gov.in. 

Roorkee, Dec. 01, 2018        

http://www.nihroorkee.gov.in/
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Our existence is dependent on water in many ways. Infact, one could say that our whole 

civilization is built on the use of water. India is a country with more than five thousand years of 

civilization, with great contributions to the field of hydrology. Ancient Indian civilization, 

referred to as Indus Valley Civilization or Harappan Civilization was at its prime around 3300–

1300 BC. It is now known that Harappan people had sophisticated systems of water supply and 

sewerage, including hydraulic structures such as dams, tanks, lined wells, water pipes and flush 

toilets. The cities of Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro developed the world's first urban sanitation 

system. Large scale agriculture was practiced and an extensive network of canals was used for 

the purpose of irrigation in Indus valley civilization. Sophisticated storage systems were 

developed including the reservoir built at Girnar in ca. 3000 BC. 

 

The ancient Vedas, Puranas, Meghmala, Mayurchitraka, VrahtSamhita, literature of Buddhism 

and Jainism and various other works are enriched with plethora of knowledge about natural 

systems, including earth, atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and their interaction with the 

human beings. If one studies these ancient Sanskrit literature, (s)he observes that it contains 

valuable references to hydrology. It is observed that in ancient India, the information on various 

hydrological processes was very well known. Evaporation, condensation, cloud formation, 

precipitation and its forecasting were well understood in ancient India. Raingauges were 

developed and were widely used during the Mauryan period (4th cent. B.C.) to measure rainfall 

and its seasonal variation, based on the same principles as that of modern hydrology. While the 

western knowledge about the occurrence of ground water was based on wild theories, the Indians 

had well-developed concepts of ground water occurrence, distribution and utilization. Literature 

also reveals that hydrologic indicators were used to detect the presence of ground water. Well 

organized water pricing system was also in place during Mauryan era. Various references are 

available in Vedas alluding the importance of efficient water use so as to reduce the intensity of 

water scarcity and drought etc.  

 

In the present report, an attempt has been made to compile knowledge and wisdom pertaining to 

hydrology in ancient Indian literature. At this juncture, it is high time that we recognize and 

appreciate our traditional wisdom and practices and blend them appropriately with our current 

systems of water management. Such overdue initiative will definitely create a synergy of the 

OLD and the NEW.  

  

SUMMARY 
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Science improves our knowledge of the nature and living beings. It helps the humans to 

investigate the several unknowns of the universe and generates solutions for practical problems. 

In fact, science has several functions, including the attempt to improve the quality of the human 

life. In ancient days, although science was unknown as such, yet man had realized the importance 

of water for survival, and therefore, the earliest civilizations were distinctly and predominantly 

hydraulic in character as they owed their origin to reliable sources of water to meet their various 

needs. Rivers played such a pivotal role in the life and living of those people that their 

civilizations came to be known as river valley civilizations. Prominent among these were the 

Nile valley civilization in Egypt, the Tigris valley civilizations in Mesopotamia, the Howang-Ho 

valley civilization in China and the Indus valley civilization in India. Most of these civilizations 

existed from 3500 to 300 BC and there are historical evidences to show that certain engineering 

measures were adopted by them to sustain as well as enhance benefits from rivers and also to 

protect against damages due to floods and droughts.  

 

Humankind established permanent settlements about 10,000 years ago when people adopted an 

agrarian way of life. Due to settled and somewhat secured life, population began to expand faster 

than ever before. Settled agricultural life made it possible to construct villages, cities and 

eventually states, all of which were highly dependent on water (Vuorinen et al., 2007). This 

created a unique relationship between humans and water. Most of the ancient civilizations, i.e., 

Indus valley, Egyptian, Mesopotamian and Chinese were developed at places where water 

required for agricultural and human needs was readily available, i.e., close to springs, lakes, 

rivers and at low sea levels (Yannopoulos et al., 2015). Most ancient civilizations were highly 

developed and technologically equipped for societal sustainability as well as to enhance benefits 

from rivers and also to protect against damaging floods and other hydrological extremes. Water 

transport over long distances was based on gravity. Thus, long aqueduct systems (indeed, 

sometimes exceeding 100 km) were used to convey water over large distances, using gravity. 

Also, water cisterns for harvesting rainwater, canals and ground water wells were practiced since 

the Bronze Age (ca. 3200–1100 BC). However, fall of these civilizations and gradual decay of 

some of them were partly prompted by mankind’s creeping inability to cope up with adverse and 

Chapter-1 

INTRODUCTION  
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damaging consequences of his interference with hydrology and hydraulics of the respective 

rivers in his attempts to derive benefits. Scarborough et al. (2003) and Ortloff et al. (2009) have 

reviewed how water management affected ancient social structures and organization through 

typical examples in the Eastern and Western hemispheres, covering the whole ancient world.  

 

It is well known that in the realm of spiritual values, the Indian heritage has been great and 

sublime and perhaps unparalleled, as testified by some of the great personalities of the west who 

underwent the toil of learning Sanskrit and presenting the world with translation of the renowned 

texts of Vedas and Upanishads in English and German. Besides the spiritual growth, ancient 

India also exhibited the growth of science. The Indus Valley civilization, one of the earliest and 

most developed civilizations of that time, was the world's largest in extent and epitomises the 

level of development of science and societies in proto-historic Indian sub-continent. Ancient 

Indian literature, dating back from the age of the Vedas, further witnesses this development of 

sciences (including the water science). It is a good fortune that the ancient Indian Sanskrit works 

have been preserved and not lost through centuries of domination by alien races and alien 

cultures in India.  

 

Science in Ancient India  

Very few workers in the scientific world are aware of how much science, as understood and 

accepted by scientists, is contained in the ancient Sanskrit literature. It is a moot question whether 

the ancient sages had adopted the methods of modern science of laboriously collecting 

observational data and integrating them through appropriate concepts into useful and acceptable 

truths. Observation as a medium of realizing the underlying truths could not have been ignored.  

 

Science is defined as ordered knowledge of natural phenomena and the rational study of the 

relations between the concepts in which these phenomena are expressed. It is in its widest sense, 

“a systematic method of describing and controlling the material world”. It can be seen, as it 

stands at any moment, as a logical and coherent account of that order which the scientists of the 

time find in nature. It progressively affects man’s life. 

 

In India, at the beginning of the third/fourth millennium B.C., a highly developed civilization, 

popularly known as the Indus Valley civilization or Harappan Civilization (a Bronze Age 

civilization) grew in parts of Pakistan and northwest India, on the fertile plains of the Indus River. 

The Harappan civilization was mainly located in present-day Indian states of Gujarat, Haryana, 
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Punjab, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir; and present-day Pakistan provinces of 

Sindh, Punjab, and Balochistan. It was located mainly in the region of the Indus and Ghaggar-

Hakra Rivers. The major urban centres were at Harappa, Mohenjo-daro, Dholavira, Ganeriwala 

and Rakhigarhi. 

 

The people of the Indus Civilization made great scientific advancements. They achieved great 

accuracy in measuring length, mass, and time. These people were among the first to develop a 

system of uniform weights and measures. Preparation of the Vedic calendar for various 

ceremonies and of rituals necessitated the study of heavenly bodies and of their movements. This 

led to the advancement of the astronomical Science (Prasad, 1980). The fact that sun light 

constitutes seven colour rays was known to Vedic Aryans, as evident from the following shloka 

of the Rig Veda (RV.II,12.12),  

 

;%lIrjf”eo`Z’kHkLrqfo’ekuokl`tRlrZoslIrflU/kwuA 

;ksjksfg.keLQqj}tzokgq?kkZekjksgUra l tuklbUnz%A (RV.II,12.12) 

 

Meaning: the sun containing seven colour rays is the cause of water flow in the rivers (because 

of rain). After rain, it again attracts water from earth and this cycle goes on. 

 

Indian arithmetic is remarkable in that there is evidence to show that as early as third century 

B.C., a system of notation was evolved from which the scheme of numerals that is in vogue even 

today has been copied. The Aryabhatta (476–550 CE), a great mathematician and astronomer, 

studied the summation of arithmetic series and attempted to solve quadratic indeterminate 

equations. Brahmagupta, the great mathematician of 7th century, developed application of 

explicitly general algebraic methods to astronomical problems. The beginning of the medical 

sciences goes back to the age of the Vedas. The early beginnings of the art of healing and of the 

knowledge of healing herbs are found in the ‘Kausikasutra’ of the ‘Atharvaveda’. Susruta and 

Charaka were well known surgeons and physicians. During the Buddhist period, renowned 

scholar Jivaka was famous for his amazing medical and surgical cures. Medicine was also an 

important and compulsory subject in the ancient universities of Taksasila, Nalanda and 

Vikramasila. The medical work of Vagbhata of the seventh century contains the first mention of 

mercury (Prasad, 1980). The most remarkable feature of the Buddhist Philosophy of India is the 

formulation of the atomic theory by Kanada (600 B.C.) (Prakash, 1965). Biswas (1969) has 

rightly remarked that the growth of modern science in Europe would have been hardly possible 
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without the background of pioneering contributions from India, China and Arabian countries, 

well up to the 12th century A.D. 

 

Domination of the foreign rulers for a long time did not help in bringing the scientific content of 

the Sanskrit and other literature to come to the fore. Even after independence, the situation did 

not improve for the obvious reason that there is no interaction between the modern scientists and 

the Sanskrit scholars. The scientist never bothered to know about the scientific content in the 

ancient Sanskrit literature while the Sanskrit scholars never cared to bring to focus the problems 

of scientific nature available in the Sanskrit works. They got entangled themselves in problems 

such as ‘Vyakarana’, Mimansa’ etc. Hence, even to date, the scientific contents of the ancient 

works have remained almost wholly unknown and unanalyzed.  

 

Significance of Water in Indian Traditions  

Since ancient times India is known as the land of culture and spiritualism. Water has always had 

a pervasive influence on the cultural and the religious life of Indian people. The Great Bath of 

Mohenjo-Daro is a great testimony to this fact (Fig. 1.1). The bath is considered by scholars as 

the "earliest public water tank of the ancient world". Although, the exact significance of the 

structure is unknown, most scholars agree that this tank was used for special religious functions. 
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Fig. 1.1: The Great Bath of Mohenjo-Daro (Source: Wikipedia) 

 

Drier climates and water scarcity in India led to numerous innovations in water management. 

Since Indus valley civilization. Irrigation systems, different types of wells, water storage systems 

and low cost and sustainable water harvesting techniques were developed throughout the region. 

The reservoir built in 3000 BC at Girnar and the ancient step-wells in Western India are examples 

of some of the skills. Technologies based on water were also prevalent in ancient India. 

Reference to the manually operated cooling device “Variyantra” (revolving water spray for 

cooling the air) is given in the centuries old writing “Arthashastra” of Kautilya (400 BC). The 

“Arthashastra” and “Astadhyayi” of Panini (700 BC) give reference to rain gauges (Nair, 2004). 
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Fig. 1.2: Sophisticated Water Reservoir at Dholavira, evidence for hydraulic sewage systems in 

the ancient Indus Valley Civilization (Source: Wikipedia). 

 

In the Vedic and other Indian traditions, all natural forces including planets and rivers are 

personified as gods and goddess and worshipped. Early Indian culture originated near river 

regions. As a matter of fact, the very name of the country is derived from the name of river Indus. 

The seven rivers namely Ganga, Yamuna, Saraswati, Narmada, Godavari, Krishna and Kaveri 

are considered important on cultural basis. For example, the Holy River Ganges is 

mythologically linked to Lord Shiva and is considered by the Hindus as the symbol for 

purification of the soul and rejuvenation of the mind. All over India people throng for a dip in 

the holy river to wash away their sins. Divine water is consumed in the temple after puja worship 

rituals; idols of worship are sprinkled with water (abhishekam); and a plantain leaf kept for a 

meal is cleaned with water and a prayer. Table 1.1 presents some of the important shlokas in the 

Sanskrit which are invoked while offering prayers to water as God.  
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Table 1.1: Some selected shlokas (prayers) invoking water as God 

SHLOKA  MEANING 

 

 

आपो तहष्ठा मयोभुवस्था न ऊजे दधािन । 

महे िर्ाथ चिसे ॥१॥ 

 

हे जल ! आपकी उपस्मस्थति से वायुमंडल बहुि ििोिाजा है, औि 

हमें उत्साह औि शस्मत प्रदान कििा है। आपका शुद्ध साि हमें 

प्रसि कििा है, इसके तलए हम आपको आदि देिे हैं | 

 

O Water, because of your presence, the atmosphere is 

so refreshing, and imparts us with vigour and  

strength. We revere you who gladdens us by 

your pure essence. 

 

यो वः तशविमो िसस्तस्य भाजयिेह नः । 

उशिीरिव माििः ॥२॥ 

हे जल ! आप अपना यह शुभ साि, कृपया हमािे साथ साझा 

किें , तजसप्रकाि एक मां की इच्छा होिी है की वह अपने बच्ो ं

को सवमशे्रष्ठिम प्रदान किे | 

 

O Water, this auspicious sap of yours, 

please share with us, like a mother desiring (to share 

her best possession with her children). 

ििा अिं गमाम वो यस्य ियाय 

तजन्वथ । 

आपो जनयथा च नः ॥३॥ 

हे जल ! जब आपका उत्साही साि तकसी दुखी प्रार्ी को प्राप्त 

होिा है, िो वह उसे जीवंि कि देिा है | हेजल ! 

इसतलएआपहमािेजीवनदािाहैं। 

 

O Water, when your invigorating essence goes to one 

affected by weakness, it enlivens him, 

O Water, you are the source of our lives. 

शं नो देवीितभष्टय आपो भवनु्त पीिये । 

शं योितभ स्रवनु्त नः ॥४॥ 

 

 

हे जल ! जब हम आपका सेवन कििे है िो उसमे शुभ तदव्यिा 

होने की कामना कििे हैं | जो शुभकामनाएँ आपमें तवद्यमान हैं , 

उसकाहमािे अंदि संचिर् हो। 

 

O Water, may the auspicious divinity which 

is wished for, be present in you when 

we drink (water). May the auspiciousness which 

supports you, flow to us. 

ईशाना वायामर्ां ियन्तीश्चर्मर्ीनाम् । 

अपो याचातम भेर्जम् ॥५॥ 

हे जल ! हो संचरिि भी में भूतमयों कृतर् तदव्यिा आपकी  हे जल, 

मेिा आग्रह है तक आप फसलो ंका समुतचि पोर्र् किें । 

 

O Water, may the divinity in Water dwell in 

the farm lands. O Water, I implore you to 

give nutrition (to the crops). 
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अपु्स मे सोमो अब्रवीदन्ततवमश्वातन भेर्जा । 

अति च तवश्वशंभुवम् ॥६॥ 

हे जल ,  सोमा ने मुझे बिाया तक जल में दुतनया की सभी 

और्धीय जडी बूटीयाँ औि अति जो दुतनया को सुख समृस्मद्धप्रदान 

कििी है भी मौजूद है। 

 

O Water, soma told me that in water is present 

all medicinal herbs of the world, and also agni (fire) 

who brings auspiciousness to the world. 

आपः पृर्ीि भेर्जं वरूथं िने्वऽ मम । 

ज्योक्च सूयं दृशे ॥७॥ 

हे जल, आपमें और्धीय जडी बूतटयाँ प्रचुि मात्रा में समायी हुई हैं; 

कृपया मेिे शिीि की ििा किें , िातकमैंसूयमकोलंबेसमयिकदेखसकंू 

(अथामिमैंलंबेसमयिकजीतवििहसकँू| 

 

O Water, you are abundantly filled with Medicinal 

Herbs; Please protect my body, so that I 

can see the sun for long (i.e. I live long). 

इदमापः प्र वहि यस्मकं च दुरििं मतय । 

यद्वाहमतभदुद्रोह यद्वा शेप उिानृिम् ॥८॥ 

हे जल, मुझमें जो भी दुष्ट प्रवृतियो ंहैं, कृपया उन्हेंदूि किे, औि 

मेिे मस्मस्तष्क में तवद्यमान समस्त तवकािो ंको दूि किें औि मेिे 

अंिममन में जो भी बुिाइयाँ हैं उन्हें दूि किें । 

 

O water, please wash away whatever 

wicked tendencies are in me, and also wash away 

the treacheries burning me from within, and 

any falsehood present in my mind. 

आपो अद्यान्वचारिरं् िसेन समगितह । 

पयस्वानि आ गतह िं मा सं सृज वचमसा ॥९॥ 

हे जल, आप जो उत्साही साि से भिे हुए हैं, मैं आपकी शिर् 

मेंआया हँ | मैं आप में गहिाई से सम्मातहि हं (कि स्नान अथामि )

 से तििा हुआ है )अति तसद्धांि( जो अति; मुझमें चमक पैदा किे। 

 

O Water, today, to you who is pervaded by fine 

rasa (invigorating sap) I came, I deeply enter (i.e. 

bathe) in you who is pervaded by agni (fire principle); 

may that agni produce lustre in me. 

 

Hydrologic Knowledge in Ancient India 

The historical development of hydro-science has been dealt by many writers (Baker and Horton, 

1936; Chow, 1964; Biswas, 1970); but in all these works references to the contributions made in 

ancient India is conspicuously absent (Prasad, 1980). Chow (1964), for example, describing the 

history of hydrology, has referred to the works of Homer, Thales, Plato, Aristotle in Greece, 

Pliny in Rome and many Biblical scholars of that time but has not made any reference to any 
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Indian scholars and literature, and their great contributions. Most of these western scholars 

believed in the wild theories regarding origin of water. Thales, an Ionion philosopher, 

mathematician and astronomer for example, stated that the sea water driven into rocks by wind 

is the cause of ground water. Plato (427-347 B.C.), the great Athenian philosopher, stated that 

the water of seas, rivers, springs etc. come from a large underground reservoir and goes back to 

the same. Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) said that water of the springs etc. is derived from the 

underground water through system of underground openings. Famous Stoic philosopher Lucius 

Annacus Sencca (4 B.C.) declared that rainfall cannot be the source of springs and underground 

water, because it penetrates only a few feet into the earth (Prasad, 1980). Marcus Vitruvious who 

lived about the time of Christ conceived a theory saying that ground water is part of rainfall 

originated through infiltration. All these theories of the western scholars indicate a low level of 

development of hydroscience in the western world during ancient times. On the other hand, 

contemporary Indian scholars appear to have developed an advanced level of knowledge about 

the various aspects of water science, as reflected in the ancient Indian literature which contains 

very valuable and important scientific discourses on hydrology and their practical applications. 

There are adequate archaeological evidences to testify that the Harappans of the Indus Valley 

were well aware of the seasonal rainfall and flooding of the river Indus during the period between 

2500 and 1700 B.C., which is corroborated by modern meteorological investigations (Srinivasan, 

1975). The Vedic texts, which were composed probably between 1500 and 1200 BC (1700–

1100 BC according to some scholars), contain valuable references to ‘hydrological cycle’. The 

important concepts of hydrology are scattered in the Vedas in various verses, in the form of 

hymns and prayers addressed to various deities. Likewise, other Sanskrit literature also contains 

valuable knowledge related to the science of hydrology.  

 

The origin and evolution of agriculture and experience in irrigation on the territory of India or 

anywhere in the world are not separate processes, as evidenced from following hymns of the 

Yajur Veda: 

 

d`f’k”pesa ;Ksudy~iarkeA 

o`’V”pesa ;Ksudy~iarkeAA ;tqosZn] 18&9AA 

ek:r”pesa ;Ksudy~iarkeAA ;tqosZn] 18&17AA 

 

These hymns illustrate the importance of Yajna’s (;K( Sacrifice) for rain, agriculture, and air or 

environment and their interrelationship.  
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That water is not lost in the various processes of the hydrological cycle namely evaporation, 

condensation, rainfall, streamflow etc., but gets converted from one form to other was known 

during Vedic and later times. Water uptake by plants, division of water into minute particles by 

sun rays and wind, different types of clouds, their heights, their rainfall capacities etc. along with 

the prediction of rainfall quantity in advance by means of observing the natural phenomena of 

previous years are also available in Puranas, Vrhat Samhita (550 A.D.), Meghamala (900 A.D.) 

and in other literature. The references to rain gauges are available in Arthasastra of Kautilya (400 

B.C.), and Astadhyayi of Panini (700 B.C.). The quantity of rainfall in various parts of India was 

also predicated by Kautilya. Indians were acquainted with cyclonic, orographic effects on rainfall 

and radiation, and convectional heating of earth and evapotranspiration. Various other aspects 

such as infiltration, interception, stream flow and geomorphology, erosive action of rainfall, etc. 

were also known. In Ramayana (200 B.C.) the reference to artesian wells is available. Ground 

water development and water quality consideration were also getting sufficient attention in 

ancient India is evident from the Vrhat Samhita (550 A.D.).  

 

References to water management and conservation, well organized water pricing system around 

400 B.C., construction methods and materials of dam, tanks etc., bank protection, spillways etc. 

in the ancient Sanskrit literature reflect the high stage of development of water resources and 

hydrology in ancient India. Numerous references exist in Vedic literature, Arthashastra, Puranic 

sources, VrhatSanhita, Mayuracitraka, Meghmala, Jain, Buddhist and other ancient Indian 

literature which illustrate the status of hydrology and water resources in ancient India. The 

various elements of hydrology and water resources as they are discussed in an inferred from the 

various ancient Indian literature and also discussed by some of the authors such a Tripathi (1969), 

Prasad (1980), Prasad (1987), and others have been reviewed, analyzed and presented in this 

volume.  

 

The various aspects of knowledge hydrology and water resources in ancient India have been 

discussed and presented in this report under the following chapters: 

 

1. Introduction 

2. Hydrologic Cycle 

3. Cloud Formation, Precipitation, and its Measurement  

4. Interception, Infiltration and Evapotranspiration, 

5. Geomorphology and Surface Water 
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6. Ground Water 

7. Water Quality and Waste Water Management 

8. Water Resources Utilization, Conservation and Management 

9. Concluding Remarks 
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Hydrologic Cycle is a fundamental and important concept in hydroscience. The cycle involves 

the total earth system comprising the atmosphere (the gaseous envelop), the hydrosphere (surface 

and subsurface water), lithosphere (soils and rocks), the biosphere (plants and animals), and the 

Oceans. Water passes through these five spheres of the earth system, in one or more of the three 

phases: solid (ice), liquid and vapour. Figure 2.1 represents the various processes of the 

hydrologic cycle. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Representation of the various processes of the hydrologic cycle 

(Source: John Evans and Howard Periman, USGS - http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/watercycle.html) 

 

The Vedic texts which are more than 3000 years old contain valuable references to water and the 

‘hydrologic cycle’. As mentioned earlier, the most important concepts, on which the modern 

science of Hydrology is founded, are mentioned in Rig Veda in various verses in the form of 

hymns and prayers addressed to various deities and divinities such as Indra (firmament), Agni 

(fire), Maruts (wind) and so on. For example, a verse from Rig Veda states like this: 

Chapter-2 

HYDROLOGIC CYCLE  
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vkng Lok/kkeuq iquxZHkZRoesfjjsZA 

n/kkukuke% ;fK;eAA R.V., I,6.4 AA  

 

It means that the water which gets divided in minute particles due to the heat of sun is carried by 

wind and after the conversion into cloud it rains again and again. Another verse of the Rig Veda 

(R.V, I,7.3) states that the God has created sun and placed it so, that the whole universe gets 

illuminated, likewise this is the rule of universe to extracts up water continuously and then 

convert it to cloud and ultimately discharge as rain. 

 

bUnzks nh?kkZ; p{kl vk lw;Z jksº;kfnn~frA 

fo xksfHkjkfnzeSj;rAA R.V. I,7.3 II 

 

Following verses of Rig Veda explain the transfer of water from earth to the atmosphere by the 

wind (I, 19.7), breaking up of water into small particles and evaporation due to sun rays and 

subsequent rain (I, 23.17), the formation of cloud due to the water evaporated from the mother 

earth and its come back to its mother in the form of rain (I,32.9).  

 

The verse I,32.10 of the Rig Veda says that the water is never stationery. It continuously gets 

evaporated and comes down, but due to smallness, we can’t see the rising water particles. 

 

; bZ[M+;Ur ioZerku~ frj% leqnze.kZoe~A 

e:n~fHkjXu vk xfgAAR.V., I,19.7 II 

 

vew;kZ mi lw;sZ ;kfHkokZ lw;Z% lgA 

rk uks fgUoURo?oje~AAR.V., I,23.17 AA 

 

uhokr;ka vHkon~o`=iqRrsUnzks vL;k vo v/ktZHkkjA 

mRRjk% lwj/kj% iq= vklhnnuq% “k;s lgoRlku/ksuq%AA R.V., I,32.9 AA 

 

The following verses of the Rig Veda say that the rays of the Sun are the cause of rains and that 

the sun extracts water from all parts of the world and the start of creation is through fire only, 

which is continuously engaged in extraction and discharge of water.

 

vfr’BUrhuke foos”kukuka dk’Bkuka e/;s fufgraaa “kjhje~A 

c`=L; fu.;a fo pjUR;kiks nh?kZre~ vk”k;fnUnz”k=q%AAR.V., I,32.10 AA 
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_ra nsok; dÌors lfo= bUnzk;kfg?ks u jeUr vki%A 

vºjº;kZR;Drqjika fd;kR;k izFke% lxZ vklke~AAR.V., II,30.1 AA 

 

;ks o`=k; flue=kHkfj’;Riz ra t fu=h fonq’k mokcA 

iFkks jnUrhjuq tks’keLeS fnosfnos /kuq;ks ;UR;FkZe~AAR.V., II,30.2 AA 

 

A verse of Rig Veda further states as follows:  

 

;k vkiks fnR;k mr ok L=oUr [kfuf=ek mr ok ;k% LO;atk%A  

leqnzk;kZ ;k% “kqpo% ikodkLrk vkiks nsohfjg ekeoUrqAAR.V., VII,42.2 II 

 

Meaning: The waters which are from heaven, of those which spring up by themselves, the bright 

pure waters that tend to the sea, may those divine waters protect me here. Like these verses, 

various other verses of the Rig Veda (RV. VIII,6.19, VIII,6.20; and VIII, 12.3) states the 

causation of water evaporation, formation of cloud, rain, flow of water and its storage in oceans 

etc.  

 

The verse RV. X,27.33 of Rig Veda reads as follows: 

 

nsokuka ekus izFkaek vfr’BkUd`Ur=kns’kkeqijk mnk;u~A  

=;LrifUr i`fFkoheuw’kk }k c̀cwda ogr% iqjh’keAAR.V., X,27.23 AA

 

Meaning: At the start of creation, sun, etc. are created, rainfall is caused from sky and the 

vegetation is created by the combination of cloud, air and sun. The sun extracts water in the form 

of vapour & air, causes it to form cloud and rain.  

 

Further elaboration of the knowledge about hydrologic cycle is found in the Sam Veda (VI-607). 

A verse of Sam Veda reads as follows: 

leU;k ;UR;qi;UR;U;k% lekuewoZ u?kLi`.kkfUrA   

re~ “kqfpa “kqp;ks nhfnokaleikUuikreq; ;UR;k;%AAS.V. iwokZfpd VI, 607 AA 
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Meaning: One type of water goes up and other type of water comes down, both of these may go 

to the atmosphere after treatment of sun’s heat. From up they flow into rivers after rain and get 

stored there.  

 

Similarly, the Yajur Veda explains the process of water movement from clouds to earth and its 

flow through channels and storage into oceans and further evaporation (Y.V., X-19). 

 

iz ioZrL; o`’kHk’; i`’.kUuko”pjkfUr LoflpK;kuk%A 

 rk vkoò=Uu/kjk xqnDrk vfga cqgU;euq jh;ek.kk%  

fo’.kksfoZØe.kefl fo’.kksfoZØkUrefl fo’.kksZ% ØkUreflAAY.V., X-19 AA 

 

In the Rig Veda, Sam Veda and Yajur Veda the concept of infiltration, water movement, storage 

and evaporation as the part of hydrologic cycle are revealed clearly. During the time of Atharva 

Veda the concept of water evaporation, condensation, rainfall, river flow and storage and again 

repetition of cycle was explained as in the earlier Vedas. According to the Atharva Veda, the sun 

rays are the main cause of rain and evaporation, as mentioned below: 

 

vew;kZ mi lw;sZ ;kfHkxZ lw;Z% lgA 

rk uks fgUoURo/ojeAA A.V., I,5.2 AA 

 

The verse I, 32.4 of the Atharva Veda states that the entry of rainwater into earth and its 

continuous movement in the cycle from earth to atmosphere is by sun rays. The Verse reads as 

below:  

 

fo”oeU;keHkhokj rnU;L;kef/k fJre~A 

fnos p fo”oosnls i`fFkO;S pkdja ue%AAA.V.,I,32.4 AA 

 

Another Verse of the Atharva Veda (V,24.5) says that the water from earth goes to the 

atmosphere due to oxygen and then it comes down (rains) due to carbon dioxide.  

 

fe=ko#.kkS o`’V;kf/kairh rkS ekDrke~A 

vLeu~ czg~ea.;fleu~ deZ.;L;ka iqjks/kk;kaeL;ka izfr’Bk;keL;ka 

fpR;keL;kekdwR;keL;kaekf”k’;L;ka nsogwR;ka LokgkAAA.V., V,24.5 AA 
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The hydrologic cycle reaches into the atmosphere and traverses, imparts, the domain of 

hydrometeorology. It may be seen in the Varahamihira’s Vrhat Samhita (550 A.D.) in which 

three chapters are devoted to hydrometeorology comprising pregnancy of clouds (Chapter 21), 

pregnancy of air (Chapter 22), and quantity of rainfall (Chapter 23). Shlokas 1 and 2 of 

Dakargalam (Chapter 54 of Vrhat Samhita) which states the importance of science of ground 

water exploration, helps man to ascertain the existence of water are as follows:  

 

/ke;Z ;”kL;a p onkHkorksga ndkxZya ;su tyksiyfC/k%A 

iqalka ;FkkXMs’kq f”kjkLrFSo f{krkofi izksUurfuulaLFkk 

,dsu o.ksZu jlsu pkEHk”P;qra uHkLrks olq/kkfo”ks’kkar~A 

ukuk jlRoa cgqo.kZrka p xra ijh{;a f{kfrrqy~;esoAAVr.S., 54.1-2 AA 

 

The water veins beneath the earth are like vein’s in the human body, some higher and some 

lower. The water falling from sky assumes various colours and tastes from differences in the 

nature of the earth. These shlokas imply that the infiltration of rainwater through the veins into 

earth surface is the source of ground water. The epic Mahabharata (XII, 183.15.16) explains that 

the water ascends to sky with the help of vfXu (fire) and air and then its humidity get condensed 

and causes subsequent rainfall.  

 

vfXu% ioula;qDr% [ka lekf{k’krs tye~A 

lksfXuek#rla;ksxkn~ ?kuRoeqii?krsA MB,XII,183.15 AA 

rL;kdk”ks fuifrr% LusgLr’Bfr ;ks ij%A 

l la?kkrRoekiUuks HkwfeRoeuqxPNfrAA MB,XII,183.16 AA 

 

The verses 184.15-17 of the Mahabharata state that the plants drink water through their roots. 

The mechanism of water uptake by plants is explained by the example of water rise through a 

pipe. It is said that the water uptake process is facilitated by the conjunction of air.  

 

iknS% lfyyikukPp~ O;k/khuka pkfi n”kZukr~A 

O;kf/kizfrfØ;RokPp~ fo?krs jlua nzqesAA MB,XII,184.15 AA 

 

oD=s.kksRiyokysu ;Fkks?oZ tyeknnsr~A 

rFkk ioula;qDr% iknS% ficfr ikni%AA MB,XII,184.16 AA 
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In verse XII,362.4 and B of the Mahabharata, it is explained that the air and the sun rays get 

dispersed and fall on whole universe together. The Verse further says that the sun rains in rainy 

season (four months) and in next eight months the same water is again extracted by the sun rays. 

Thus, it explains two faces of hydrological cycle clearly viz. 

 

;rks ok;qfoZfu% l`R; lw;Zj”E;kfJrks egku~AA M.B.XII,362.4 AA 

;ks’VeklkaLrq “kqfouk fdj.ksuksf{kr Ik;%A 

izR;knRrs iqu% dkys fek”p;Zer% ije~%AA M.B.,XII,362.B AA 

 

Like Vedas and Epics, in Puranas (which are dated between 6th century B.C. to 7th century A.D.) 

we get various references which show the development of knowledge of hydroscience during 

their periods. Matsya Purana (Vo. I, Chapter 54) reveals that the air saturated with moisture is 

the cause of creation (earth) viz.  

 

ok;~ok/kkjk oºUrs oS lke`rk% dy~ilk/kdk%AA Matsya I,54.15 AA 

 

In verses I,54.29-34 of the Matsya Purana and 51.23-24-25-26of the Vayu Purana, we come 

across the knowledge of evaporation. According to these verses, burning of water and its 

conversion to smoke is caused by sun rays which ascend to the atmosphere with the help of air, 

which again rains in next 6 months for the goodness of the living beings. The various verses are 

given below: 

 

/kzqos.kkf/k’Vrk”pki% lw;ksZ oS x`º~; fr’Bfr 

loZHkwr”kjhjs’kq Rokiks g~;kuq”prkf”p;k%AA Matsya I,54.29 AA 

 

nº~;ekus’kq rs’osg tXM+eLFkkojs’kq pA 

/kweHkwrkLrq rk º~;kiks fu’ØkeUrhg loZ”k%AA Matsya I,54.30 AA 

 

rsu pkL=kf.k tk;Urs LFkkueHkze;a Le`re~A 

rstksfHk% loZyksdsdsHk; vknRrs j”efHktZye~AA I,54.31 AA 

 

leqnzk}k;qla;ksxkr~ oºUR;kiks xHkLr;%A 

rrLRo`rqo”kkRdkysifjorZu~ fnokdj%AA I,54.32 AA 
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fu;PNR;kiks es?ksHk;% “kqDyk% “kqDySLrqj”efHk%A 

vHkzLFkk% izirUR;kiksok;qukleqnhfjrk%AA I,54.33 AA 

 

rrks o’kZfr ‘k.eklku~ loZHkwrfoo}̀;sA 

ok;qfHkLrfurapSo fo/kqrLRofXutk% Le`rkAA Matsya I,54.34 AA 

 

In Linga Purana a full-fledged chapter (I,36) has been devoted to the science of hydrology. It 

explains evaporation, condensation and rainfall with suitable examples very scientifically and 

says that the water can’t be destroyed, only its state is changed.  

 

nUnº~;ekus’kq pjkpjs’kq xks/kweHkwrkLRoHk fu’ØefUrA 

;k ;k Å/oZ ek:rsusfjrk os rkLrkLRoHkka;fXuukok;q pAA Linga I,36.38 AA 

 

vrks /kwekfXuokrkuka la;ksxLRoeqP;rsA  

okjhf.k o’kZrhR;HkzeHkzL;s”k% lgL=n`d~AA Linga I,36.39 AA 

 

Meaning: After getting by sun, the water contained in most of the materials on earth gets 

converted to smoke (vapour) and ascends to sky with the air and subsequently gets converted to 

cloud. Thus, the combination of smoke, fire and air is the cause of cloud formation. These clouds 

cause rainfall under the guidance of lord Indra, having thousand eyes. 

 

Similarly verses I,36.66-67 of the Linga Purana  say that the water is never destroyed or lost, but 

only converted from one form to other i.e. water to vapour by sun heat, then cloud and subsequent 

rainfall and loss of rainfall by wind etc. viz. 

 

vL;Sosg izlknkRrq ò’VukZrkHkofnnotk%A 

lgL= xq.keqRL=’Vaw eknRrs fdj.kStZye~AA Linga I,36.66 AA 

 

tyL; uk”kks o`f}okZa ukrR;sokL; fopkjr%A 

/kzos.kkfJ’Brks ok;qòf’V lagjrs iqu%AA Linga I,36.67 AA 

 

Thus, it is evident that the Linga Purana contains clear concept of rainfall, evaporation, 

condensation, cloud formation etc., along with the knowledge that water cannot be created or 
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destroyed. Chapter 41, Vol. I of the Linga Purana furnishes some more knowledge about the 

change in the facets of hydrological cycle with months of the year. viz. 

 

olars pSo xzh’es p “krS% l rirs f=fHk%A 

o’kkZaLoFkks “kjfn p prqfHkZL;a izo’kZfrAA Linga I,41.30 AA 

 

pS=s ekfl Hkosna”kq/kkZark oS”kk[krkiuA  

ts’Bs ekfl HkosfnUnz vk’kk<+s ok;Zek jfo%AA Ling I,41.33 AA 

 

Likewise Vayu Purana also contains valuable references to hydrologic cycle. Vayu Purana 

(51.14-15-16) state like this: 

 

vkfnR;ihra lw;kZXus% lksea laØers tye~A 

ukMhfHkokZ;q;qDrkfHkyksZdk/kkua izorZrsAA Vayu,51.14 AA  

 

;RlksekRL=ors lw;Z rnHksz’ofr’BrsA 

es?kk ok;qfu?kkrsu fol`tUr tya HkqfoAA Vayu 51.15 AA 

 

,oeqfR{kI;rs pSo irrs pa iqutZye~A 

u uk”keq mndL;kfLr rnso ifjorZrsAA Vayu 51.16 AA 

 

Meaning: The water evaporated by sun ascends to atmosphere through the capillary of air, and 

there gets cooled and condensed. After formation of clouds, it rains by the force of air. Thus, 

water is not lost in all these processes but gets converted from one form to other continuously.  

 

Brahmanda Purana (II, Chapt. 9) also gives some information on the hydrologic cycle. It says 

that seven colour rays of the sun extracts water from all sources, by heating them (II,9.138-139). 

Thereafter, the clouds of different shapes and colours are formed. Then they rain with high 

intensity and great noise. (II,9.167-168). In this way, the fire of the sun is controlled. The very 

object of the chapter is the concept of the hydrologic cycle explaining different parts one by one.  

 

uko`’V;k ifjfo”;sr okfj.kk nhI;rs jfo%A 

rLekn;% ficU;ks oS nhI;rs jfojacjsAA II,9.138 AA 
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rL; rs j”e;% lIr ficaR;aHkks egk.kZokr~A 

rsukgkjs.k lanhIrk%lw;kZa% lIr HkoaR;qrAA Brahmanda II,9.1391 AA 

 

lIr/kk lao`rkRekuLrekfXua “ke;aR;qrA 

rrLrs tynk o’kZ eqapafr p egkS?kor~AA II,9.167 AA 

lq?kksjef”koa loZ uk”k;afr p ikode~A 

izò’VZ”p rFkkR;FkZ okfj.kkiw;Zrs txr~AA Brahmanda II,9.168 AA 

 

The treasure of knowledge about hydrology and hydrologic cycle available in various ancient 

Indian literature has still not been explored fully. As observed by V. T. Chow (1974) in the 

Symposium organized by UNESCO in Paris in August, 1974 “the history of hydrology in Asia 

is fragmentary at best and much insight could be obtained by further study”. Although the efforts 

are on, they are not numerous. In a recent study, Malik (2016) has made efforts to extract and 

analyze the concept of hydrological cycle as understood from the Ramayana Epic, focusing on 

the conceptual aspects of hydrological cycle interpreted from the 28th sarga of 4th Kanda of 

Kishkindha Kanda of Ramayana by the great poet Valmiki. The Schematic representation of 

hydrological cycle extracted from Kishkindha Kanda of Ramayana of Valmiki by Malik (2016) 

is shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

Malik (2016) has also compared the modern concept of the hydrologic cycle with the concept 

present during the Ramayana of Valmiki. The comparison is shown in Figure 2.3. From the 

comparative analysis of the two concepts, he observes that “in the modern concept sun 

throughout the year evaporates the oceanic water or water from others water bodies coupled with 

transpiration. But in the epic, there is no signature of transpiration. Also, contrasting difference 

occurs for run-off where present concept considering run-off, infiltration and sub-surface flow. 

In the epic concept of infiltration and sub-surface flow are found to be lacking”. However, if we 

ignore these limitations, the concept of Ramayana is outstanding and very close to the modern 

concept.  
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Figure 2.2: Schematic Representation of the Hydrological Cycle extracted from Kishkindha 

Kanda of Ramayana of Valmiki by Malik (2016) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Schematic comparisons between Modern Hydrological cycle and hydrological 

cycle concept in Valmiki Ramayana by Malik (2016) 
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Epilogue 

This chapter brings out that the knowledge of water science during the Vedic age and afterwards 

in the age of Epics and Puranas was highly advanced, although the people of those times were 

solely dependent upon their experience of nature, without sophisticated instruments of modern 

times. In the Vedic age, Indians had developed the concept that water gets divided into minute 

particles due to the effect of sun rays and wind, which ascends to the atmosphere by the capillary 

of air. It gets condensed there and subsequently falls as rainfall. Month-wise change in the facets 

of the hydrological cycle was also known. Water uptake by plants which gets facilitated by the 

conjunction of air along with the knowledge of infiltration is revealed in the ancient literature. 

From all above discourses, we can conclude that well developed concepts of the hydrological 

cycle were known to the ancient Indians in those ancient times while the contemporary world 

was relying on the wild theories of origin and distribution of water. Thus, the ancient Indian 

knowledge of water science can be regarded as the great achievement of that time. 
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Precipitation is one of the three main processes (evaporation, condensation, and precipitation) 

that constitute the hydrologic cycle, the continual exchange of water between the atmosphere 

and Earth’s surface. This chapter discusses various processes such as cloud formation, 

interaction between Sun and ocean and earth surface, condensation and precipitation, as 

described in the ancient Indian literature. The chapter also sheds lights on the techniques used 

for precipitation measurement in ancient India. 

 

Seasons and Clod Formation  

The Rig Vedic Aryans had keenly and carefully demarcated the variation in seasons and divided 

the whole year into six such divisions as the verse indicates: 

 

mrks l eg~;feUnqfHk% ‘kM~;qDrksZ vuqlsf’k/kr~A 

xksfHk;Zoa u pd ` Z’kr~AA R.V., I,23.15 AA 

 

The Sun was clearly known to the Rig Vedic Aryans as determinant of seasons and the seasons 

were formed for the benefit of the earthly creatures. 

 

=hf.k tkuk ifj Hkw’kUR;L; leqnz ,da fnR;sdeIlqA 

iwokZaeuq iz fn”ka ikfFkZokukèrwRizk”kklf} n/kkouq’BqAA R.V., I,95.3 AA 

 

Figure 3.1 shows the general cloud formation and associated processes, as understood in modern 

times. The knowledge about cloud formation is also present in the Rig Veda.  

 

Chapter-3 

CLOUD FORMATION, PRECIPITATION  

AND ITS MEASUREMENT 

https://www.britannica.com/science/vaporization
https://www.britannica.com/science/condensation-phase-change
https://www.britannica.com/science/atmosphere
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Figure 3.1: The process of Cloud Formation 

(Source: https://climate.ncsu.edu/edu/CloudFormation) 

 

Radiation, convection currents and rainfall as their effect, are described in the Rig Veda 

(I,164.47, VII, 70.2 and I,161. 11-12) through following verses. 

 

m}RLoLek vd`.kksruk r`.ka fuoRLoi% LoiL;;k uj%A 

vxksL;L; ;nlLruk x`gs rn~?kksne`Hkoks ukuq xPNFkAA R.V., I,161.11 AA 

 

laehy~;a ;n~Hkqouk I;ZliZr Do LoRrkR;k firjk o vklrq%A 

v”kir ;% djLua o vknns ;% izkcohRizks rLek vcohruAA R.V., I, 161.12 AA 

 

d`’.ka fu;kau gj;% lqi.kkZa viks olkuk fnoeqRirfUrA 

r vkoo`=URlnukǹrL;kfnn~/k̀rsu i`fFkoh O;q?krsAA R.V., I, 164.47 AA 

 

These above verses of the Rig Veda also state that the rays of the Sun are the cause of the rains, 

and that the clouds are constituted of various elements. Some verses of Rig Veda (I,27.6; I,32.8; 

I,32.14; I,37.11; II, 24.4; V,55.3) describe the formation of cloud by evaporation of water by Sun 

and wind and then rainfall, and there is no other cause of rainfall other than Sun.  

 

foHkDrkfl fp=Hkkuks flU/kks:ekZa vikd vkA 

l/kks nk”kq’ks {kjflAA R.V., I, 27.6 AA 

https://climate.ncsu.edu/edu/CloudFormation
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una u fHkUUeeq;k “k;kua euks :gk.kk vfra ;UR;ki%A 

;f”p}=ks efguk I;Zfr’BRrklkefg% iRlqr% “khcZHkwoAA R.V., I,32.8 AA  

 

The above verses explain that all that water goes to the sky with wind by the heat of Sun rays 

and gets converted to clouds and then again after the penetration by Sun rays, it rains and gets 

stored in rivers, ponds, ocean etc. The clouds are said to be leaders for replenishment of water. 

The verse V 55.3 of the Rig Veda explains the simultaneous formation of mighty clouds which 

are co-dispensers of moisture.  

 

lkda tkrk% lqHko% lkdeqf{krk% fJ;s fpnk izrja ckò/kquZj% 

fojksfd.k% lw;ZL;so j”e;% “kqHka ;krkeuq jFkk voR̀lrAA R.V.,V,55.3 AA 

 

During Rig Vedic times the seasonal variation of rainfall was known, which is depicted through 

following verses (RV.VI,20.2 and VI,30.3) saying that the Sun extracts water from Earth during 

eight months and then this water rains during rainy season of four months.  

 

fnoks u rqHk;efoUnz l=klq;Za nsosfHk/kkZaf; fo”oe~A 

vfga ;Rn`=e;ks ofozokala ºUu`thf’kfUo’.kquk lpku%AA R.V.,VI,20.2 AA 

 

Verse I, 79.2 of the Rig Veda states that the Sun rays strike against moving clouds. Thus, the 

black shedders of rain roar. After this, the shower comes with delightful flashes of lighting. The 

rains then descend, and finally the clouds thunder.  

 

v rs lqi.kkZa vfHkuUra ,oS% d̀’.kks uksuko o`’kHkks ;nhne~A 

f”kokfHkuZ Le;ekukfHkjkxkRirfUr feg% Lro;UR;HkzkAA R.V.,I,79.2 AA 

 

Following two verses (V.54.2 and V55.5) of the Rig Veda explain the cloud-bearing winds as 

the cause of rainfall, viz. 

 

iz oks e#rLrfo’kk mn~U;oks o;kso`/kks v”o;qt% ifjtz;%A 

la fo?kqrk n/kfr ok”kkfr f=r% LojUR;kiksbouk ifjtz;%AA R.V.,V,54.2 AA 

 

Meaning: “O cloud-bearing winds, your troops are rich in water, they are strengtheners of life, 

and are your strong bonds, they shed water and augment food, and are harnessed with steads 
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(waves) that wander far and spread every-where. Combined with lighting, the triple-group (of 

wind, cloud and lightning) roars aloud, and the circumambient waters fall upon the earth”. 

 

mnhj;Fkk e#r% leqnzrks ;w;a o`f’Va o’kZ;Fkk iqjhf’k.ka%A 

u oks nL=k mi nL;fUr /kuso% “kqHka ;krkeuq jFkk voR̀lrAA R.V. V,55.5 AA 

 

This verse explains that the cloud-bearing winds uplift water from ocean and charged with water 

shower down the rain. Similarly, instrumentality of winds in the causation of rainfall can be 

easily read in verses I,19.3-4; I, 165.1, and their relationship with clouds in I, 19.8 of the Rig 

Veda, as follows: 

 

;s egks jtlks fonqfoZ”os nsoklks vnzqg%A e#n~fejXu vk xfgAA 

;k mxzk vdZekùpqjuk/k̀’Vkl vkstlk Hk#n~fHkjXu vk xfgAA RV.I,19.3-4 AA 

 

v rs rUoUr jf”efHkfLrj% leqnzekstlkA 

e#n~fHkjXu vk xfgAA RV.I,19.8 AA 

 

Both of the above verses reveal the cause of rain, who commands the rain to come down and 

execution of eternal laws.  

 

The following hymn (I,38.7) of the Rig Veda reveals how the moisture leaden winds bring some 

scanty rainfall in desert region also. 

 

lR;a Ros’kk veoUrks /kUofTonk #fnz;kl%A 

fega d`.oUR;okrke~AA R.V.I,38.7 AA 

 

From verse V,53.6-7 of the Rig Veda, we also come across the knowledge of Rig Vedic Aryans 

about the positive effect of yajna’s ¼;K½, forests and large reservoirs, causing rainfall.  

 

vk ;a uj% lqnkuoks nnk”kq’ksZ fno% dks”kepqP;oq%A 

fo itZU;a l`tfUr jksnlh vuq /kUouk ;fUr o`’V;%AA 

rr`nkuk% flU/ko% {kksnlk jt% iz lL=q/ksZuoks ;FkkA 

L;Uuk v”ok bok/ouks foekspus fo ;}RrZUr ,U;%AA R.V.V.,53.6-7AA 
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The following hymn from the Rig Veda (V, 53.17) indicates that there are sixty-three types of 

winds. However, their climatological and meteorological implications are still unraveled and 

they are mostly treated as merely mythologies.  

 

lIr es lIr “kkfdu ,desdk “krk nqn%A 

;equk;ef?k Jqreqnzk/kks xR;a e`ts fu jk/kks v”o;a e`tsAA R.V.V,53.17 AA 

 

No clear cut mention of the monsoon is to be found in Rig Veda but the Marut hymns give 

satisfactory descriptions. Monsoon is, however, clearly referred to in the later period in the 

Yajurveda Samhita as lfyyokr (Taithriya IV.4.12.3). 

 

opZ bna {k= lfyyokreqxze~AA 

/k=hZ fn”kka {k=fena nk/kkjksiLFkk”kkuka fe=onLRokst%AA T.S,4.4.12.3 AA 

 

However, a better reference to rain bearing winds is provided in the Rig Veda (R.V. X. 137.2 

and I,19.7). 

}kfoekS okrkS okr vk flU/kksjk ijkor%A 

n{ka rs vU; vk okrq ijkU;ks okrq ;nzi%AA R.V.X,137.2 AA 

 

In versa, VIII,7.4 of the Rig Veda, the word fega is explained to mean mist, with which one cannot 

differ easily, if the content is taken into account, though at other places fega signifies rainfall. 

 

oiUr e#rks fega iz osi;fUr ioZrkuA ;|kea ;Ur ok;qfHk%AA R.V.VIII,7.4 AA 

 

The importance of yajna to purify environment and causation of rainfall has also been described 

in the Rig Veda (RV.X,98.4; x,98.6/12; x.98.7 and x,98.11) as below:  

 

vk uks nzkIlk e/kqeUrks fo”kkfURoUnz nsº~;kf/kjFka lgL=e~A 

fu’khn gks=e`rqFkk ;tLo nsokUnzs ok;s gfo’kk lI;ZAA R.V.X.98.4 AA 

 

vfLeURleqnzs v/;qRrjLeUUiks nsoksfHkfuZo`rk vfr’Bu~A 

rk vnzoUukf’Va.ksu l`’Vk nsokfiuk izsf’krk e`f{k.kh’kqAA R.V.X.98.6/12 AA 

 

These hymns clearly describe that the water collected by Sun rays kept in kept in the sky safely, 

and to create rain, one should take help of knowledgeable priests, who will do appropriate yajna 
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(sacrifice) for rain. This implies that the precipitation is the result of weather and cloud 

formation. The three other Vedas, namely Sama, Yajur and Atharva Veda furnish some 

additional information on climatology and meteorology which we do not come across in the Rig 

Veda. Since these three Vedas chronologically belong to a later period, it can be easily seen that 

during the later Vedic period the water science further progressed to a considerable extent. 

 

That the rain is a phenomena of ocean, wind and moisture, is proved to be clearly known by later 

Vedic times. Verse from the Tiathriya says “from the Ocean, O Maruts ye make (the rain) to fall, 

O Ye that are rich in moisture (TS.II,4.8.2)”.  

 

o`’V;% mnhj;Fkk e#r% leqnzrks nw;a o`f’Va o’kZ;/kk iqjhf’k.k%A 

l`tk o`f’Va fno vfnzHk% leqnza i`.kAA TS.II,4.8.2 AA 

 

In Taithriya, it is also very clearly mentioned that the air circulation plays a definite role in the 

causation of rainfall. It is stated thus: “Verily becoming of like hue he (wind) causes Parjanya to 

rain (TS, II 4.9.I). 

 

ek#rufl e#rkekst bfr d`’.ka okl% d`’.karw’ka ifj /kRr~ ,r}S 

o`’V;s #’ka l#i ,o HkwRok itZU;a o’kZ;fr je;r e#r% “;suekf;ufefr Ik”pk}kra 

izfr ehofr iqjksokreso tu;fr o’kZL;ko#};S okrekekfu tqgksfr ok;qosZ o`’V;k bZ”ks 

ok;qeso Losu Hkkx/ks;suksi /kkofr l ,okLeS itZU;a o’kZ;L; ‘VkSAA TS.II,4.9.1 AA 

 

West wind and the rain bearing monsoon or east wind are spoken of in above lines – “Stay O 

Maruts, the speeding falcon (with these words), he pushes back the west wind: verily he produces 

the east wind, to win the rains. He makes offering to the names of the wind, the winds rules the 

rain (TS.II,4.9.1).  

 

During the Rig Vedic time, probably it was also known to the Aryans that plants (or forests) had 

some influence on the causation of rainfall.  

 

lkSHk;;Sokg~R;k fnoks o`’Veo #U/ks e?kq’kk la ;kSR;ika ok ,’k vks’k/khuka jlks 

;Ue/oHkn; ,okS’k/khHk;ks o’kZR;Fkks vn~Hk; ,okS’k/khHk;ks òf’Va fu u;frAA TS.II,4.9.3 AA 
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Like RigVeda, the Yajur Veda also tells about the influence of yajna (sacrifice) in purifying air, 

water and environment as a whole, which helps in causation of rainfall. Hymn I,12 of the Yajur 

Veda reads as follows: 

 

iko=s LFkks oS’.kO;kS lforqoZ% izlo mRiqukHk;kfPNns.k ifo=s.k lw;ZLFk jf”efHk%A 

nsohjkiks vxzsxqoks vxzsioks xz bee?k ;K u;rkxzs ;bifra lq/kkrq ;Kifra nso;qoe~AA YV.I,12 AA 

 

This mantra (hymn) states that the substances like water, air etc. get polluted and if they will be 

broken into minute articles by fire (with the help of yajna) they will get purified and pure rainfall 

will occur. The hymn VI.10 of the Yajur Veda states that the materials used in yajna get divided 

into minute atomic forms due to attraction of Sun and ascend to sky. This causes plenty of rain 

fall. Likewise hymns VI – 16 and XIII – 12 of the Yajur Veda also reveal the same fact as: 

 

vika is#jL;kiks nsoh% LonUrq lokRra fpRln~nsogfo%A 

la rs izk.kks okrsu xPNrksZ leM~xkfu ;t=S% la ;Kifrjkf”k’kkAA YV.VI,10 AA 

 

In the Vedas at several places, the mist has been given the appellation of uhgkj (Vajasaneyi 

Samhita 17.31) as: 

 

u ra fonkFk ; bek ttkukU;?kq’ekdeUrja cHkwoA 

uhgkjs.k izkòrk ty~ik pkl̀uÌk mDFk”kkl”pjfUrAA VS.XVII,31 AA 

 

The Yajur Veda knew about the immense concentration of mist or fog on water bodies and 

oceans “thou are ocean full of mist”. It was also known that pure waters purify all things through 

rain “May waters, like mother purify our bodies (YV.IV.2-3). 

 

vkiks vLekUekrj% “kq/kz;Urq ?k`rsu ?k`rIo% iquUrqA 

fo”o fg fjiza izogUr nsoh%A 

 

mfnnkHk;% “kqfpjk iwr ,fenh{kkrilksLruwjfl 

rka Rok f”kok “kXek ifj n/ks Hknza o.kZ iq’;u~AA YV.IV.2 AA 

 

The Sun was known to be the disperser of clouds and cause of rain “O Sun, thou bring rain on 

different parts of the earth” 
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eghuka I;ksfl opksnk vfl opksZ es nsfgA 

o`=L;kfl duhudjp{kqnkZ vfl p{kqesZ nsfgaAA YV.IV,3 AA 

 

The Sam Veda gives more emphasis on wooing Rain God. It clearly says that the eternal power 

of Sun penetrates the clouds and thus causes rain (SV. Previous II. 179). It also reveals that the 

Sun pours rain water on moving earth with the help of wind (SV. Previous II. 148) as; 

 

;fnUnzks vu;kfnzrks eghj;ks ò’kUri%AA 

r= iw’kk HkqoRlpkAA SV.Previous II.179 AA 

 

bUnzks n/khpks vLFkfHkòZ =k.;izfr’dqr%A 

t/kku uorhuZoAA SV. Previous II. 148 AA 

 

The other verses of Sam Veda (V.562; final V.906; and final X.1317) discuss the kindness and 

greatness and power of God along with the process of rain. Verse SV. Final, XX.1802 clearly 

mentions the creation of oceans, rivers etc. due to the heavy rain by God.  

 

vlkfo lkseksZ v#’kks o`’kk gjh jktso nLeks vfHk xk vfpØnr~A 

iqukeks okjeR;s’;O;;a “;suks u ;ksfu ?k`roUreklnr~AA SV. Previous,V.562 AA 

 

vk ioeku lq’Vqfr òf’V nsoksE;ks nqo%A 

b’ks ioLo la;re~AA SV.Final,V.906 AA 

 

Ro flU/kw [kkl`tks/kjkpks vgUufge~A 

v”k=qfjUnz tfKls fo”oa iq’;fl ok;Ze~A 

rURok ifj ‘otkegs uHkUrkeUFkds’kka T;kadk vf/k/kUolqAA SV.Final,XX.1802 AA 

 

In Atharva Veda we come across the similar concepts and hydrologic knowledge as contained 

inthe other Vedas. Verse (I,4.3), for example, states as: 
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viks nsoh #ia g~o;s ;= xko% fioUr u%A 

flaU/kqHk;% dRoZ gfo%AA AV.I,4.3 AA 

 

This verse reveals the concept of evaporation due to heating by Sun rays and subsequently life 

giving rainfall. The Prithvi Sukta of the Atharva Veda (XII,1.51) speaks of a violent dusty storm 

which uprooted trees and calls it as ekrfj”ok: 

 

;ka f}ikn% if{k.k% lairUr galk% lqi.kkZ% “kdquk o;kaflA 

;L;ka okrks ekrfj”;s;rs jtkafl d`.oaP;ko;a”p o`{kku~A 

okrL; izokeqiokeuq okR;fpZ%AA AV.XII,1.5 AA 

 

The various hymns of the Rig Veda indicate that the Vedic literature mythically describes the 

Indian atmospheric phenomena, especially those of the monsoons and rainy season, and the 

violent thunderstorms by which they are usually accompanied.  

 

Following the Rig Veda, the Satpatha Brahmana also recognizes sixty three winds (SB Part I, 

2.5.1.13). The same text calls hoar frost as i `”ok- 

 

f=% iz’VRok e#rks okò/kkuk mL=k bo jk”k;ks ;fK;kl%A 

mi Rose% d`f/k uks Hkkx/ks;a “kq’ea r ,uk ºfo’kk fo/kseAA RV.VIII,96.8 AA 

 

The Taithiriya Aranyaka (I.9.8) says that there are seven types of air currents or winds in the 

atmosphere which produce seven types of clouds of the same appellation. These are (1) ojkºo ¼2½ 

Loril ¼3½ fo/kqUegl ¼4½ /kwie ¼5½ “oki; ¼6½ x`ges?k and (7) vkf”kfefof}’k- The ojkºo creates circumstances 

which are responsible for condensation and good rainfall. The Loril is that whose temperature 

condition is little affected by the insolation or Sun and perhaps occurs at a higher altitude and is 

responsible for precipitation. The actual text of the mantra is as follows:  

 

rkruqØfe’;k;% ojkoLLoril% A fo?kqUe; lks /kwi;%AA 

“oki;ks x`ges?kk”osR;srs  A is psesf”kfefof}i%A 

itZU;kLlIr if̀Fkohefe oj’kfUr A o`’VfHkjfrAA Tai.Ara.,I,9.8 AA  

 

The fo?kqUegl gives rise to thunderstorm; the /kwi; possesses some latent property or aroma which 

it imparts to the objects with which it comes in contact, expanding quickly and the x`ges/k affects 

the humidity or moisture content of the atmosphere. Theses six belong to a single genus and have 
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a single or similar region of activity. The vkf”kfefnf}’k belongs to another genus and its 

geographical realm or region is different from the preceding six; however, it is highly favourable 

for agricultural purposes. These seven classes of clouds bring rainfall with seven types of winds. 

In verse I.10.9 of the Taithiriya Aranyaka, two more types of clouds are mentioned 

(Tai,Ara,I,10.9). These are: ¼1½ “kEcj or “kkEcj and ¼2½ cgqlksexh- The former is responsible for profuse 

rainfall, and the later is identified to be “the moving nimbus fall of water”. Thus, total nine types 

of clouds with their properties, have been identified in the Taithiriya Aranyaka. 

 

lforkja forUoUre~A vuqo/ukfr “kkEoj% A vkiiwj’kECj”oSoA 

lforkajsilksHkDrAA I,10.8 AA R;a lqrIra` fofnRoSoA  

cgqlksexhja o”khAA vUosfr rq;ksokfØ;ka re~A vk ;lw;kU”lkser`Ilw’kqAA Tai,Ara,I,10.9 AA 

 

On the similar lines, during the age of epics we get information regarding clouds, rainfall, 

evaporation, snow, storms etc. Verse VII.4.3 of Ramayana speaks of three kinds of clouds - czkge 

(Produced from Brahma), vXus; produced from fire and i{kt (produced on a mountain flank). 

White, red, blue and grey clouds are also referred to in the epic (V.1.81) as: 

 

ik.MqjkL.ko.kkZfu uhyekfTe’Bdkfu pA 

dfiuk d’;ek.kfu egkHkzkf.k pdkf”kjsAA Ramayana V,1.81 AA 

gfjrkL.ko.kkZfu egkHkkf.k pdkf”kjsAA Ramayana V,57.7 AA 

 

Climatic vagary or absence of rainfall is referred to in Ramayana (I.9.9) as: 

 

vuko`f’V% lq?kksjk oS loZyksdHk;kogkAA Ramayana I,9.8 AA 

vuko`’B;ka rq o`Rrk;ka lekuh; izo{;frAA Ramayana I,9.9 AA 

 

Here, it speaks indirectly of atmosphere free from dust, fog, frost and mist. Similarly, the 

condition of nocturnal sky (the moon from uhgkj or mist) is alluded to in Ramayana (I.29.25), as: 

 

“k”kho xruhgkj% iquoZlqlefUor%AA Ramayana I,29.25 AA 

 

Mist and its disappearance through diurnal rise of temperature is referred to in I,55.25 verse of 

Ramayana, mist and severe cold in III, 16.12, cold western wind made still colder due to the 

effect of him (frost) in III, 16.15, very dense mist in the vicinity of earth surface in III, 16.23, 
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water vapour hanging on the surface of the river structure in III.16.24, dew formation on the 

sandy margins of the bank in III,16.24 and snowfall in III,16.25. These verses are given here as: 

 

onrkS oS ofl’BL; ;k HkSfjfr eqgqeqZgq%A 

uk”kk;kE;?k% xk/ks;a uhgkjfeo HkkLdj%AA Ramayana I,55.25 AA 

 

fuo`Rrkdk”k”k;uk% iq’;uhrk fgek#.kk%A 

“khrò}rjk;kekfL=;kuk ;kfUr lkEizre~AA Ramayana III,16.12 AA 

 

izd̀R;k “khryLi”kksZ fgefo}”p lkEizre~A 

izokfr if”peks ok;q% dkys f}xq.k”khry%AA Ramayana III,16.15 AA 

 

vo”;k;reksu}k uhgkjrelkòrk%A 

izlqIrk bo y{;Urs foiq’;k oujkt;%AA Ramayana III,16.23 AA 

 

ok’ila{kUulfyyk #rfoKs;lkjlk%A 

fgefnzokyqdSLrhjS% lfjrks HkkfUr lkEizre~AA Ramayana III,16.24 AA 

 

rq’kkjirukPpSo ènqRokn~ HkkLdjL; pA 

“kSR;knxkxzLFkefi izk;s.k jloTtye~AA Ramayana III,16.25 AA 

 

Verse IV,1.15 of Ramayana states about the mountain winds. In another Verse (VI, 78.19) we 

read about dusty, dry and gusty wind. Later on violent storm or tornado is also mentioned in 

Ramayana (VI,106.21, okrk e.MfyuLrhok%½. 

 

“kSydanj fu’ØkUr% izxhr bo pkfuy%AA Ramayana IV,1.15 AA 

 

Like the Ramayana, the epic Mahabharata also contains valuable information related to 

hydrosciences. In the twelfth skanda of the epic, atmosphere is divided into seven regions 

(skanda, sphere, XII,328.31) and are discussed in considerable detail as  “that wind which is the 

first in above number and which is known by the name of izog drives, along the first course, 

masses of clouds born of smoke and heat. Thus, during this time, the constituents of cloud were 

also predicted. This wind passes through the sky and comes into contact with water in the clouds 

(MB.XII,328.36) as: 
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i`fFkO;k;Urfj{ks p ;= laokUr ok;o%A 

lIrSrs ok;qekxkZ oS rku~ fuoks/kkuqiwo Z”k%AA MB.XII,328.31 AA 

 

izsj;R;Hkzla/kkrku /kwetka”pks’etka’o ;%A 

izFke% izFkes ekxZs izogks uke ;ksfuy%AA MB.328.36 AA 

 

The second wind called vkog] blows with a loud noise (MB. XII329.37). The wind which drinks 

up water from the four oceans and having sucked it up, gives it to the clouds, presents them to 

the Gods of rain, is the third in number and is known as mRng (MB. XII328.38-39-40). 

 

vEcjs LusgeE;sR; fo/kqnHk;”p egk?kqfr%A 

vkogks uke laeokfr f}rh;% “oluks unu~AA MB.XII,328.37 AA 

 

mn;a T;ksfr’kka “k”or lkseknhuka djksfr ;a%A 

vUrnsZgs’kq pksnkua ;a onkUr euhf’k.k%AA MB.XII,328.38 AA 

 

;”prqHk;Z% leqnzsHk;ks ok;q/kkZfj;rs tye~A 

m}R;knnrs pkiks thewrsE;ksEcjs fcyAA MB,XII,328.39 AA 

 

;ksfnHk% la;ksT; thewrku itZU;k; izFkPNfrA 

mRnrks uke cafg’BLr`rh;% l lnkxfr%AA MB,XII,328.40 AA 

 

The winds which support the clouds and divides them into various parts, which melts them for 

pouring rain and once more solidifies them, which in perceived as the sound of roaring clouds, 

is known by the name laog- Fifth layer is called foog and the sixth is referred to as ifjog. The 

seventh called ijkog (MB.XII.328.41-42-43-47-48) refers perhaps to some cosmic region. 

 

lewg;ekuk cgq/kk ;su uhrk% i`Fkd ?kuk%A 

o’kZeks{kd`rkjEHkkLr s HkofUr ?kuk?kuk%AA M.B.XII,328.41 AA 

 

lagrk ;su pkfo}k HkofUr unra unk%A 

j{k.kkFkkZ; lEHkwrk es?kRoeqi;kfUr pAA M.B.XII,328.42 AA 

 

;ks lkS ogfr Hkwrkuka foekukfu fogk;lkA 

prqFkZ% laogks uke ok;q% l fxfjefnu%AA M.B.XII,328.43 AA 
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nk#.kksR;krlapkjks uHkl% Lruf;RuqekuA 

iTpe% l egkosxks foogks uke ek#r%AA M.B.XII,328.48 AA 

 

‘k’B% ifjogks uke l ok;qtZ;rka nj%AA M.B.XII,328.45 AA 

 

;su Li`’V%ijkHkwrks ;kR;so u fuorZrsA 

ijkogks uke ijks ok;q% l nqjfrØe%AA M.B.XII,328.52 AA 

 

Here, at five places, the term wind used, actually implies a sphere or layer. These five names 

also occur in Puranas and other later literature. The epic gives another classification of clouds 

also giving four classes of clouds. The four types of clouds are laorZd] oykgd (MB,VIII,34.28), 

dq.M/kkj (XII 271.6) and mrad (MB XIV 55.35-36-37). The oykgd clouds are formed in the foog 

layer of atmosphere (described before). The clouds brining rainfall in desert area are called mrad- 

These classification of clouds are different from those enumerated in Ramayana and Puranas.  

 

lksFk lkSE;su eulk nsokuqpj;fUrdsA 

izR;I”;Tty/kja dq.M/kkjeofLFkrae~AA MB,XII,271.6 AA 

 

rnk ejkS Hkfo’;fUr tyiw.kkZ% I;ks/kjk%A 

jloPp iznkL;fUr rks;a rs HkxquUnu] 

mRrDM+es?kk bR;qDrk% [;kfr ;kL;fUr pkfi rsAA MB,XIV,55.36 AA 

 

Around 600-700 BC, Kanada in his Vaisesika Sutra referred to the process of condensation and 

dissolution of water (Vais. Sutr.V,2.8). He remarks “condensation and dissolution of water is 

due to the conjunction with fire or heat”. About the phenomena of thunder, he observes that the 

“rolling of thunder is a mark of the ingress of the light of the sky (Vais. Sutr.V,2.9)”, i.e. it is the 

pealing of thunder which warrants the inference. He again says (Vais. Sutr. V, 2.11) that the 

rolling of thunder results from conjunction with water and disjunction from a cloud. Here, it is 

fully evident that the great sage knew that thunder is caused due to impact of positively and 

negatively charged clouds. 

 

vika lM~?kkrks foy;uTp rst% la;ksxkr~AA Vais. Sutr.V,2.8 AA 

r= foLQwtZ FkqfyZM~xe~AA Vais. Sutr.V,2.9 AA 

vika la;ksxkf}HkkxkPp Lruf;Ruks%AA Vais. Sutr.V,2.11 AA 
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Discussing the falling of raindrops and flowing of streams, he further presents causes of falling 

of water resulting from gravity in the absence of conjunction (Vais. Sutr.V,2.3) i.e. falling of 

water in the form of rain, has gravity as its non-coinherent cause.  

 

vika la;ksxkHkkos xq#Rokr~ ioue~AA Vais. Sutr.V,2.3 AA 

 

In the verse V, 2.4, it has been said that the distant progression of the stream or great aqueous 

whole composed by mutual conjunction of the fallen waters or raindrops, is produced by fluidity 

as its non-coinherent cause and by gravity as its efficient cause.  

 

nzoRokr L;Unue~AA Vais. Sutr.V,2.4 AA 

 

The phenomena of evaporation, cloud formation, classification of clouds and their relationship 

with winds or regions of atmosphere ¼okrLdU/k½ are also quite satisfactorily discussed in several 

Puranas (Vayu Chapter 51, Li nga Vol.I, Chapt. 36, Matsya Vol.I, Chapt. 54). Describing the 

general genesis of clouds, the Vayu Purana (51.22-25) says that there is moisture content in all 

the movable or immovable objects of the world and due to insolation or Sun’s rays, evaporation 

of that humidity takes place, and this process produces clouds. viz. 

 

vkdZ rstksfgHkwrsHk;ksg;knRrs jf”eetZye~AA Vayu,51.23 AA 

 

es?kkuka iqu#RifRrfL=fo/kk ;ksfu#P;rsA 

vXus;k czg~etk”pSo o{;kfe iF̀kkfo/kk%A 

f=/kk ?kuk% lek[;krkLrs’kka o{;kfe laHkoe~AA Vayu 51.28 AA 

 

vXus;kLRo.kZtk% izksDrkLrs’kka rLekRizorZueA 

“khr nqfnZuokrk ;s Loxq.kkLrs O;ofLFkrk%AA Vayu 51.29 AA 

 

thewrk uke rs es?kk ;sHk;ks thoL; laHkok%A 

f}rh;a izoga ok;q es?kkLrs rq lekfJrk%AA Vayu 51.36 AA 

 

The above verses say that those clouds which give or sprinkle water are called es?k and which do 

not bring any rainfall are known as vHk- There are three types of clouds (1) vkXus; (2) czg~et (3) 

i{kt- These are connected with cyclonic (thermal and insolational), convectional (occurring in 

northern continents, Siberia and equatorial regions) and orographic (occurring and proceeding 
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from mountain flanks) types of rainfall respectively. According to above mentioned Puranas, 

vkXus; occurs in the winter season and it is devoid of lightening and thunder and is of immense 

expanse and found in the mountain foots also. It brings rainfall within a radius of a mile or two. 

This description approximates most to the Nimbus of modern days. The Brahmaja ¼czg~et½ clouds 

are produced due to convection currents. In precipitation they cover an area of radius of nearly 

a yojana (five or eight miles). Most probably these are cumulonimbus. The Puskara-Vartaka 

¼iq’djkorZ½ clouds originate from or in the wings of mountains ¼i{klaHkok½- They assume various forms 

and produce deep rumbling sound. They are full of profuse water and bring excessive rainfall 

which is extremely destructive. This description conforms to a large extent to the modern class 

of altostratus.  

 

The Matsya Purana (Vol.I, Chap.54) furnishes still more elaborate and scientific information 

regarding clouds. It says that the clouds thewr is the cause of life. These clouds remain suspended 

on the air called Avaha. They change shape and goes up a yojana, from there form into rain hence 

they are called the source of rain (Verse 10). If the shlokas 17,18 and 19 are interpreted 

symbolically, they give other four classes of clouds expressed by the nomenclature xt] ioZr] es?k 

and Hkksxh- Then in the Verse 17 can be recognized further four classes of xt clouds. 

 

fo’kqon~xgo.kZ”p loZesrn /kqzosfjre~A 

thewrk uke rs es?kk ;nsHk;ks tho lEHko%AA Matsya,I,54.9 AA 

 

 

f}rh; vkogu ok;qesZ?kkLrs RofHklafJrk%A 

brks;kstuek=kPp v/;}Zfod`rkvfiAA Matsay,I,54.10 AA 

 

rs’kkeI;k;ua /kwe% losZ’kkefo”ks’kr%A 

rs’kka Js’B”p itZU;”pRokj”psZo fnXxtk%AA Matsya,I,54.17 AA 

 

xtkuka ioZrkukTp es?kkuka HkksfxfHk% lgA 

dqyesdaa f}/kkHkwra ;ksfujsdk tya Le`re~AA Matsay,I,54.18 AA 

 

Parjanys ¼itZU;½ and fnXxt rain in the season of gseUr and they are very useful for agricultural 

growth is spoken in the verse below: 
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itZU;ks fnXxtk”pSo gseUrs “khrlEHkoe~A  

rq’kkjo’kZ o’kkZfUr ò}ka g~;Uufoò};sAA Matsya,I,54.19 AA 

 

Process of condensation and precipitation on hygroscopic nuclei are very carefully described in 

a nutshell in the Matsya Purana (I,54.33) as:  

 

fu;PNR;kiks es/ksHko% “kqDyk% “kqDySLrqjf”efHk%A 

vHkzLFkk% iz;rUR;kiksok;qukleqnhfjrk%A Matsya,I,54.33 AA  

 

Meaning: “the waters from the (vapours) of the clouds when brought into contact with the wind 

(namely hygroscopic content of the air) fall in the shape of rain”. 

 

The Vishnu Purana (II,9.11-12) very scientifically enumerates the four sources of atmospheric 

moisture, “the glorious Sun, O Maitreya, exhales moisture from four sources, namely – seas, 

rivers, the earth and living creatures,”. viz. 

 

vHkzLFkk izirUR;kiks ok;quk leqnhfjrk%A 

laLdkja dkytfura eS=S;klk?k fueZyk%AA Vishnu,II,9.11 AA 

 

ljRlleqnzHkkSekLrq rFkki% izkf.klEHkok%AA 

prq’izdk”k HkxokuknUrs lfork equsAA Vishnu,II,9.12 AA 

 

The celebrated poet Kalidasa (100 B.C.) also knew a lot about clouds and the allied phenomena. 

He defines cloud thus “it is an assemblage of smoke, electricity, water and air” (Purvamegha 

Verse 5). At other places (Purvamegh, Verse 6) the poet names two types of clouds namely iq’dj 

and vkorZd 

 

/kweT;ksfr% lfyye#rkaa lUuikr% Od es?k%A 

lUns”kkFkkZ Od iVqdj.kS% izkf.kfHk% izki.kh;k%AA Meghadutam,Purvamegha.5 AA 

 

tkra oa”ks Hkqoufofnrs iq’djkorZdkuka tkukfe Roka izd̀friq#’ka dke#ia e?kksu%AA Purvamegha Verse 6 AA  

 

The Mricchakatika (600 AD) refers to a kind of cloud nzks.k (X.26) from which the rain streams 

forth as from a bucket. In another context, the famous drama refers to a special type of rain 

nzks.kòf’V streaming forth as from a trough (X.39) viz. 
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dks;esoafo/ks dkys dkyik”kkfLFkrs ef;A 

vuko`f’Vgrs lL;s nzks.kes?ka boksfnr%AA Mricchakatika, X.26 AA 

 

ds;eHk;q?krs “kL=s eR;qoD=xrs ef;A 

vuko`f’Vgrs lL;s nzks.kof̀’VfjokxrkAA Mricchakatika,X.39 AA 

 

Four types of clouds in all have been spoken of by Kalidas. They are vkorZ] laorZ] iq’dj and nzks.k- 

The Avarta brings no rainfall; the Samvarta gives an abundance of rain, the Puskara causes flood 

of rain and the Drona is most congenial to agriculture and mankind. This is stated in nutshell in 

the following lines – 

 

vkorksZ futZyks es?k% laorZr”p ogwnd%A  

iq’djks nq’djtyks nzks.k% “kL;iziwjd%AA 

Kalidas Granthavali, Abhidhan Kosh, P.154 AA 

 

In the library (Saraswati Bhavan Pustakalaya) of Sampurnand Sanskrit University, Varanasi a 

manuscript treatise entitled as es?kekyk is available. As the very name suggests, it is a work on 

climatology and more specifically science of clouds. On the basis of content and style of dialogue 

Tripathi (1969) tried to establish that Meghamala is a part of #nzk;ekyra=e~ (around 900 AD 

around). es?kekyk has 11 chapters. The first chapter of es?kekyk opens with the enquiry  

 

es?kLrq dhn`”kknso dFka fo|qRiztk;rsA 

dhn`”ka o.kZ:ia rq “kjhj rL; dhn`”ke~AA 

(Meghamala, Manucript No. 37202, Sampurnand Sanskrit University, Varanasi) 

 

The first chapter deals with what are clouds, how lightning is produced, what are nature, texture, 

ingredients and colours of clouds. Later in the Verse 20,21,22 is expressed, in their conventional 

Indian style, that the mountains control clouds. From Verses 32 to 68 we gather that there is a 

larger division of clouds comprising twelve species and designated as 1- lqcq/k 2- uUn”kkyk 3- dU;n 

4- iFkqJok 5- oklqnh 6- r{kd 7- odrZ 8- lkjor 9- gsedkyh 10- tysUnz 11- otzna’V and 12- fo’.kqizHk- But no 

scientific detail of these is furnished. The Chapter II enumerates various types of years, refers to 

their rainfall and discusses the economic characteristics or conditions of each of them. The IIIrd 

chapter dwells on astrological influence on rainfall, climatology and economic condition of 

people, state of plenty and scarcity and production of various crops. VIIIth chapter aspires to 
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discuss the nature of rainfall and other meteorological conditions in the twelve months of the 

year. About the Kartika (October – November) the author says that during this month scattered 

clouds of varied colours occur. In Pausa (December – January) if sky is over cast with clouds, it 

is a very good symptom. If the month of Magha (January – February) is not normally cold (or 

has no frost) there occurs scanty rainfall in Phalaguna (February – March) northeast wind brings 

good downpour.  

 

ekfl ekfl dFka nsfo dhǹ”ka xHkZy{k.ke~A  

fda okra fda ?kua ;qDra dL; dkysu o’kZfrAA 

 

dkfrZds “kqDy uUnk;ka iTp#ikf.k ;ks Hkosr~A 

vHkzkf.k “osro.kkZfu jDr.kkZfu ;ks HkosrAA 

 

ifro.kkZfu ;ks es/kk fg d̀’.ko.kZ”p Hkosr~A 

dkaL;o.kksZ Hkos?kLrq rkezo.kZLrFkk Hkosr~AA 

 

u ek?kksifrra “khra T;s’Bs ewya u o`f’Vd`r~A 

uknkZ;ka ifrra rks;a nq’VdkyLrnk Hkosr~AA 

 

rnk nsfo Hkfo’;fUr lqfHk{ka {kseoso pA 

iwoksZRRjtokrsu jk=~;Urs tyeqRre~AA Meghmala, Page 14-38 AA 

 

In the chapter IX of Meghmala there is discussion on clouds, winds and lightning. Firstly, it 

discusses the correlation of rainfall with different shapes and directions of lightning. Then we 

are told that north-east wind is conductive to prosperity, southerly does good to people, south-

west wind causes misery, westerly is much beneficial for the higher production of rice, northerly 

is also favourable to the good of people, and it produces a condition of plenty.  

 

iwosZ fo/kqRdjkes?kk vfXu; ~;ka ty”kksf’k.khA 

nf{k.ks jkSjoa ?kksja uS_R;ka rkiekfn”ksr~AA 

 

“kqfHk{ka iwoZokrsu tk;rs ik= la”k;%A 

nf{k.ks rq {ksedjks uS_R;ka nq% [knks HkosrAA 

 

ok#.;ka fnR;a/kkU;kfu ok;R;kaok;q[ks Hkosr~A 

mRrjs “kqHknks nsfo ,s”kkU;ka loZlEin%AA Meghmala, Page 47-48 AA 
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The chapter X of Meghmala deals with the propitiation of clouds and apart from repeating the 

twelve species of clouds, already mentioned, adds another classification of the same comprising 

seven species designated as vEcqn] xksyd] fxfj] vkjksid] lioZr] f[kf[kUn and dksfVokj- 

 

The encyclopedic Tantrik literature also does not lag behind in supplying information on 

hydrology. From the Tantraloka of Abhinavagupta, we can find out some important 

climatological and meteorological facts. In its Ahnika designated as ns”kk/oizdk”ku are described 

winds, clouds, track of winds and the allied phenomena (Vol. V of the Tantraloka) (Tripathi, 

1969). It refers to ten air channels ¼ok;qiFk½ which are perhaps peculiar to only this text. Those ten 

air channels are 1- foro 2- _rkf)Z 3- otzkbd] 4- oS|qra 5- jSor 6- fo’kkorZ ¼nqtZ;½ 7- ijkog 8- vkog 9- egkog 

and 10- egkifjog (Vol. V,121.138). These are arranged in space according to increasing height. 

The outstanding Tantrik work recognized ten types of clouds 1- ewdes?k 2- izkf.ko’kksZa 3- fo’kokfjo’khZ 4- 

LdkUn 5- laorZ 6- czkge 7- iq’dj 8- thewr 9- bZ”kd̀r] and 10- egsf”kd̀r ¼dikyksRFk½- These types also occur 

according to the increasing height. It is perhaps for the first time in Indian literature that 

establishes the height of clouds. It reveals that different clouds occur at different level in the 

atmosphere. 

 

The Jain literature also made a considerable contribution in the field of meteorology. The 

‘Prajnapana’ and ‘Avasyaka Curnis’ provide outstanding references to the various types of winds 

(Tripathi, 1969). The Avasyaka Curnis furnish a list of fifteen winds (9-7/913) as: 1- izkphuokr 

(easterly) 2- mnhphu (northerly) 3- nf{k.kokr (southerly) 4- mRrj ikSjLR; (northerly blowing from the 

front) 5- lokRlqd (undefined) 6- nf{k.k iwoZrqaxj (southerly strong wind) 7- vijnf{k.kchtk; (blowing 

from the south-west) 8- vijchtk; (westerlies) 9- vijksRrxtZu (north-westerly hurricane) 10- 

mRrjlokRlqd (unknown) 11- nf{k.k lokRlqd 12- iwoZrqaxj 13- nf{k.k and if”pe chtk; 14- if”pextZHk (western 

storm) 15- mRrjhxtZHk (northern strom). Later in the same continuation tornadoes are referred to as 

dkfydkokr- This vocabulary had influenced the Arabian geographers and navigators and they 

readily absorbed several of these Indian technical terms in their own language (Motichandra, 

‘Sarthavaha’ (Hindi), P.202). 

 

The ‘Prajanapana’ also refers to snowfall ¼fge½ and hailstorm ¼djd½ (I.16). The ‘Trilokasara’ 

(Passage 679, P.280) of Nemichandra says that there are seven types of dkyes?k (periodic clouds). 

They rain for seven days each in the rainy season. Then there are twelve species of  white clouds 
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designated as nzks.k. They also bring rain for seven days each. Thus, the season of rainfall extends 

over 133 days in all.  

 

The Buddhist literature also throws significant light on meteorology. In the narrative of the first 

Jataka, named ‘Apannaka’, several climatological facts are described. In ‘Migalopajataka 

(Cowel, Eng. Trans. Vol.III, P.164.), two violent storms are mentioned as dkyokr (black wind) 

and csjEcjkr (Tripathi, 1969). The latter is said to belong to the upper air (Samyutta Nikaya, Eng. 

Trans. XVII. 1-9, P.157). The Sumeru mountain was frequently visited by a violent hurricane 

¼mRikVuokr or gj.kokr½ (Mahamorajataka No. 491, P.333; Harit Jataka No. 431, P.497). It 

resembled whirlwind in movement. In ‘Milinda Panho’ hot wind or Loo is spoken of as okrkri 

(Eng. Trans. Vol.II,IV,6.35, P.86). ‘Aryasura’ names four types of winds fu;rkfuy (Monsoon), 

p.Mkfuy (tempest), mRikrokr (hurricane) and Ik”pkR;ok;q (westorlies) (Jatakamala, ed. by H. Kern, 

10.29, P. 90, 127, 133). In the ‘Vinaya Pitaka’ (III, V.9.4,P.85), whirlwind is called okre.Myhdk- 

The Divyavadana’ speaks of some kinds of hurricane as dkfydkokr (Vol.II,P.41), and of storm 

accompanied by rain as okro’kZe (Vol.II,P.163).The ‘Milindapanho’ (IV.1.36) says that there are 

four types of rainfall: 1. of rainy season 2. of winter season, 3. of the two months vk’kk<+ and Jkou 

(July and August), and 4. rain out of season. At a glance, it can be seen that the classification is 

fully scientific.  

 

The Buddhist literature refers to two general classes of clouds as: dkyes?k (monsoon cloud) and 

vdkyes?k (storm clouds or accidental ones) (Mahavastu Vol.II, P.34, Tripathi, 1969). The 

Samyutta Nikaya classifies clouds into five categories (Vol.III, Book XI, 32.1.1, P.200), 1- 

“khroykgd (cool clouds),2. Å’.koykgd (hot clouds) 3- vHkzoykgd (thunder clouds, it can be identified 

with cumulus), 4- okroykgd (wind clouds – perhaps clouds formed due to the activity of 

convection current in the atmosphere) and 5- o’kZoykgd (rain clouds – most probably 

cumulonimbus which brings copious downpour of rain).  

 

Thus, we see that the Jain and Buddhist texts (before 400 B.C.) have a very scientific 

classification of clouds and winds that can be compared with the modern meteorology. So much 

of subtle observation at such an early date is a golden achievement of ancient times. 
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Variation of Rainfall  

According to the Matsya Purana, to the north and south of the snow-clad mountains ¼fgeor½ 

occurs the iq.Mª cloud which greatly increases the stock of rain. All the rain formed there converts 

itself into the snow. The wind on the fgeor draws by its own force those snow flakes and pours 

them on the great mountains. Beyond the fgeor there occurs little rain (Matsya, I,54.22-25). 

 

“kdhjku lEizHkqTofUr uhgkj bfr l e`r%A 

nf{k.ksu fxfj;ksZlkS gsedwV bfr Le`r%AA Matsya,I,54.22 AA 

 

mnxfgeor% “kSyL;ksRrjs pSo nf{k.ksA 

iq.Ma uke lek[;kr lEoxòf’V foò};sAA Matsya,I,54.23 AA 

 

rfLeu izorZrs o’kZ rUrq ‘kkjleqnzHkoe~A 

rrks fgeorks ok;qfgZea r= leqnzHkoe~AA Matsya,I,54.24 AA 

 

vku;R;kReosxsu flfTo;kuks egkfxfje~A 

fgeoUrefrØE; o`f’V”ks’ka rr% ije~AA Matsya,I,54.25 AA 

 

Thus, there is a reference to a very important geographic fact of scanty rainfall or arid condition 

of the Tibetan plateau. The study and knowledge of this fact is really creditable on the part of 

those ancient Indians. The Linga Purana (Vol. I,36.38.39 and 49) says “it is the izog wind or air 

current which makes the clouds produced by smoke and thermal activity full of water, so that 

the clouds Puskara ¼iq’dj½ and i{kt give copious rainfall”. 

 

nUng~;;ekus’kq pjkpjs’kq xks/kweHkwrkLRoFk fu’ØekfUrA 

;k ;k Å/oZ ek#rsusfjrk oS rkLrkLRoHkzka;kfXuukok;quk pAA Lings,I,36.38 AA 

 

vrks /kwekfXuokrkauka laa;ksxLRoeqP;rsA 

okjhf.k o’kZrhR;HkzeHkzL;s”k% lgL=n`d~AA Linga,I,36.39 AA 

 

fofjpksPN oklrk% losZ izogLda/ktkLr%A 

i{ktk% iq’djk?k”p o’kkZfr p ;nk tye~AA Lings,I,36.49 AA 
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Modern meteorology tells us that polar winds actually never bring any rainfall in the year in the 

region under their influence – flanking poles or Tundra, and only scanty summer rain occurs in 

those areas due to the sweeping of strong westerlies. The same fact is stated in the Puranic line, 

 

/kqzos.kkf/kf’Brks ok;qfoZf’Va lagjrs iqu%AA Matsya,Vol.I,54.36 AA 

 

Meaning: the air from the Pole drives away the rain, 

 

The Vrhat Samhita and Mayuracitraka by Varahamihira are two very important treatises which 

are replete with climatological and meteorological information. Although they abound in 

astrological guesses, they contain sufficient scientific facts also. In the Vrhat Samhita, there are 

three chapters (21st, 22nd, and 23rd) on climatology and meteorology and they treat the subject in 

their own ancient conventional style. Here only the salient features of the chapters are being 

presented.  

 

The verses 23 and 24 of the chapter 21 of Vrhat Samhita state that extremely white or dark clouds 

resembling aquatic animals like huge fish, shark or tortoise and seen before the rainy season are 

a source of abundant rainfall viz.  

 

eqDrkjtrfudk”kkLrekyuhyksRiyTtukHkkl%A 

typjlRokdkjk xHksZ’kq ?kuk% izHkwrtyk%AA Vr.S.21.23 AA 

 

rhozfnokdjfdj.kkfHkrkfirk eUnek#rk tynk%A 

#f’krk bo /kkjkfHkfoZl̀tUR;EHk% izlodkysAA Vr.S.21.24 AA 

 

The verse 31 discusses the conditions or meteorological ingredients which determine the spatial 

expanses of rainfall, though it appears to be of little value from modern meteorological point of 

view.  

 

iTpfufeUrS% “kr;kstua rn}kZ}ZesdgkU;kr%A 

o’kZfr iTtfufeRrknwzis.kSdsu ;ks xHkZ%AA Vr.S.21.31 AA 
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From chapter 22, it is gathered that fleecy and thick clouds give abundant rainfall which is very 

congenial to agriculture. Again, if clouds situated in the east, south and north sail towards south, 

west and north respectively, they cause fine and copious rainfall.  

 

jfopUnzijhos’kk% fLuX/kk ukR;Urnwf’krk%A 

o`f’V’rnkfi foKs;k loZlL;kFkZlkf/kdkAA Vr.S.22.7 AA 

 

 

es?kk% fLuX/kk% lagrk”p iznkf{k.kxfrfØ;k%A 

rnk L;kUegrh o`f’V% loZlL;kfHko`};sAA Vr.S.22.8 AA 

 

In the Mayuracitraka, it is stated that scattered clouds devoid of lightning are harmful to people 

and those of red and white silken or golden or Kraunca bird’s hue, embedded in the atmosphere 

and fleecy in texture are always beneficial to the people. Causation of fog or mist in Pausa 

(December–January) is conductive to good rainfall. (Sampurnanand Sanskrit University, 

Library, Manuscript No. 34332, Page 36-37). 

 

ikS’kL; d`’.klIrE;ka uHkks foeyrkjde~A 

LokR;ka rq’kkjikr%L;kr Jko.ks r= o’kZ.ke~AA 

 

Discussing the conditions determining rainfall, it says that if there is no frost in Magha (January–

February), no vigorous wind in Phalguna (February – March), no clouds in Chaitra (March–

April), no hailstorm in Vaisakha (April–May) and no scorching heat in Jyestha (May–June), 

there is insufficient rain in the rainy season (Above manuscript, Page 17 -18), viz. 

 

ek?ks fgea u irfr okrk okfUr u p Qky~xqusA 

u p /kwekf;ra pS=s ?kuSuZHkLrra u rqAA 

 

dkjdk eksp u oS”kk[ks “kqØs p.Mkriks u fgA 

rnkfrrqPNk o`f’V% L;kr~ izko’̀Vdkys u la”k;%AA 

 

If Sun is hot in the morning, its light during the day is of yellowish hue and clouds are fleecy 

and dark-coloured, the conditions result in good rain. Similarly, if the Sun is hot in the morning 

or at the time of rising and scorching at noon and clouds have a pigment of molten gold, rain 

occurs during the very day (above manuscript, Page 18). 
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izko`Vdkys ;nk lw;ksZ e/;kUgs nq% lgks Hkosr~A 

rn~fnus o`f’Vn% izksDrks Hk`”ka Lo.kZleizHk%AA 

 

If water appears to be dull, clouds are of the shape of mountain, quarters are clear, the sky is of 

the hue of crow’s egg, there calm in the atmosphere and aquatic animals like high and others 

disappear in the bottom and grogs make loud noise, very fine and copious rainfall comes soon 

(Manuscript No. 34332, Page 18). Further, if the texture of the clouds resembles the wings of a 

Partridge, rainfall occurs. 

 

;nk tya p fojl xksus= lfUufHk%A 

fn”k”p foeyk% lokZ% dkdk.MkHka ;nk uHk%AA 

 

u ;nk okfr riu% iou% LFkya ;nkA 

“kCna dqoZfUr e.MwdkLrnk L;kn~ o`f’VdRrekAA 

 

Thus, it is evident that Mayuracitraka has attempted to formulate principles for forecasting 

rainfall variation through the observation of natural phenomena and the synchronization and co-

relationship of the two. The symptomatic synchronization in the realm of nature is often 

governed by laws having mathematical accuracy in which intuition of the animate (birds and the 

animals) and scientific cause and effect relationship of events form the accurate base, provided 

the observation has been made very carefully. In those ancient days, when advanced meteorology 

and its complicated computations, computers and other cybernetics and servo-mechanic 

contrivances were unknown, this was of special significance and most probably the only method.  

 

Measurement of Precipitation 

The amount of precipitation in the form of rain is usually determined from the accumulation of 

water collected in a rain gauge; and several types of recording instruments are routinely 

employed for the purpose. There are strong proofs to establish that the system of measuring 

rainfall was introduced by the Mauryan rulers in the Magadha country (south Bihar) in the fourth 

or third century B.C. and they are credited with the establishment of first observatory. The system 

was continued to be practised effectively by the succeeding rulers until the end of the sixth 

century A.D. (Srinivasan et al., 1975). 

 

During the Mauryan period, the raingauge was known as o’kkZeku- Kautilya describes its 

construction in these words “In front of the store house, a bowel (Kunda) with its mouth as wide 
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as an aratni (24 angulas = 18” nearly) shall be set up as raingague ¼o’kkZeku½ (Arthasastra, Book II, 

Chapt. V, P.56 Shamasastry). A schematic of the modern raingauge is shown in Figure 3.2. By 

comparing the dimensions of the ancient Indian and Symon’s raingauge, one can easily infer 

about the level of knowledge possessed during that period.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: The Symon’s raingauge (Modern raingauge) (Source: Raghunath, 2006) 

 

The distribution of rainfall in various areas was well known at that time. A reference from 

Kautilya’s Arthshatra can be cited here as: “'The quantity of rain that falls in the country of 

jangiila (desert countries or countries full of jungles)is 16 dronas; half as much more in 

anupanam (moist countries); as the countries which are fit for agriculture (desavapanam); 13.5 

dronas in the countries of asmakas (Maharashtra); 23 dronas in Avanti (probably Malwa); and 

an immense quantityin aparantanam (western countries, the countries of Konkan); the borders 

of Himalayas and the countries where water-channels are made use of in agriculture”. Kautilya’s 

method of classification of rainfall areas in relation to the annual average quantity is indeed 

remarkable and he is the only classical author who treats this aspect in a nutshell covering almost 

the whole of the Indian subcontinent (Srinivasan, 1975). From this, it is evident that the spirit of 

the methodology of the measurement of rainfall given by Kautilya is the same as we have today, 

the only difference is that he expresses it in weight measures (Arth. Chapt.XXIV, Book II, P.130) 

while we use linear measure nowadays. Discussing the further geographical details of rainfall, 

he observes “when one-third of the requisite quantity of the rainfalls, both during the 
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commencement and closing months of the rainy season, and two third in the middle, then the 

rainfall is considered very even ¼lq’kqek#ie~½-  

 

As can be easily expected out of the agricultural necessity, the science of forecasting the rains 

had also come into existence and must have been developing empirically. It is further mentioned 

in the book Arthshastra that “A forecast of such rainfall can be made by observing the position, 

motion and pregnancy (garbhadhan) of Jupitar, the rising, setting and motion of Venus, and the 

natural or unnatural aspects of the Sun. From the movement of Venus, rainfall can be inferred”. 

 

Discussing the classification of clouds and interrelationship of rainfall and agriculture, it is 

further added that “there are clouds which continuously rain for seven days; eighty are they that 

pour minute drops; and sixty are they that appear with the Sun shine”. When rain, free from wind 

and unmingled with sunshine falls, so as to render three turns of ploughing possible, then reaping 

of good harvest is certain. 

 

The author of Astadhyayi, Panini (700 B.C.) refers to the rainy season as izkò’k (IV, 3.26; VI, 

3.14) and o’kkZ (IV 3.18). The former was the first part of the season. These two parts were known 

as iwoZ o’kkZ and vijo’kkZ ¼vo;okn_rks% VII 3.11). He also refers to o’kZizek.k (III, 4.32) as: 

 

o’kZ izek.k vyksi”pkL;kU;rjL;ke~AA Astadhayai,III,4.32 AA 

 

Citing examples for measurement of rainfall Panini further writes xks’iniza o`’Vks nso% (rain equivalent 

to depression created by hoof of cow), lhrkiza o`’Vks nso% (rain equivalent to fill the furrow created 

by indigenous plough). It is evident that the xks’in was the measure of the lowest rainfall. 

 

Like Kautilya, Kanad and other precursor authorities such as Varahamihira also describe the 

device of the father of the raingauge and tell us how to measure rainfall from it. In Verse 2 of 

chapter 23, he states that constructing a circular bowl ¼dq.Mde~½ measuring one cubit, one should 

tell the amount of rainfall, viz. 

 

gLrfo”kkya dq.Mdekf/kdR;kEcqizek.kfunsZ”k%A 

iTpk”kRiyek<+deusu feuq;kTtya ifrre~A Vr.S.23.2 AA 
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For calculating rainfall he adopts weight measures of pala, drona and adhaka (4 vk<+d = 1 nzks.k = 

200 iy] and 1 vk<+d = 7 lbs. nearly). For measurement, rain water received in the bowl during 

the actual falling should be measured. The distribution of the rainfall according to time is 

discussed in the verses 6,7,8 and 9. These verses of Vrhat Samhita specify the amount of rainfall 

in various lunar mansions as: 

gLrkI;lkSE;fp=kiks’.k/kfu’Bklq ‘kksM”k nzks.kk%A 

“krfHk’kxSUnzLokfr’kq pRokj% dRrdklq n”k%AA Vr.S.23.6 AA 

 

Jo.ks e?kkuqjk/kkHkj.khHkwys’kq n”k prq;qZDrk%A 

QTxqU;k iTpd`fr% iquoZlks fo”kafrnzks.kk%AA Vr.S.23.7 AA 

 

,sUnzkXU;k[;s oS”os p fo”kafr lkiZHks n”k =~;f/kdkA 

vkfgcqZ/U;k;ZE.kizktkiR;s’kq iTpd̀fr%A Vr.S.23.8 AA 

 

iTpn”kkts iq’;s p dhfrZrk okftHks n”k }kS pA 

jkSnzs’Vkn”k dfFkrk nzks.kk fu:inzkos’osrsAA Vr.S.23.9 AA 

 

In chapter XXXV, he says that phenomenon of rainbow is the result of spectro analysis of Sun’s 

rays through clouds in the atmosphere. (XXXV.1) 

 

lw;ZL; fofo/ko.kkZ% iousu fo?kkV~fVrk% djk% lkHkszA 

fo;fr /kuq% laLFkkuk ;s n”;Urs rfnUnz/kuq%AA Vr.S.35.2 AA 

 

Parasara knew the contrivance of primitive raingauge and method of measuring the quantity of 

rain received (Vrhat Samhita, Chapt. 21, Garbhlakhsnadhyaya). viz. 

 

vk<+dkT”prqjks nzks.kku;ka fo?kkr~ izek.kr%A 

/kuq% izek.ka esfnU;ka fo?kkn nzks.kkfHko’kZ.ke~AA 

 

prqfoZ”kkM~- xqykukgs f}prq’dkM- xqyksfPgrsA 

Hkk.Ms o’kkZEoqlaiwZ.ksZ] Ks;ek<do’kZ.ke~AA Vr.S.between 21.32 and 21.33 AA 

 

Epilogue: 

From the various discussions presented in this chapter, we note that the knowledge related to 

cloud formation, precipitation and its measurement was of outstanding order in ancient India. 
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Condensation of evaporated water which is facilitated by the presence of dust particles etc. 

(which acts as nuclei as per modern meteorology), effect of yajna ¼;K½, forests, reservoirs etc. on 

the causation of rainfall and the classification of clouds alongwith their colour, rainfall capacity 

etc. are thoroughly described in ancient Indian literature like Vedas, Puranas, Vaisesika Sutra, 

Astadhyayi, Arthasastra and Puranas. The forecasting of rainfall on the basis of natural 

phenomena like colour of sky, clouds, lightening, rainbow etc. was noteworthy. The instruments 

for measuring rainfall were developed and the principles were same as that of modern hydrology 

except that weight measure of Drona, Pala etc. were used instead of modern linear measurement.  

 

The Indus civilization was able to find the seasonal variations in rainfall and methods to check 

the Indus floods. During the Mauryan period, it was possible to describe the distribution of 

rainfall in different areas of India and they are credited with the installation of first observatory 

worldwide. Modern meteorological facts like arid region of Tibetan rain shadow area and no 

rainfall due to polar winds are fully advocated in Puranas. The Jain and Buddhist works guessed 

the actual height of clouds. Knowledge of monsoon winds and their effects as conceived by 

ancient Indians is in accordance to modern hydro-science. These facts show that there was 

enriched knowledge of water science and associated processes, including meteorology during 

ancient times in India, which is at par to the modern water science.  
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In the hydrological cycle, water which falls as rain reappears as infiltrated water, runoff, surface 

and underground water storage. This is also called as rainfall partitioning in modern hydrologic 

literature. The surface and ground water reservoirs are constantly getting replenished by recharge 

(precipitation) and depleted by evapotranspiration. The concepts related to the various 

components of rainfall partitioning were well conceived by the ancients Indians. This chapter 

briefly discusses about the ancient knowledge in this field as available in the Vedas and other 

ancient Indian literature.  

 

Interception and Infiltration 

Interception is the part of the rainfall that is intercepted by the earth’s surface and which 

subsequently evaporates. Interception can amount to 15-50% of precipitation, which is a 

significant part of the water budget. One can distinguish many types of interception, which can 

also interplay with each other (Geritts, 2010). The term infiltration is used to describe the process 

involved where water soaks into or is absorbed by the soil (Horton, 1933) and it is one of the 

important components of the hydrologic cycle. In the hydrologic cycle, water from the oceans 

and various surface bodies on the land evaporates and becomes part of the atmosphere. The 

evaporated moisture is lifted and dispersed in the atmosphere until it precipitates on the land or 

in the ocean. The precipitated water may be intercepted and used in transpiration of the plants or 

may run over the ground.  

 

Some references to interception are found intermixed with other topics in ancient Indian 

literature, such as explaining the effect of forests and vegetation on rainfall, cloud formation and 

environmental purification. Taithiriya Samhita mentions the effect of forests on causation of 

rainfall (TS. II, 4.9.3) 

 

lkSHk;;SokgqR;k fnoks of̀’Veo #U/ks e?kq’kk la ;kSR;ika 

ok ,’k vks’k/khuka jlks ;Ue/oHkn; ,okS’k/khHk;ks o’kZR;Fkks 

vn~Hk; ,okS’k/khHk;ks of̀’Va fu u;frAA TS,II,4.9.3 AA 

Chapter-4 

INTERCEPTION, INFILTRATION AND 

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 
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The verses 184.15-17 of Mahabharata state that the plants drink water through their roots. The 

mechanism of water uptake by plants is explained by the example of water rise through a pipe. 

It is said that the water uptake process is facilitated by the conjunction of air. This clearly reveals 

the knowledge of capillary action of soil in movement of water up and down as: 

 

iknS% lfyyikukPp~ O;k/khuka okfi n”kZukr~A 

O;kf/kizfrfØ;RokPp fo?krs jlua nzqesAA MB.XII,184.15 AA 

 

oD=s.kksRiyukysu ;Fkks/oa tyekn~nsrA 

rFkk ioula;qDr% iknS% fiofr ikni%A MB.XII,184.16 AA 

 

As far as infiltration is concerned, the scholar, Varahamihira clearly reveals it in the opening 

shloka of the Vrhat Samhita. Verse I tells us that at some places water table is higher and at 

others it is lower as: 

 

iqalka ;Fkknsu f”kjkLrFkSo f{krkofi izksUurfuEulaLFkk% (Vr.S,54.1) 

 

It implies that the water veins beneath the earth are like veins in the human body, some higher 

and some lower. Verse 2 reads like this.  

 

,dsu o.ksZu jlsu pkEHk”P;qra uHkLrks olq/kkfo”ks’kkr~A 

uukjlRoa ogqo.kZrka p xra ijh{;a f{kfrrqy~;esoAA Vr.S.,54.2 AA 

 

It says that the water falling from sky assumes various colours and tastes from differences in the 

nature of earth. Thus, it implies that the infiltration of rainwater is the source of groundwater. 

The ground water is a complex function of rainwater. Rainwater originally has the same colour 

etc., but assumes different colours and tastes, after coming down to the surface of the earth and 

after percolation. 

 

Three verses quoted by Bapudeva Sastri (in Sindhanta Siromani by Bhaskaracharya, Part II, 

Goladhayaya, Tripathi, 1969) belonging to an era prior to 1200 A.D., provide scientific details 

of the phenomena of fog or mist (for which the term jt% lagfr has been used). The verses purport 

to say that at the end of rainy season dissipated clouds (moisture) hang near the surface of the 

earth and eclipse mountains, trees, vegetation cover or gardens and disappear through the activity 
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of air and heat from these surfaces. This clearly reveals the fact of interception by earthy 

materials, vegetation etc. and its disappearance with time by the activity of air and heat.  

 

Evapotranspiration  

The phenomena of evaporation and evapotranspiration and its interrelation with other 

hydrological processes were well understood by ancient Indians as evidenced by Vedic and other 

ancient literature. In Rig Veda (I, 6.10) it is mentioned that the sun ray breaks the water contained 

in the earth and other materials into minute particles, then these minute particles ascend by air 

and form clouds as: 

 

brks ok lkfrehegsZ fnoks ok ikfFkZoknf/kA 

bUnz egksokj tl%AA R.V. I,6.10 AA 

 

uO;a rnqDF;a fgra nsokl% lqizokpue~A 

_re’kZfUr flU/ko% lR;a rkrku lw;ksZ foRra es vL; jksnlhAA R.V.I,105.12 AA 

 

The verse I,105.12 of Rig Veda says that the water from the sea etc., evaporates due to the heat 

of Sun rays, which is the primary cause of rain formation. The same fact is revealed in the verse 

IV, 58.1 of Rig Veda as: 

 

leqnzknwfeZeZ/kqeka mnkjnqika”kquk le`erRoekuV~A 

?k`rL; uke xqg~;a ;nfLr ftOgk nsoukee`rL; ukfHk%AA R.V.IV,58.1 AA 

 

The verse VIII, 72.4 of the Rig Veda says that the atmospheric air gets heated due to Sun, then 

this heat reaches the Earth and converts the humidity into vapour and collects it as clouds, which 

is the cause of the rain and food production as: 

 

tkE;rhr;s /kuqoZ;ks/kk v#g}ue~A 

/’knsZ ftg~ok;o/kkr~AA R.V.VIII,72.4 AA 

 

Like Rig Veda, the Yajur Veda also contains some knowledge about evaporation along with 

transpiration as: 

 

nsoks ouLifrnsZofeUnza o;k/kla nsoks nsoeo/kZ;rAA Y.V.,28.43 AA 

nsoks nsoSoZuLifr fgj.;;.kksZ e/kq”kk[k% lqfiIiyksa nsofeUnzHko/kZ;r~AA Y.V.,28.20 AA 
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It says that the vegetation attracts water from Earth and evaporates it to the atmosphere due to 

heat, wind etc. to form clouds. Similarly, Atharva Veda (IV, 25.2 and IV, 27.14) says that due 

to universal Sun and air, the water goes to the sky and comes back as rain. The evapotranspiration 

is caused due to Sun rays and wind as: 

 

;;ks% la[;krk ofjek ikfFkZokfu ;kHk;ka jtksZ ;qfir;Urfj{ksA 

;;ks% izk;a ukUoku”ks d”pu rkS uksZ eqTpreagl%AA A.V. IV.25.2 AA 

 

vi% leqnzkn fnoeqnoagfUr fnoLi`fFkohefHk ;s l`tfUrA 

;s vfHknjh”kkuka e#r”pajkfUr rs uks eqTpUragl%AA A.V. IV,27.74 AA 

 

The versa I, 173.6 of the Rig Veda states that the atmosphere encompasses the Earth. 

 

iz ;fnRFkk efguk uH̀k;ks vLR;ja jksnlh d{;s ukLeSA 

la foO; bUnzks ot̀ua u Hkwek HkfrZ Lo/kkoka vksi”kfeo ?kke~AA R.V. I,173.6 AA 

 

The solar phenomena are associated with the vault of the sky or heaven, while lightning. Rain 

and wind are referred to as occurring in the atmosphere (R.V., IV, 53.5, III., 56, I., 108.9-10) but 

it is doubtful whether the Rig Veda knew or guessed exactly the limit or the vertical height of 

the atmosphere, from these verses:  

 

;fnUnzkXuh ijHkL;ka i`fFkO;ka e/;eL;keoeL;keqr LFk%A 

vr% ifj o`’k.kkok fg ;kraeFkk lkseL; fiora lqrL;AA R.V. I,108.9-10 AA 

 

‘kM~ Hkkjksa ,dks vpjfUoHkR;Z̀ra if’kZ’Beqi xko vkxq%A 

frL=ks eghLijkLrLFkqjR;kxqgk }s fufgrs n”;sZdkAA R.V. III, 56.2 AA 

 

=h ‘k/kLFkk flU/kokfL=% dohukeqr f=ekrkfon;s’kq lezkVA 

_rkojh;ksZ’k.kkfLrL=ksZ vI;kfL=jk fnoks fon;s izR;ekuk%AA R.V.,III,56.5AA 

 

f=[rfj{ka lfork efgRouk =h jatkfl ifjHkwL=hf.k jkspukA 

frL=ks fno% ifFkohfLrL= bUofr f=fHkczrSjfHk uks j{kfr ReukA R.V.,IV,53.5 AA 

 

We read “Savitr (the Sun) encompassing them by magnitude pervades the three divisions of the 

firmament, the three world, the three brilliant spheres, the three heavens, the three-fold Earth. In 
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this connection a very significant question comes in to mind whether the three divisions of 

firmament denote troposphere, stratosphere, and ionosphere? Again in the triple divisions of the 

earth are we entitled to identify frigid, temperate and torrid zones, for different schools regarding 

Aryan home do recognize the Rig Vedic Aryans’ knowledge about frigid and temperate zones 

and, it is just possible that in course of their ocean voyages and advances for habitat, they might 

have known torrid zone also.  

 

The Vedic people were well aware that plants (or forests) had some influence on the loss of water 

and causation of rainfall (TS., II,4.9.3). 

 

lkSHk;;SokgqR;k fnoks o`’Veo #U/ks e?kq’kk la ;kSR;kika ok ,’k vks’k/khuka 

jlks ;Ue/oHkn; ,okS’k/khHk;ks o’lZR;Fkks mn~Hk; ,okS’k/khHk;ks o`f’Va fu u;frAA TS.,II,4.9.3 AA 

 

The concept and role of insolation is also referred to in the Taithiriya Samhita. Agni (Insolation) 

causes the rain to arise (T.S., II,4.10.2) as: 

 

vgksjk=kHk;ka itZU;a o’kZ;rks Xus;s /kkePNns iqjksMk”ke’Vkdikya fuoZ;sUek#ra 

lIrdikylkS;ZesddikyefXuokZ brks o`’V eqnhj;fr e#r% l`’Vka u;fUr ;nk [kyq 

ok vlkokfnR;ks U;M- jf’efHk% I;kZorZrsFk o’kZfr /kkeNfnfo [kyq oS HkwRok 

o’kZR;srk oS nsork o`’V;k bZ”krs rk ,oa Losu Hkkx/ks;suksi /kkofr rkAA TS.II,4.10.2 AA 

 

The epic Ramayana also furnishes a lot of information regarding the atmosphere, its conditions 

and cosmic regions, up to the distance of the Moon from the Earth. Entire atmospheric cosmic 

stretch was divided into nine regions, where last one is the longest. Ramayana (I.47.4) describes 

mythically the origin of the atmospheric regions. 

 

okrLdU/kk bes lIr pjaUrq fnfo iqpdA 

ek#rk bfr fo[;krk fnO;#ik ekekRetk%AA Ramayana.I,47.4 AA 

 

Intensive insolation and high temperature work as an agency of destruction or dispersion of the 

existing clouds is spoken of in VI.43.29 of Ramayana as: 

 

fufoZHksn “kjSLrh{.kS% djSesZ?kfeoka”kqeku~AA Ramayana.VI,43-29 AA 
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In the Ramayana, we read about evaporation by the Sun’s rays in general verse (II.105.20), and 

about the formation of clouds due to solar heating of the ocean (VII,32.68) as: 

 

vk;wf’kZ {ki;UR;k”kq xzh’es tfyeoka”ko%AA Ramayana,II,105.20 AA 

mn~Hkwr vkrikik;s I;ksnkukfeokEcq/kkSAA Ramayana,VII,32.68 AA 

 

The insolational heating of the ocean water is also referred to in the Verse VII.25.30 of 

Ramayana. 

 

nkSnkRE;sukReuks}rLrkIrkEHkk bo lkxj%A 

rrks czohn n”kxzho% dqnz% lajDrykspu%AA Ramayana.VII,25.30 AA 

 

In the twelfth skanda of epic Mahabharata, the atmosphere is divided into seven regions (Skanda, 

Spheres) and they are discussed in considerable detail. The wind named as vkog (M.B.XII, 

328.37), blows with a loud noise. Another wind which drinks up water from the four ocean and 

having sucked it up gives it to the clouds in the sky and subsequently to rain god is called m}g 

(MB. XII, 328.38-39) as: 

 

vEcjs LusgeHk;sR; fo/kqnk Hk;”p egk/kqfr%A 

vkogks uke laokfr f}rh;% “oluks unuAA MB.XII,328.37 AA 

 

mn;a T;ksfr’kka “k”or lkseknhuka djksfr ;%A 

vUrnsZgs’kq pksnkuka ;a onfUr euhf’k.k%AA MB.XII,328.38 AA 

 

;”prqE;Z leqnzsHk;ks ok;q/kkZj;rs tye~A 

m)R;knnrs pkiks thHkwrsHk;ksEcjs fuy%AA MB.XII,328.39 AA 

 

Apart from the wind, the sun was realized as the main cause of evapotranspiration. The Vana 

Parva tells us that the Sun evaporates moisture from all plants and water bodies and causes 

rainfall (MB.III.3.49). The epic informs us of various types of clouds and atmospheric layers as 

well. 

Roeknk;ka”kqfeLrstks funk?kksZ loZnsfgukeA 

lokS’kkf/kjlkuka p iquoZ’kkZlq eqTpflAA MB.III.3.49 AA 

 

langR;Sdk.kZoa loZ Roa “kks’k;fl jf”efHk%AA MB.III.3.59 AA 
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Kanada in his Vaisesika Sutra (Vais. Sutra., 5.2.5) explains the cause of evaporation of water 

thus, “the Sun’s rays cause the ascent of water, through conjunction with air”: 

 

ukb;ks ok;q la;ksxknkjksg.kae~AA Vais.Sutr.5.2.5 AA 

 

Kanada was also acquainted with convection currents in the atmosphere which he refers to in 

very scientific terms as: 

 

uksnukihMukRla;qDr la;ksxkPpAA Vais.Sutr.5.2.6 AA 

 

Author and commentator Sankara Misra (1600 AD) has beautifully explained this and illustrated 

it with the example of a kettle of water heated from below (Tripathi,1969). It conclusively proves 

that the great philosopher Kanada knew that the Earth is heated by sun’s rays through radiation 

and convection currents in the atmosphere.  

 

Various Puranas inform us that there are seven regions or layers ¼okrLdU/k½ in the atmosphere or 

there are seven types of winds (Vayu. 49.163). Narada Purana speaks of seven air channels 

(60.13) viz. lIrSrsok;qekxkZ%] Kurma Chapt. 41.6-7 also reveals same thing with little variations as 

described here: 

 

jlkryrykRlIr lIrSok/oZryk% f{krkSA 

lIr LdU/kkLrFkk ok;ks% lczg~elnuk f}tk%AA Vayu.49.163 AA 

 

vkog% izog”pSr rrSokuqog% iqu%A 

lEcgks foog”pSo rnwn~/oZ L;kRijkog%AA Kurma.41.6 AA 

 

rFkk ifjog”pSo ok;ksosZ lIr use;%AA Kurma. 41.7 AA 

 

The phenomena of evaporation, cloud formation and their relationship with winds or regions of 

atmosphere ¼okrLdU/k½ are quite satisfactorily described in several Puranas (Brahamand Vol. II, 

Chapt. 9., Vayu. Chapt. 51, Linga, I,41, Matsya, I,54) and a full-fledged separate chapter has 

been devoted to them in these topics, which positively evinces that due importance of this branch 

of meteorology was realized. Some of the verses are quoted here as: 
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uko’V;k ifjfo”esr okfj.kk nhI;rs jfo%A 

rLekn;% ficU;ks oS nhI;rs jfojacjsAA Brahmand, Vol.II,9.138 AA 

 

rL; rs j”e;% lIr ficaR;aHkks egk.kZokrA 

rsukgkjs.k lanhIrk% lw;kZ% lIr HkoaR;qrAA Brahmand,Vol.II,9.139 AA 

 

o’kkZ?keksZ fgea jkf=% la/;k pSo fnua rFkkA 

“kqHkk”kqHka iztkuka p /kqzokRloZ izorZrsAA Vayu. 51.11 AA 

 

/kqzos.kkf/kd̀rka”pSo lw;ksZikòR; fr’Bfr%A 

rns’knhIr fdj.k% l dkyhfXufnZokdj%AA Vayu. 51.12 AA 

 

lw;Z% fdj.ktkysu ok;qeqDrsu loZ”k%A 

txrks tyeknRrs d`RLuL; f}t lRrek%AA Vayu. 51.13 AA 

 

Above lines of Vayu Purana explain that the sun rays along with the air, extract water from earth. 

The Linga Purana (I,41.11,21 and 30), specifically recognizes the roll of sun rays in evaporation 

of water, which gets converted to clouds and subsequent rainfall. 

 

oSNqrks tkBj% lkSjkokfjxHkkZL=;ksfu;%AA Linga. I,41.11 AA 

 

;k”pklkS rius lw;Z% fioUuHkks xHkfLFkfHk%A 

ikfFkZokfXufofHkJkslkS fnR;% “kqfpfjfr Le`rAA Linga. I,41.11 AA 

 

olars pSo xzh’es p “kuS% l rirs f=fHk%A 

o’kkZLoFkks “kjfn p prqfHkZL;a izo’kZfrAA Linga. I,41.30 AA 

 

/kqzos.kkf/k’Vrk”pki% lw;ksZ oS xqg; fr’BfrA 

loZHkwr”kjhjs’kq Rokiks g;kuq”prkf”p;k%AA Matsya. I,54.29 AA 

 

rstksfHk% loZyksdsHk; vknRrs jf”efHktZyeAA Matsya. I,54.31 AA 

 

leqnzk}k;qla;ksxkr ogUR;kiks xHkLr;%A 

rrLRo`rqo”kkRdkysifjorZu fnokdj%AA Matsya. I, 54.321 AA 
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The celebrated Jain treatise ‘Surya Prajnapti’ has dwelt upon at length on insolation, radiation 

and reflection of the sun’s light and energy and heating of the earth and various surfaces. Its 

conception of a contribution to “albedo” appears to be something wonderful, when we take into 

account the fact that the work was composed at least nearly half a millennium B.C. The concept 

of albedo is an important aspect of modern hydro-meteorology. The evapotranspiration process 

is greatly affected by the albedo.  

 

In Prabhrta 4, Sutra 25, detailed discussions are there dealing with insolation or heat of the Sun 

¼rki{ks=½] Prabhrta 5, Sutra 26 (designated as ys[kk izfrgfr] reflection of sun’s light), presents a 

detailed discussion on the phenomena of scattering of sun’s light, radiation, insolation, reflection 

and albedo and gives accurate scientific details. First, it mentions twenty theories on reflection 

of the sun’s light held by the adherents of other sects ¼ijrhfFkZdkuke½- Then, it refers to another 

important fact that unseen (invisible) objects also posses reflective capacity.  

 

In aphorism, 30 of the 9 Prabhrta, discusses about the nature of convection and radiation heating 

through the sun’s ray with reference to earth surface, water bodies and its objects and atmosphere 

and its continents. The author of the Surya Prajanapti also speaks that slanting rays of the sun 

give lesser heat and vertical ones greater heat. This is discussed with reference to the rising of 

the sun, noon and evening and different places (or latitudes). This shows that during Jain period, 

the Indians were well known about the heat exchange processes with in-depth technical theories.  

 

Epilogue 

The various references and discussions presented in the chapter show the ancient Indians had 

developed significant understanding about the processes of interception, and infiltration. The 

interception of water by vegetation and hanging of water particles near the surface of Earth on 

other materials was also observed, which disappear through the activities of wind and heat. The 

modern soil science tells us that the soil is composed of interconnected pore spaces. This was 

clearly realized by the ancient Indians and was compared with the veins in the human body, 

through which infiltration takes place, which is the source of ground water. Ancient Indians also 

developed a very scientific knowledge about evaporation and transpiration. That sun rays, wind, 

humidity, vegetation etc. are the major causes of evapotranspiration, was known to them. The 

ancient Indians had realized the importance of evapotranspiration as an important facet of water 

cycle, energy circulation and food production and, for maintaining the natural eco-system. Solar 

phenomena, lightening, wind, cloud formation etc. take place in lower layer of the atmosphere. 
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Atmosphere was divided in troposphere, stratosphere and ionosphere and globe in torrid, 

temperate and frigid zones which is comparable to modern meteorology. Plants drink up water 

through roots which is facilitated by the conjunction of air is alluded to in Mahabharata which 

fully corroborates the modern concept of capillarity in soil, water and plant relationship. The fact 

that plants and forests have some influence on water loss, differential rate of heating of the 

continents and water bodies, formation of convection currents and their effects were well 

understood. However, it is point of further research in the ancient hydrologic literature whether 

there were specific instruments/techniques to quantify the processes of interception, infiltration 

and evapo-transpiration?  
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Rivers are invaluable not only for humans but to all forms of life. Not only are rivers a great 

place for people, but people use river water for drinking-water supplies and irrigation, to produce 

electricity, to transport merchandise and to obtain food. Rivers are major aquatic landscapes for 

all manners of plants and animals. Rivers even help keep the aquifers underground full of water 

by discharging water downward through their stream beds.  

 

The knowledge about stream flow is an essential requirement for construction of hydraulic 

structures such as dams. The first major human settlements in the Indus Valley (3000-1500 B.C.); 

called Indus civilization or Harrapan civilization, demonstrated a high degree of hydraulic 

engineering skills (Pandey, 2016). After the Harappan culture came to its abrupt end, the Vedic 

age was started. According to the Vedic knowledge, all life on this planet evolved from Apah 

(water). Literary references and archaeological data from about 6th century BC onwards indicate 

the development of embankments, canals and other hydraulic works. Literature suggests that 

there were a large number of hydraulic structures built (dams, canals and lakes) during the 

Mauryan period in Indo-Gangetic plains and other parts of the country for irrigation and drinking 

purposes (Shaw et al., 2007; Sutcliffe et al., 2011). Surprisingly, many of these structures were 

equipped with the spillways to consider the flood protection measures. This chapter briefly 

discusses about the ancient knowledge in the field of geo-morphology and surface water 

hydrology as available in the Vedas and other ancient literature.  

 

The Rig Vedic hymns X.B2.1 and X.121.1 state that the creation had started with the origin of 

water and the cosmic golden egg (embryo) ¼fgj.;xHkZ½ which very well fits in the geological and 

biological evolution of the earth with the water age, origin of zoophytes, primeval fishes, reptiles, 

invertebrates, vertebrates and mammals.  

 

p{kq’k% firk eulk fg /khjk s ?k`resus vtuUuEuekusA 

;nsnUrk vnn`gUr iwoZ vkfnnn;kokifFkoh vizFksrke~AA R.V.X, 82.1 AA 

 

fgj.;xHkZ% leorZrkxzs HkwrL; tkr% ifrjdsZ vklhr~A 

l nk/kkj if̀Fkoh ?kkeqrseka dLes nsok; gfo’kk fo/kse~AA R.V.X,121.1 AA 

Chapter-5 

GEOMORPHOLOGY AND SURFACE WATER 
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According to the Rig Veda, the earth abounds in heights, bears the burden of mountains and 

supports the trees of the forests in the ground ¼{kek½- She quickens for she scatters rain, and the 

showers of heaven are shed from the lightning of its clouds. The Earth is great ¼egh½] firm ¼n`<+½ 

and shining ¼vtqZuh½-  

 

Perhaps the Rig Vedic Aryans had the concept of knowing slopes also of a region with the help 

of rivers as indicated (R.V.IX, 88.6) below: 

 

,rs lksek vfr okjk.;O;k fnO;k u dks”kklks vHkzo’kkZ%A 

o`Fkk leqnza flU/koks u uhph% lqrklks vfHk dy”kka vl`xzuAA R.V.IV, 88.6 AA 

 

Talking about the river flow whose turbulence is lost after meeting the oceans, the Rig Veda 

says: 

 

leU;k ;UR;q; ;UR;U;k% lekuewoZ u?k% i`.kkUrAA R.V.II, 35.3 AA 

 

In the verses IV,18.6 and IV,19.3 of the Rig Veda, it is said that the rivers are the daughters of 

sun and cloud. They run towards oceans breaking the soil, rocks etc. coming on their way. They 

flow in through zig-zap paths: 

 

,rk v’kZUR;ykykHkoUrh_rkojhfjo laØks”kekuk%A 

,rk fo iqPN fdfena HkrfUr dekiks vfnzafifjf/ka #tkfUrAA R.V.IV, 18.6 AA 

 

During the Rig Veda period, Aryans were probably acquainted with the river velocity at different 

stages. One verse (VI 24.6) mentions the high speed of mountainous rivers flowing down the 

slope as: 

 

fo RonkikS ioZrL; i`’BknqDFksfHkfjUnzku;Ur ;KS%AA R.V.VI, 24.6 AA 

 

By the time of Sam Veda, Yajur Veda and Atharv Veda, the Indians had come to acquire 

sufficient knowledge of physiography and geomorphology. This is established by the 

geographical technical terms – mig~oj (mountain slopes, SV.II, 5.9), bfj.k (cleft or Åij½] f”kyk 

(stony place), {k;.k (habitable place), dkV (forest having a difficult communication), gn~ (lake), 

yksi (rugged lands or bad lands) (TS,IV,5.9.1). In the Sam Veda, we come across a brief but fine 
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description of a river mouth and a wave of the sea opposite to the mouth of a river sends into it 

a portion of its water (SV XIV, 4). The prithvi sukta (XII) of the Atharv Veda, furnishes a concise 

account of physiography – mountains, snowcapped mountains, forest lands, plain areas ¼le½ and 

perennial stream or slopes ¼izor½- Following hymn of Atharv Veda illustrates that if the water 

source is on mountains, then the river formed will be perennial and will flow with high speed 

(AV.I.,15.3) as: 

 

;s unhuka laL=oUR;qRlkl%A A.V.I.,15.3 AA 

 

Similarly, verse II, 3.1 of the Atharv Veda reveals the same fact saying that the rivers originating 

from snowclad mountains will keep on flowing in summer also. 

 

vnks ;no/kkoR;oRdekf/k ioZrkr~AA A.V.II,3.1 AA 

 

In the Gopatha Brahmana, the nomenclature for a meandering river is foikV (II.8). It was also 

acquainted with two types of springs or falls, namely hot and cold (“khrks’.kkfogksRlkS, G.B.II,8). The 

celebrated epic Ramayana also reveals very rich and accurate knowledge of various types of 

geomorphological patterns. Some of the geomorphological patterns as mentioned in the 

Ramayana related to water are rivers and rills and plateaus, caverns and fountains (II,54.42.) the 

plain tracts (II,56.11), sandy banks of rivers (Rama. II,55.31): 

 

lfjRizL=o.kLFkku~ njhdUnjfu>Zjku~AA Rama. II, 54.42 AA  

leHkwferys jE;s nqzeScZgqfHkjkòrsA iq.;s jaL;kegs rkr fp=dwVL; dkuusAA Rama.II.56.11 AA  

 

fofp=okyqdtyka gallkjlukfnuke~A  

jsestudjktL; lqrk izs{; rnk unhZe~AA Rama. II,55.31 AA 

 

Those lands watered by the Ganga have been described as dense and hard to track (Rama. II,85.4) 

as:  

 

drjs.k xfe’;kfe Hkj}ktkJea ;FkkA  

xgkuks;a Hk`”ka ns”kks xM~xkuwiks nqjR;;%AA Rama. II,85.4 AA 

 

Knowledge of water falls (II,94.13) and descent of a river (II,103.25) is described as below: 
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tyizikrS#nHksnSfuZ’iUnS”p Odfpr~A 

L=ofnHkHkZR;;a “kSy% L=oUen bo f}i%AA Rama. II,94.13 AA 

 

unhZ eUnkfduh jE;ka lnk iqf’irdkuuke~AA Rama. II,103.24 AA 

 

“kh?kz L=ksrleklk?k rhFkZ f”koednZee~A 

flf’kpqLrwnda jkts rr ,rn~ HkofRofrAA Rama.II,103.25 AA 

 

How after melting of snow, a mountainous topography becomes charming is spoken of thus – 

fgekR;;s uxfeo pk#dUnje~ (Ramayana II, 7.15). The author of the epic has also marked “river 

erosion on non-resistant or soft steep river bank (II,63.46; V,34.19; VII,14.18) as: 

 

#.kf} e`nq lksRls/ka rhjeEcqj;ks ;Fkk AA Rama.II,63.46 AA  

fpRra gjfl es lkSE; unhdwya ;Fkk j;%AA Rama.,V,34.19 AA 

lhnfUr p rnk ;{kk% dwyk bo tysu gAA Rama.,VII,14.18 AA 

 

In the verse VII, 23.42 of the Ramayana, we read about the erosive action of the downpour of 

rain on mountains. viz. 

 

lk;dS”pkiodHkz’VSoZtzdy~iS% lqnk#.kS%A 

nkj;fUr Le ladq}kes?kk bo egkfxfje~AA Rama., VII, 23.42 AA 

 

The Mahabharata divides the Himalayan mountains into three regions. It mentions large tracts 

of desert several times (I, 70.2). In certain context the word unhdPN is used. Most probably it 

indicates the land form which now-a-days is called delta.  

 

,d ,oksRreoy% {kqfRiiklkJekfUor%A 

l ouL;kUreklk?k egPNwU;a leklnr~AA M.B.,I,70.2 AA 

 

unhdPNksn~Hkoa dkUreqPNr/ot lafuHkeAA M.B.,I,70.17 AA 

 

In Panini’s Astadhyayi (600-700 BC), we come across several important geomorphological 

patterns. The grammarian calls a river moving and breaking its banks as fHkU?k and that whose 

water overflows the banks as mn~/; (III,1.15). Glacier is named fgekuh (IV,1.49) as: 
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bUnzo#.kHko”koZ#n~èM+fgekj.;;o;ouekrqykpk;kZ.kekuqdAA Astadhya.,IV,1.49 AA 

 

Topography and geomorphology have been discussed very well in the Arthasastra by Kautilya 

(4th century BC) during the Mauryan period. Various types of lands such as “forests, villages, 

waterfalls, level plains and uneven ground”, stretching between the Himalayas and ocean 

(Arthasastra, Trans. by Shamshastri P.404) have been mentioned there. At various places he 

speaks of fertile, infertile, cultivable, uncultivable and waste land, which reveals that he must 

have possessed good knowledge of the science of soil also at that time.  

 

The Vayu Purana refers to various types of topography namely lakes, dales, barren tracks 

(Chapter 38), rocky through between mountains ¼vUrnzks.kh½ (38.36). 

 

if”pek;ka fnf”k rFkk ;sUrjnzksf.kfoLrjk%A 

rkUo.;ZekukaLrRosu J`.kqrsekfU}tksRrek%AA Vayu.,38.36 AA 

 

The chapter 38 of Vayu Purana also speaks about the large number of hot springs in a 

mountainous region (38.78). 

 

rFkk g;uyrIrkfu ljkafl f}tlRrek%A 

“kSydq{;UrjLFkkfu lgL=kf.k “krkfu pAA Vayu.,38.78 AA 

 

In the Markandeya Purana (53.21-22), we come across a peculiar type of topography found “in 

the Kimpurusaversa and seven other countries” where water bubbles up from the ground as:  

 

uoLofi p o’ksZ’kq lIr lIrdqykpyk%A 

,dsdfL=Lr Fkk ns”ks u?k”pkfnz fofu% l̀rk%AA Markandeya P.53.21 AA 

 

;kfu fda iq#’kk?kkfu o’kkZ.;’VkS f}tksRre%A 

rs’kwfnHkTtkfu rks;kfu uSoa ok;Z= HkkjrsAA Markandeya P.53.22 AA 

 

The Vishnu Purana (II,5.3) classifies the soils of sub-terranean region in seven categories viz. 

(1) black, (2) white or yellowish, (3) blue or red, (4) yellow, (5) gravelly, (6) hilly or boulder and 

(7) golden hued, as:  

 

“kqDyd`’.kk% ihrk% “kdZjk% “kSydkTouk%A 
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Hkqe;ks ;= eS=s; ojizklknekf.MrkAA Vishnu.,II,5.3 AA 

 

The Vrhatsetrasamsa (6-7 century AD) (Tripathi, 1969) has many scientific and mathematical 

enumerations conforming to some hydrographical or hydrological laws. Anguttaranikaya (before 

400 B.C.) classifies lakes into four categories (part II, page 105, Tripathi, 1969). 

 

Epilogue 

From the above discussions, we see that in ancient India, the knowledge of streamflow and 

geomorphology was well developed on scientific lines. A number of hydraulic structures were 

constructed during that time for irrigation and domestic purposes. The techniques of knowing 

slope of an area by means of a flowing river and dimensions of river at various stages along with 

velocity were developed. That the mountainous rivers are generally perennial and deposition of 

fertile soil takes place periodically on flood plains was understood which is in accordance to the 

modern experiences. The arrangement of sluice gates was also made in the dams for flood 

protection purposes. Various types of topographies such as springs, water falls, mountainous, 

plateau, eroded land etc. along with many geographical terms such as f”kyk] bfj.k] {k;.k] yksi were 

used. Land classification such as fertile, infertile, cultivable, waste land etc. and soil 

classifications, such as black, yellow, red, gravelly, boulders etc. was well in vogue before 4th 

century B.C. These are in vogue even at present and hence, can be regarded as the important 

achievement of the ancient Indians in this field.  
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Groundwater development and utilization has been of great interest from ancient times in arid 

and semi arid regions of Asia where the activities of man were controlled by the occurrence of 

water. From the dawn of history until comparatively recent times the source of water of the 

springs and streams had constituted a puzzling problem and had been the subject of much 

speculation and controversy. Mohenjo-Daro was a major urban center of the Indus civilization 

during the early Bronze Age (around 2450 BC). Recently, Angelakis and Zheng (2015) found 

that the city was receiving water from at least 700 wells. The design of these wells was varying 

from circular to pipal leaf shaped (Khan, 2014). Figure 6.1 shows the wells constructed in about 

2600 BC, discovered at Lothal, an important Harappan site.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Wells discovered at Lothal, 2600 BC 

(Source: https://rainwaterharvesting.files.wordpress.com) 

 

The ancient western science of groundwater, which generally assumed that the water discharged 

by the springs could not be derived from the rainfall, was based on their belief that: (i) the rainfall 

was inadequate in quantity and (ii) the earth was too impervious to permit penetration of the 

rainwater far below the surface. In contrast to above wild theories, the ancient Indian literature 

contains the very valuable and advanced scientific discourse on ground water. 

 

In Rig Veda, Sam Veda and Yajur Veda we get concepts of hydrological cycle and water use 

through wells etc., which clearly imply the use of groundwater. In the area of groundwater 

renowned astronomer, astrologer and mathematician, Varahmihira (AD. 505-587), author of 

Chapter-6 

GROUND WATER 
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Vrhat Samhita, which is esteemed for its learning of many important branches of knowledge, in 

the 54th chapter entitled ‘Dakargalam’, deals with ground water exploration and exploitation with 

various surface features, that are used as hydrologic indicators to locate sources of ground water, 

at depths varying from 2.29 m to as much as 171.45 m (Prasad, 1980). The hydrologic indicators, 

described in this ancient Sanskrit work, include various plant species, their morphologic and 

physiographic features, termite mounds, geophysical characteristics, soils and rocks. All these 

indicators are nothing but the conspicuous responses to biological and geological materials in a 

microenvironment, consequential to high relative humidity in a ground water ecosystem, 

developed in an arid or semi arid region. Variation in the height of water table with place, hot 

and cold springs, groundwater utilization by means of wells, well construction methods and 

equipment are fully described in the Dakargalam (Jain et al., 2007). 

 

The treatise on Dakargalam (science of underground water) by Manu is referred to in the Vrhat 

Samhita. By the latest his time must be (400BC-200BC). Varahmihira alludes that euquk fojfpra 

ndkxZye which clearly indicates Manu’s contribution to this science. This also indicates that the 

science was cultivated in India several centuries before Christ and that it was developed by 

indigenous people altogether independently. Varahmihira has utilized to a greater extent another 

treatise on the science of underground water and water table, written by ‘Saraswat’. Rather the 

farmer (Manu) appears to give a preference to the latter over the Manava Dakargalam (Vrhat 

Samhita, 54.99). 

 

lkjLorsu eqfuuk ndkxZya ;r~ dr̀a ryoyksD;A 

vk;kZfHk% dr̀esrn~o`RrSjfi ekuoa o{;sAAVr.S.54.99 AA 

 

As far as underground water and water table is concerned as a science, a brief survey of chapter 

54 of the Vrhat Samhita designated as ‘Dakargalam’ is furnished below. Apart from the wider 

term ‘Dakargala’, there are two other technical terms f”kjk and f”kjkfoKku used in this chapter 

(Verse 54.1, 54.61-62) viz. 

/kE;Z ;”kaL;a p onkE;rksga ndkxZya ;su tyksiyfC/k%A 

iqalka ;FkkXMs +’kq f”kjkLrFkSo f{krkofi izksUurfuEu laLFkkAA Vr.S.54.1 AA 

 

e#ns”ks Hkofr f”kjk ;Fkk rFkkr% ija izo{;kfeA 

xzho djHkk.kkfeo HkwrylaLFkk% f”kjk ;kfUrAA Vr.S.54.62 AA 
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The term f”kjk implies arteries of water or streams and the f”kjkfoKku exactly conveys the meaning 

of water table. Verse 54.1 above tells us that at some places water table is higher and at others it 

is lower, resembling the veins in the human body. From Verse 54.2 we learn that water table is 

a complex function of rainwater. 

 

,dsu o.ksZu jlsu pkEHk”P;qra uHkLrks olq/kkfo”ks’kkrA 

uukjlRoa cgqo.kZrka ,oa ijh{;a f{kfrrqy~;esoAA Vr.S.54.2 AA 

 

It means, the water which falls from the sky originally has the same colour and same taste, but 

assumes different colour and taste after coming down on the surface of the earth and after 

percolation. Figure 6.2 shows infiltration and percolation process for an unconfined aquifer 

leading to different zones of groundwater.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Unconfined aquifer showing different zones: uppermost soil moisture where 

precipitation infiltrates downward to the water table where all the open 

pore spaces are filled or saturated (Source: UNO, International programs) 

 

In the later verses of Dakargalam, the modes of occurrence of sub-terrainian water and its depth 

at different places are given. Verse 54.3, 54.4 and 54.55 inform us that the sub-terrainian streams 

are rainfed in all the quarters and also apart from nine arteries, thousands more are present 

flowing to various directions as: 
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iq#gwrkuy;efu_fro:.kiousUnq”kadjk nsok%A 

foKrO;k% Øe”k% izkP;k?kkuka fn”kka ir;%AA VR.S.54.3 AA 

 

fnDifrjkTKk p f”kjk uoeh e/;s egkf”k”kukEchA 

,rkHk;ksR;k% “kr”kks fofu% l`rk ukefe% izfFkrk%AA Vr.S.54.4 AA 

 

ikrkykVw/okZf”kjk “kqHkk prqfnZ{kq lafLFkrrk ;k”pA 

dks.kfnxqRFkk u “kqHkk% f”kjkfufeRrkU;rks o{;sAA Vr.S.54.5 AA 

 

Rock or soil structure and depth of water table from the surface of the earth is described correctly 

in various verses. Verse 54.7 describes the various symptoms of occurrence of water along with 

pervious and impervious strata.  

 

fpUgefi pk/kZiq#’ks e.Mwd% ik.Mqjks”k e`r ihrkA 

iqVHksnd”p rLeu~ ik’kk.kks Hkofr rks;e/k%AA Vr.S.54.7 AA 

 

Meaning: on digging we will get yellow frog at a depth of half purusha (1 purusha = height of 

man with erected hand = 7.5 feet) then yellow soil, then rock and then ample amount of water.  

 

Similarly, many other verses describe some 70 odd field situations or ecological spectra from 

which it would be possible to deduce the presence of underground springs. Actually the 

technique of underground water exploration as described by Varahmihira depends upon a close 

observation of naturally occurring specific signs in the terrain, comprising the flora, fauna, rocks, 

soils and minerals, whose state and variation can be logically or empirically linked up with the 

presence of underground springs in the vicinity.  

 

One startling factor emphasized in details by Varahamihira is the role of termite knolls as 

indicator of underground water. Apart from the underground water exploration, some of the 

verses of the chapter deal with topics such as digging of wells, their alignment with reference to 

the prevailing winds, dealing with hard refractory stony strata, sharpening and tempering of 

stone-breaking chisels and their heat treatment, treating with herbs of water with objectionable 

taste, smell, protection of banks with timbering and stoning and planting with trees, and such 

other related matters.  
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Some thirty-three verses of the Varahsanhita deal with termite, standing alone by themselves or 

associated with vegetation, thirty with vegetational factors alone and the remaining using other 

factors to help in exploration.  

 

tEcwo`{kL; izkXoy~ehdks ;fn Hkosr lehiLFk%A 

rLeknnf{kiik”osZ lfyya iq#’k}s; LoknqAA Vr.S.54.9 AA 

 

mnxtqZuL; n`”;ks cy~ehdks ;fn rrkstqZuk}LrS%A 

f=fHkjEcq Hkofr iq#’kSL=fHkj/kZlefUorS% i”pkrAA Vr.S.54.12 AA 

 

Meaning: If there is a termite mound nearby to the east of a Jambu tree, plenty of sweet water, 

yielding for a longtime occurs at a depth of two purushas, at a distance of three hastas (cubit) to 

the south of the tree (54.9). Similarly, an Arjuna tree with a termite mound to the north shows 

water at a depth of 3.5 purushas at a distance of 3 hastas to the west. 

 

The mound builder variety of the termites are responsible for the impressive soil structure called 

‘Ant-hills’ in lay terms, but referred to as termite – knolls – mounds – spires, or – prominences 

by the scientists. These are familiar features of most tropical and subtropical landscape and are 

of interest to us in the technique of exploration of underground springs. Without exception, the 

water requirements of the insects are generally very high and they need to protect themselves 

against fatal desiccation by living and working within the climatically sealed environment of 

their nest or within earth-covered galleries. According to Rao et al. (1971) the atmosphere within 

the nest has to be maintained practically at saturation moisture level (99-100% relative 

humidity). It is a matter of common observation that whenever a termite nest or runway is 

damaged, the insects immediately rush to the breach and repair it with wet soil brought up from 

within the nest. From an overall consideration of the evidence it seems to be safe to conclude 

that, while normally the insects use every readily available near a source of water close to the 

ground surface, under conditions of severe climatic stress, they can and probably do descend to 

the water table, no matter how deep it may be. Hence, a well-developed, active, persistent colony 

of mould-building termites can be taken as an indication of underground springs in the proximity.  

 

E.G.K. Rao (1979) observed the alignment of the termite knolls in the dry-jungle uplands of 

coastal Mysore as well as the Deccan Plateau area, and testified the verses of Vrhat Samhita 
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relating the same. Following verse of Vrhat Samhita suggests that the author was  aware of this 

tendency of mould builders.  

 

cy~ehdkuka iDM+R;ka ;?ksdksHk;qPNr% f”kjk rn/k%AA Vr.S.54.95 AA 

 

Meaning: If in a line of termite-moulds one is found to be raised up (taller), water vein is to be 

found within it.  

 

Similarly, Verse 82 says that if a group of five termites are found in a place, and the middle one 

among them is found white, water should be declared in it at a depth of fifty five purushas (i.e. 

7.5’ X 55 = 412.5 feet). 

 

It is a matter of common observation that many times territories are met with in close association 

with trees; and it is quite common sight to see termite mounds completely covered over with 

grass or vegetation. Very close observation is often necessary to detect the termitary. The ancient 

Indian scholar has  exploited this association quite extensively in the exploration of underground 

springs as discussed below: 

 

tEcwfL=o`rk ekSohZ f”k”kqekjh lkfjok f”kok “;kekA 

oh#/k;ks okjkgh T;ksfr’erh x:.kosxk pAA Vr.S.54.87 AA 

 

lwdfjdek’ki.khZO;k/kzink”psfr ;?kgsfuZy;sA 

oy~ehdknqRRjrkRL=hfHk% djSfRL=iq:’ks rks;eAA Vr.S.54.88 AA 

 

Meaning: If Jambu, Trivrt, Maurva, Sisumari, Sariva, Siva, Syama, Varahi, Jyotismati, 

Garudavega, Sukarika, Masaparni, Vyaghra Pada trees and creepers are seen by a termite mound, 

there is water 3 hastas to its north at a depth of 3 purushas”.  

 

The botanical names of the flora mentioned in the above verses are: Jambu (Eugenia Jambos, 

Engenia Jambolana), Trivrta (Ipomea turpethum), Maurvi (Sanservieraroxburgiana), Sisumari 

(?), Sariva (Hemidesmus indicus), Siva (Several Plants: Cucumis Utilissimus, Terminalia 

Chebula, Emblica officinalis, Cynodon dactylon), Syama (Ichnocarpus fructens – black creeper, 

Krsna Sariva, Datura metal, Agalala rox-burgiana, Panicum coloncum etc.), Sukarika 

(Lyccopodium imbricatum, I. Clovatum), Masaparni (Glycine debitis, G. Labialis).  
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Similarly, various other verses of the chapter 54 of Vraht Samhita are related to the underground 

water exploration with relation to combination of different symptoms, as below:  

 

vr`.ks ln`.kk ;l~feu lr`.ks r`.koftZfLerk egh;=A 

rfLeu~ f”kjk izfn’Vk oDrO;a ok /kua okfL;uAA Vr.S.54.52 AA 

 

Meaning: if in a grass less place, there is a patch of grass or in a grassy place, there is a grassless 

place, water or treasure is indicated.  

 

d.VD;d.Vdkuka O;R;klsEHkkfL=fHk% djS% Ik”pkr~A 

[kkRok iq#’kf=r;a f=Hkkx;qDra /kua ok L;kr~A Vr.S.54.53 AA 

 

Meaning: a flourishing thorny tree in the midst of non-thorny trees or vice-versa indicates water 

or treasure at a depth of 3 ¾ Purushas at a distance of 3 hastas to the west”.  

 

;L;kew’ek /kk=~;ka /kweks ok r= okfj uj;qxysA 

funsZ’VO;k p f”kjk egrk rks;izokgs.kAA Vr.S.54.60 AA 

 

Meaning: where there is stream or smoke issuing from the ground, an abundant water vein will 

be struck at a depth of 2 Purushes. Varahamihira has also discussed the occurrence of 

underground water in the desert region. He further says that sub-terraineon streams or water table 

in the desert region takes the shape of the neck of a camel and is at a great depth from the surface 

of the earth as: 

 

e#ns”ks Hkofr f”kjk ;Fkk rFkkr% ija izo{;kfeA 

xzhok djHkk.kkfHko HkwrylaLFkk% f”kjk ;kfUrAA Vr.S.54.62 AA 

 

Geological strata scheme of the modern artesian well fully corroborates this.  

 

In the Verse 102 of the Vrhat Samhita , it is described how water occurs in a mountainous region.  

 

foHkhrdks ok en;kfUrdk ok ;=kfLr rfLeu iq#’k=;seHk%A 

L;kRiorZL;ksifj ioZrksU;Lr=kfi ewys iq#’k=;sEHk%AA Vr.S.54.102 AA 
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l”kdZjk rkezegh d’kk;a {kkja /kfj=h dfiyk djksfrA 

vkik.Mqjk;ka yo.ka izfn’Va e`’Va Ik;ks uhyolqU/kjk;ke~AA Vr.S.54.104 AA 

 

Above verse (54.104) explains the relation of soil and water. It says that pebbly and sandy soil of 

copper colour makes water astringent. Brown-coloured soil gives rise to alkaline water, yellowish 

soil makes water briny and in blue soil underground water becomes pure and fresh.  

 

In Ramayana we come across the knowledge of artesian wells. The verses VI,22.37-38 say that the 

water from deep earth comes out by force continuously through the hole created by arrow of Lord 

Rama as: 

fuikfrr% “kjks ;= otzk”kfuleizHk%AA Rama., VI,22.36 AA 

rLekn oz.keq[kkr rks;eqRiikr jlkrykrAA Rama., VI,22.37 AA 

 

l cHkwr rnk dwiks oz.k bR;so foJqr%A 

lrra pksfRFkra rks;a leqnzL;so n”̀;rsAA Rama., VI,22.38 AA 

 

It clearly and very scientifically explains the artesian well flowing continuously with force. The 

Vayu Purana also refers to the various underground structures and topography such as lakes, 

barren tracts, dales, rocky rift valley between mountains vUn)ks.kh (38.36). The chapter 38 of the 

Purana also speaks of a large number of hot springs in a mountainous region.  

 

RkFkk g~;uRo rIrkfu ljakfl f}t lRrek%A 

“kSydq{;UrjLFkkfu lgL=kf.k “krkfu pAA Vayu.38.78 AA 

 

The Gopath Brahmna was also acquainted with two types of springs or falls, namely hot and 

cold (II,8). 

 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, in Markandeya Purana we come across a peculiar type of 

topography found in the Kimpurusavarsa and seven other countries where water bubbles up from 

the ground (55.21-22). 

 

uoaLofi p o’ksZ;q lIr lIrdqykpyk%A 

#dSdfLeLeLrFkk ns”ks u?k”pkfnz&fofu% l̀rkAA Markandeya.53.21 AA 
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;kfu fdaiq#’kk?kkfu o’kkZ.;’VkS f}tksRreA 

rs’kqfnHkTtkfu rks;kfu uSoa ok;Z= HkkjrsAA Markandeya.53.22 AA 

 

The above discussions reveal that chapter 54 of the Vrhat Samhita is a very important treatise on 

ground water exploration.  

 

Epilogue: 

Discussions and the references presented in the chapter show that there were well developed 

scientific concepts of groundwater occurrence, distribution, prospecting and utilization. It is for 

this reason that the people of Harappan civilization were able to dig the wells and able to utilize 

the groundwater. By means of hydrologic indicators such as physiographic features, termite 

mounds, geophysical characteristics, soils, flora, fauna, rocks and minerals etc., the presence of 

ground water was detected, which is fully scientific. Termite mounds were used as an important 

indicator of the groundwater by the ancient Indians. The presence and variation of these 

indicators have been linked up with the availability of underground springs in modern era too. 

Modern scientists have also established that the moisture within the mounds is kept practically 

at saturation level (99-100%) indicating the presence of underground spring in proximity. Well 

before many centuries of Christ, Indians were aware of underground water bearing structures, 

change in the direction of flow of ground water, high and low water tables at different places, 

hot and cold springs, ground water utilization by means of wells, well construction methods and 

equipment, underground water quality and even the artesian well schemes. This high level of 

knowledge of groundwater in those ancient times was developed by indigenous people of India 

altogether independently.  
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Throughout the history, the use of water has reflected various experiences and interpretations of 

and values about health, illness and well being. The idea that water reflects a harmony between 

the physical, social and ecological environment can already be found in ancient medicine. As 

long as 4,000 years ago, the Indians were having the knowledge of purifying the water through 

boiling. Latter, Hippocrates was known to use both water filters and boiling to improve water 

quality (UNESCO, IHP, 2011). The modern scientists at one time, used to consider rainwater as 

pure like distilled water. But later studies revealed that it is not so. The water of precipitation is 

characteristically the purest water in the hydrological cycle, but even so it may collect from less 

than 1 to several hundred milligrams of dissolved material per litre of water during its fall 

through the atmosphere. Rainwater, as it falls to the earth, has ample opportunity to dissolve 

gases from the air and may also dissolve particles of dust or other air borne materials. Thus, rain 

water becomes a mixed electrolyte containing varying amounts of major and minor cations and 

anions. Sodium, potassium, magnesium, calcium, chloride, bicarbonate and sulphate are the 

major constituents. Ammonia and various nitrogen compounds are generally present. Dust 

particles are added locally in industrial areas, large population centres and desert areas. Among 

the land based factors which may be significant in altering the composition of rainwater are the 

sulphur emitted by volcanoes, fumaroles, springs, and dust particles. Rainwater close to the 

ocean commonly contains from 1.0 milligram per litre to several tens of milligrams per litre of 

chloride but the observed concentration generally decreases rapidly in a landward direction. 

 

In Vedas, we get some references to water quality, especially in Atharv Veda. Charaka Samhita, 

Susruta Samhita (both of pre or early Buddhist era), and Ashtanga Hrdaya Samhita (9th century 

AD) are the repositories of knowledge accumulated on Ayurveda (Science of Life), during the 

earlier period. In all these ancient standard texts, discourses on water quality constitute an 

important aspect of Ayurveda. Bhavamisra’s Bhava Prakash (16th century AD), which is more 

or less a compilation of all the Ayurvedic texts of earlier antiquity, also elaborately deals with 

water quality.  

 

Chapter-7 

WATER QUALITY AND  

WASTE WATER MANAGEMENT 
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In the Rig Veda, the verse V,83.4 speaks about the tree plantation, forest conservation and yajna 

¼;K½ so as to create pure and healthy environment and good quality of water for well being of 

mankind as: 

 

iz okrk ofUr ir;fUr fo|qr mnks’k/khftZgrs fiUors Lo%A 

bjk fo”oEHkS Hkqouk; tk;rs ;RitZU;% iF̀ohZ jsrlkofrAA R.V.,V,83.4 AA 

 

Likewise, verse VII, 50.4 of the Rig Veda also reveals the importance of Yajna ¼;K½ in relation 

to purification of water. In Yajur Veda (I,12), we read about the contamination due to 

combination of substances and about fire as the prime source of purification, by breaking the 

substances into minute particles, i.e. yanja, heat and sun rays are the agents to purify the water. 

viz.  

 

ifo=s LFkks oS’.kO;kS lforqoZ% izlo mRiqukE;kfPN.k ifo=s.k lw;ZL; jf”efHk%A 

nsohjkiks vxzsxqoks vxzs’koks xz bee?k ;Ka u;rkxzs ;Kifra lq/kkrqa ;Kifra nso;qoeAA Y.V.I.12 AA 

 

In Sam Veda (Previous II.187), we read that the Sun rays cause the rain to come in purest form 

like white curd as: 

 

bLekLr bUnz ì”u;ks ?k`ra nqgr vkf”kjeA 

,uke`rL; fiI;q’khAA S.V.P,II.187 AA 

 

A verse of Atharv Veda (V, 22.5) directs to take preventive measures against the diseases caused 

by the areas with much grass, high rainfall and bad water quality, viz.  

 

vksdksa vL; ewtoUr vksdksa vL; egkò’kk%A 

;koTtkrLrDea Lrkokufl cy~fgds’kq U;kspj%AA A.V.V,22.5 AA 

 

In the celebrated epic Mahabharata (XII,184.31 and 224.42), we read about the various qualities 

of water according to its taste. Thus, it is clear that during those days efforts were made to specify 

the water quality according to its taste.  

 

jlks cgqfo/k% i zksDr _f’kfHk% izkfFk;kRefHk%A 

e/kqjks yo.kfLrDr% d’kk;ksEy% dV`LrFkkAA M.B.XII.184.3 AA 
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In the Vrhat Samhita, we find many references to water quality in the 54th chapter named 

“Dakargala”. Verse 54.2 states that ground water should be investigated in relation to its 

environment. 

 

,dsu o.ksZu jlsu pkEHkjP;qra uHkLrks olq/kkfo”ks’kkrA 

ukukjlRoa cgqo.kZrka p xra ijh{;a f{kfrrqy~;esoAA Vr.S.54.2 AA 

 

l”kdZjk rkezegh d’kk;a {kkja /kkfj=h dfiyk djksfrA 

vkik.Mqjk;ka yo.ka izfn’Va e`’Va I;ks uhyolqU/kjk;keAA Vr.S.54.104 AA 

 

Soil colour has been described as an indicator of water quality in the Vrhat Samhita (54.104). It 

says that “pebbly and sandy soil containing copper makes water astringent ¼dlSyk½- Brown-

coloured soil gives rise to alkaline water, pale white soil to salt water and blue coloured soil 

makes water pure and sweet”. A water treatment method was also suggested to improve the 

quality of drinking water as: 

 

vTtueqLrks”khjS% “kjktdks”kkrdkeydpw.kSa%A 

drdQylek;qDrS;ksZx% dwis iznkrO;%AA Vr.S.54.121 AA 

 

dyq’ka dVqda yo.ka fojla lfyya ;fn ok”kqHkxfU/k HkosrA 

rnusu HkoR;eya lqjla lqlqxfU/k x.kSjijS”p ;qreAA Vr.S.54.122 AA 

 

The above verses say that a mixture of Anjanam (collyrium, autimony or extract of ammonium), 

Musta tubers (Nagarmodha), Usira (Khas), Powder of Rajkosataka (Torayi), and Amalaka 

¼vkoyk½] combined with Kataka nuts should be put into a well. If the water is turbid, pungent, 

saltish, of bad taste and not of good odour, it will be rendered clear, tasty, aromatic, and with 

other good qualities. Thus, Varahamihira at that time presented a simple method for obtaining 

potable water from a contaminated source of water. All above plant materials have medicinal 

value and are commonly available in almost all parts of India. In ancient medical texts such as 

Charaka Samhita, Susruta Samhita and Astangahradaya Samhita (by Vagbhata), collectively 

known as Brahattrayi (Great triad), and three other ayurvedic texts Madhavanidanam, 

Sarangadhara Samhita and Bhavaprakasha, collectively known as Laghutrayi (small triad), some 

references to water quality are available. In Bhava Prakash many parts have been incorporated 

from the medical texts of Charaka, Susruta, Vagbhata and the Tantrik texts. The tenth chapter of 
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Bhava Prakash with 86 verses named as Vari Vargah deals with different aspects of water. Here 

some aspects of water quality are presented as given in above text (10th chapter, Vari Vargah 

part) and also analyzed by Prasad (1979). The shloka 2 states the important properties of water 

and its usefulness for the living beings, as:  

 

ikuh;a Jeuk”kua Dyegja ewNkZfiiklkgja rUnzkPNfnZfocU/kg}ydja funzkgja riZ.keAA X.2 AA 

 

Meaning: “the water eliminates the fatigue of the body and mind, destroys weakness. It is good 

for heart, gives satisfaction, soft, clear, origin of rasas, and destroyer of vomiting, sleeping 

tendency and constipation”.  

 

In shloka 3 and 4, the classification and nomenclature of different forms of water have been 

given as: 

 

ikuh;a eqfufHk% izksDra fnR;a HkkSefer f}/kkAA X.3 AA 

 

fnO;a prqfoZ/ka izksora /kkjkta djdkHkoeA 

rkS’kkja p rFkk gSea rs’kq /kkja xq.kkf/kdeAA X.4 AA  

 

Water which rains from sky is called ‘Divyam’ and when it gets collected on the earth or as 

ground water, it is termed as ‘Bhaumam’ by sages. ‘Divyan’ water is divided in four categories: 

‘Dharajalam’ falls as continuous shower from sky, ‘Karakabhavam’ when it falls like the pieces 

of stones, ‘Tausaram’ is free from the smoke etc. and ‘Haimam’ is caused from the snow of 

Himalayas. Among these ‘Dhavajalam’ is better, having full of qualities. 

 

Similarly, shloka 25 gives classification of Terrestrial water (Bhauma Jalam).  

 

HkkSe;Hk;kS fuxfnRoa izFkea f=fo/ka cq/kS%A 

tkXMya ijekuwia rr% lk/kj.ka ØekrAA X.25 AA 

 

It means, “the Bhaum Jalam is of three varieties viz. Jangalam, Anupam, and Sudharanam. 

Above water divisions are based on the characteristics of the regions which are differentiated 

according to their environmental conditions, as:  
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vy~iksn dksy~iò{k”p fiRrjDrke;kfUor%A 

KkRkO;ks tkXMyks ns”kL=R;a tkaxya tyeAA X.26 AA 

 

cgEcqoZgqo{“p okr”ys’eke;kfUor%A 

ns”kksuwi bfr [;kr vkuwia rnHkoa tye~AA X.27 AA 

 

feJfpUgLrq ;ks ns”k% lfg lk/kkj.k% Ler%A 

rfLeUns”ks ;nqnda rUrq lk/kj.ka Le`reAA X.28 AA 

 

tkXMya lfyya j{ka yo.ka y?kq fiRruqrA 

ofUgdRdQg̀RiF;a fodkju gjrs ogwu~AA X.29 AA 

 

vkuwia ok;ZfHk’;fUn Loknq fLuX/ka /kua xqjA 

lk/kj.ka rq e/kqja nhiua “khrya y?kqA 

riZ.ka jkspua r`’.kknkgnks’k=;iz.kqrAA X.31 AA  

 

According to the above verses, the country having sparse trees and less water and having bad 

effect of causing pitta and vata disorders are the Jangala region and water originated in this region 

is termed as Jangala water. The region having plenty of water and abundant trees and able to 

cause Vata and Kapha diseases is called Anupam and its water as Anupam water. The regions 

having mixed characteristics of above two types is called Sadharanam region, and its water is 

called Sadharana Jalam. Jangala water is saltish, soft, eliminates Pitta and Kapha, promotes 

digestion, and a good diet in diseases. Anupa water is tasty, oily, viscus, hard, retards digestion, 

promotes Kapha and is a creator of other disorders. Sadharana Jalam is sweet, promotes 

digestion, soft, cool, pleasant and eliminates tridosa (three diseases). Thus, we see here that in 

the study of water, a large number of factors of ecology have also been considered.  

 

Water Quality Standards  

In the various reference quoted above, at various places, we come across the words such as fo”kna 

(clear, clean, pure, pellucid, etc.), LoPNe~ (clear), funksZ’k (blemishless), dyq’ka (polluted) and fueZyRoa ¼ 

(unpolluted). 

 

Shlokas 78-81 describe the characteristics of the contaminated water as: 

fifPNya d`feya fDyUua i.kZ”kSokyndnZeS%A 

foo.kZ fojla lkUnza nqxZU/ka u fgra tyeAA X.78 AA 
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dyq’ka NUueEHkksti.kZuhyhr̀.kkfnfHk%A 

nq% Li”kZuelaLi`’V lkSjpkUnzejhfpfHk%AA X.79 AA 

 

vukRrZoa okf’kZda rq izFke rPp~ HkwfexeA 

O;kiUu~ ifjgZRrO;a loZnks’kizdksi.keAA X.80 AA 

 

rRdq;kZRLukuikukHk;ka r`’.kk/ekufpjTojkuA 

dklkfXueka?kkfHk’;Und.Mwx.Mkfnda rFkkAA X.81 AA 

 

According to these verses “waters which are of sticky nature, containing worms and spoilt by 

leaves and mud, of bad colour, thick, of bad smell, are not good for health. Muddy water and 

water covered by lotus leaves, grass etc., un-illuminated by sunlight or moonlight, lacking 

movement, caused by untimely rain or the first rain water which gets collected in the ground, 

such waters are the source of many disorders. Thus, they should be prohibited because the use 

of such waters for drinking and bathing purposes, cause r`’kk] vk/;keku] th.kZToj] vXuekUn] d.Mq] x.Mk 

and so on. A critical study of other shlokas also clearly reveals the approach of ancient Indians 

for water quality standard for different uses.  

 

Variation in the quality of water with seasons, as also from different sources, has been explained 

in shlokas 59-67. 

 

gseUrs lkjla rks;a rkM+kxa ok fgra Le`reA 

gseUrs fofgra rks;a f”kf”kjsfi iz”kL;rsAA X.59 AA 

 

olUrxzh’e;ks% dkSi okI;a ok fu>Zja tyeA 

ukns;a okfj ukns;a olUrxzh’e;kscqZ/kS% fo’ko}uo`{kk.kka i=k?kSnwZf’kra ;r%AA X.60 AA 

 

vkSnfHkan pkUrfj{ka ok dkSia ok izkof’k Lere~A 

“kLra “kjfj ukns;a uhjea”kwnda ije~AA X.61 AA 

 

 

fnok jfodjStqZ’V fuf”k “khrdjka”kqfHk%A 

Ks;ea”kwnda uke fLuX/ka nks’k=;kige~AA X.62 AA 
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vufHk’;fUn funksZ’kekUrfj{ktyksiee~A 

cy~;a jlk;ua es/;a “khra y?kq lq/kklee~AA X.63 AA 

 

“kjfn LoPNeqn;knxLR;kf[kya fgre~AA X.64 AA 

 

ikS’ks okfj ljkstkra ek?ks rUrq rMkxte~A 

Qky~xqus dwilaHkwra pS=s pkSTT;a fgra ere~AA X.65 AA 

 

Hkknzs dkSia Ik;% “kLrekf”ous pkSTT;eso pA 

dkfrZds ekxZ”kh’ksZ p tyek=a iz”kL;rsAA X.67 AA 

 

Meaning: “water belonging to ponds and tanks during the season gseUr (winter, i.e. November–

January) are good; during f”kf”kj (the cool season, i.e. January–March) also the same waters are 

superior. During clUr (Spring, i.e., March–May) and xzh’e (summer, i.e. May-July) the water 

belonging to wells, stepped deep wells and rocky springs are good. During clUr and xzh’e seasons 

waters of rivers should not be used for drinking because during these seasons the river water 

becomes contaminated with the leaves of poisonous trees etc. During rainy season aubhida water 

(ground water of artesian character) or antariksha water (the atmospheric precipitation) are good. 

During “kjn season, waters of the rivers and waters, illuminated by the sun during day time and 

by the moon during nights, called amsudakam, are good. Ansudak water is destroyer of the 

Tridosa, not causing abhisyanda and is free from bad qualities. It is equal to akasodakam, good 

for brain, soft and cool. During “kjn season after the rise of star Agastya in the sky all waters 

become pure. Vriddha Susruta said that during the month of Pusya waters from lakes or ponds, 

during Magha waters from tanks, during Phalguna waters from wells, during Chaitra Chaunjya 

(valley stream water), during Vaisakha Nairjhara water etc., during the months of Jyestha the 

water of artesian character, Asadha the well water and in Kartika and Margasira all kinds of 

waters are good”. 

 

Factors affecting water quality 

As seen from above shlokas of Bhava Prakash, we can identify some factors affecting the quality 

of water. gse tye~ i.e. glacial water HkkSe tye~ i.e. ground water, uk<s; tye~ (river water), vkSnfHkn 

tye~ (ground water flowing with artesian character), fu>Zj (water fall water), rMkx ty pond 

Water), dkSi ty (wells water), pkSTT; ty (i.e. valley stream water, Shloka 65) aand their qualities 

have been described in Bhava Prakasha in details, indicating the knowledge of the effect of 
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geographic condition on the quality of water. These conditions are related to the differences in 

the earth as vuwi] tkaxy and lk/kkj.k regions as described before in shlokas 26-27-28. The effect of 

agricultural soil on water quality ¼dsnkj ty] Shloka 57) is also described. viz. 

 

dsnkj% {ks=eqfnn’Va dSnkja rTtya Le`reA 

dSnkja ok;;ZfHk’;fUn e/kqja xq: nks’kd`rAA X.57 AA 

 

It also describes the effect of decaying vegetation on water quality. Also the effect of stagnation 

and lack of the penetration of sun light in water, on the water quality have been discussed 

(Shlokas 78 to 81). These verses show that the modern water quality related  concepts were well 

known during ancient times in India.  

 

The knowledge of the hardness of water has been described in many shlokas (7,19,21,24,29 and 

43) quoting the properties of various waters according to origin as: 

 

/kkjuhja f=nks’k/uefunsZ”;dja y?kqA 

lkSE;a jlk;ua cy~;a riZ.ka gykfn thoueAA X.7 AA 

 

djdkta tya :{ka fo”kan xq: p fLFkje~A 

nk:.ka “khrya lkUnza fiRrg̀RdQokrd̀r~AA X.19 AA 

 

Here, lkSE;e~ (Saumayam) means soft and :{ka (ruksam) or nk:.ka (darunam) means hard water.  

 

Diseases in relation to water have been described. This is clear from the verses X.27-31, X.78-

81 and some other verses. This discourse on water quality and related subjects is quite scientific 

and shows broad outlook of ancient Indians.  

 

Water Treatment 

Shlokas 5 and 6 suggest collection of water in golden, silver, copper and glass vessels or earthen 

pots, after filtrating from cloth. It reveals the attention paid to get clear water.  

 

lkSo.ksZ jtrs rkezs LQfVds dkpfufeZrsA 

Hkktus e`.e;s okfi LFkkfira /kkjxewP;rsAA X.6 AA 
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In shloka 82, we are told that water treatment for drinking purpose should be done by heating or 

boiling and filtration. Shloka 83 reveals the treatment of water with the aid of heated sand, stones 

etc. and aromatic materials viz.  

 

fufnra pkfi ikuh;a DofFkra lw;Zrkfire~A 

lqo.kZ jtra yksga ik’kk.k fldrkefiAA X.82 AA 

 

Hkz”ka lUrkI; fuokZI; lIr/kk lkf/kZra rFkkA 

diZwjtkfr iqUukxikVykfnlqokflre~AA X.83 AA 

 

“kqfp lkaUnziVL=fo {kq=tUrqfooftZre~A 

LoPNa dudeqDrk?kS% “kq)a L;knnks’koftZreAA X.84 AA 

 

i.kZewy folxzafFkeqDrkdud”kSoyS%A 

xksesnsu p oL=s.k dq;kZancqizlknue~AA X.85 AA 

 

Meaning: “contaminated water can be purified by boiling, by exposure to the sun’s ray or by 

quenching with fire heated gold, silver, iron, stone or sand and flavouring it with the smell of 

Camphor, jati (Chameli; Jasminum grandiflorum), Punnaga (Nogkesar; Calophyllum 

inophllum), Patala (Padhar; cocsalpinia banducella) etc. and then filtration through clean cloth 

makes water free from small germs. Purifying it with gold, pearl, etc. also makes it free from 

pollution. Water should be made free from leaves, roots, stalks of lotus leaves, gold, pearls, cloth 

etc.”  

 

From above treatment procedure we gather that the positive effects of intense sunlight, heating, 

filtration, aeration and addition of aromatic components are clearly revealed in the treatise. The 

bad effects of stagnation of water, contamination of water by leaves, algae etc. are also described. 

The treatment methods given need no costly inputs and no desirable qualities of water will be 

changed, which is a measure drawback of the modern chemical methods of water treatment.  

 

Wastewater Management Techniques 

Lack of sanitation affects human development to the same or even greater extent as the lack of 

clean water. While there may be an added stigma to discussing waste treatment, sanitation is 

widely perceived as meriting a significant claim on financial and political resources as well on 
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the evolution of mankind. According to Victor Hugo (1892), ‘The history of men is reflected in 

the history of sewers’. This proverb adequately indicates about the importance of sanitation and 

wastewater management.  

 

The term sanitation is primarily used to characterize the safe/sound handling and disposal of 

human excreta as well as other waste products (Avvannavar and Mani, 2008). It is well known 

that the relationship between humans, water and sanitation has seen substantial changes, due to 

the influence of cultural, social and religious factors throughout the ages (Sorcinelli, 1998; 

Wolfe, 1999; De Feo and Napoli, 2007; Avvannavar and Mani, 2008; Lofrano and Brown, 2010). 

However, all through the ages, wastewater has been considered filthy (Maneglier, 1994; Lofrano 

and Brown, 2010). The process of evolution of wastewater management through the ages has 

been discussed by several authors worldwide such as Tarr (1985), Maneglier (1994), Sorcinelli 

(1998), Viale (2000), Sori (2001), and Neri Serneri (2007). More recently, Lofrano and Brown 

(2010) have presented an in-depth review of wastewater management in the history of mankind. 

In this review work they have categorically discussed about the evolution of sanitation through 

different civilizations of the world, including the ancient Indus civilization.  

 

It would be appropriate to mention Kenoyer (1997) about the new heights of the Indus 

civilization, ‘that many of the technologies first developed in the Indus cities provided the 

foundation for later technologies used in South Asia and other regions of the Old World’. 

Wastewater management and sanitation were the major characteristics of the first urban sites of 

the Harappan civilisation (Kenoyer, 1991). Adding to this, Lofrano and Brown (2010) found on 

records that ‘the Indus civilization was the first to have proper wastewater treatment systems’ in 

the ancient times. Sewage and drainage were composed of complex networks, especially in 

Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa. Latrines, soak-pits, cesspools, pipes and channels were the main 

elements of wastewater disposal. Figure 7.1 shows drainage and sanitation systems of Mohenjo-

Daro and Lothal cities of Indus valley civilization.  
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Figure 7.1: Drainage and sanitation systems of Mohenjo-Daro and Lothal cities of Indus valley 

civilization (after Khan, 2011; Kenoyer, 1998) 

 

The houses were connected to drainage channels and wastewater was not permitted to flow 

directly to the street sewers without first undergoing some treatment. First, wastewater was 

passed through tapered terra-cotta pipes into a small sump. Solids settled and accumulated in the 

sump, while the liquids overflowed into drainage channels in the street when the sump was about 

75% full (Lofrano and Brown, 2010). The drainage channels could be covered by bricks and cut 

stones, which probably were removed during maintenance and cleaning activities (Wolfe, 1999). 

Further, cesspits were fitted at the junction of the several drains or where a drain was extended 

for a long distance in order to avoid the clogging of the drainage systems (Wright, 2010). Fardin 

et al. (2013) found that almost all the settlements of Mohenjo-Daro were connected to the drain 

network. 

In Jorwe, in present day Maharashtra, it has been demonstrated that the drainage system was 

implemented from 1375–1050 BC (Kirk, 1975; Fardin et al., 2013). Later (around 500 BC), 

Outlet of Great Bath 

Sanitation/Drainage 

Drain Outlet Terracotta Drainpipe 
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Ujjain’s ‘drainage system included soak-pits built of pottery-ring or pierced pots’ (Kirk, 1975), 

and it has been supposed that ring-wells were used for the disposal of wastewater (Mate, 1969). 

In the 3rd century BC at Taxila, domestic wastewater was canalized out from the houses through 

earthenware drain-pipes into soak-pits (Singh, 2008). During 1st century BC, drains were being 

used for sewage disposal in Arikamedu, the southern part of India (Casal, 1949). Further, the 

wastewater systems were improved around 150AD with the use of corbelled drains (Begley, 

1983). Bhardwaj (1997) found that this system was draining water from basins supposed to be a 

part of a textile and dye industry. This was the unique feature associated with this system as 

compared to the rest of ancient India, where the wastewater disposal was implemented for 

domestic effluents only. 

 

Epilogue 

From the above discussions it can be concluded that during the ancient times, modern concepts 

of water quality, sanitation and waste water management technology were very well known to 

the Indians and were in their advanced stages during the Indus valley civilization and later 

periods. Water classification and viewing its quality in relation to environment satisfies the 

modern concept of ecology. Water quality standards, factors affecting water quality, effect of 

decaying materials on quality of water, lack of aeration in stagnating and deep water bodies etc. 

were known which are in accordance to modern science. Water treatment methods using 

filtration, pots of different materials like earthen, silver, gold etc., quenching with hot stones, sun 

heating, aeration, addition of aromatic compounds etc. were adopted. These methods are 

frequently used even now-a-days and are better than the chemical disinfectants as there is no 

change in the desirable qualities and odours of water. Modern methods of wastewater disposal 

systems based on centralized and decentralized concept as well as methods for wastewater 

treatments during Indus valley civilization were even better than those used in the contemporary 

world. 
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As in many other parts of the world, civilization in India also flourished around rivers and deltas, 

and rivers remain an enduring symbol of national culture. As has been mentioned earlier, the 

Indus Valley civilization, one of the earliest civilizations, was the world's largest in extent, had 

great and well planned cities with public and private baths, sewerage through underground drains 

built with precisely laid bricks, and an efficient water management system with numerous 

reservoirs and wells. Agriculture was practised on a wide scale, with extensive networks of 

canals for irrigation. Irrigation systems, different types of wells, water storage systems and low 

cost and sustainable water harvesting techniques were developed throughout the region at that 

time (Nair, 2004). The Rig Veda clearly mentions about the life style, social structure, agriculture 

and crops grown by the society at that time. Irrigation channels and kuccha and pucca wells are 

also mentioned in different hymns (R.V. 19.4.2/RX2.9.4) (Bagchi and Bagchi, 1991). 

Agriculture and livestock rearing occupied a prominent role during Jainism and Buddhism period 

and channel irrigation was in vogue (Bagchi and Bagchi, 1991). McClellan III and Dorn (2006) 

state that ‘the Mauryan empire was first and foremost a great hydraulic civilization’. This shows 

the degree of knowledge about efficient utilization of water resources and their conservation for 

the welfare of the society during that time. 

 

During Mauryan period, raingauges were installed in different parts of the country to have areal 

information of the rainfall and based on the information supplied, the 'Superintendent of 

Agriculture' gave directions for sowing the seeds in different parts of the country (Srinivasan, 

1975). Almost all ancient civilizations were confined to the areas of reliable water resources, 

revealing the importance of water for development from very ancient days. During the time of 

Rig Veda, we get many references to water use by means of rivers, wells, ponds etc. for 

agriculture, domestic and other purposes. Verse I, 121.8 of Rig Veda reveals the same fact as: 

 

v’Vk egksfno vknks gjh bg ?kqEuklkgefHk ;ks/kku mRle~A 

gfja ;Rrs efUnua nq{kUo`/ks xksjHklefnzfHkokZrkI;e~AA R.V.I,121.8 

 

Chapter-8 

WATER RESOURCES UTILIZATION,  

CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT  
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Similarly verses (I,23.18 and V, 32.2) state that the agriculture can be progressed by use of water 

from wells, ponds etc. wisely and efficiently. The verse (VIII,3.10) of Rig Veda says about the 

construction of artificial canals to irrigate desert areas also, which is possible only by efforts of 

skilled persons (Ribhus/engineer) as: 

 

;suk leqnzel`tks eghj;LrfnUnz o`f’.k rs “ko%A 

l?k% lks vL; efgek u lUu”ks ;a {kks.kfjuqpØnsA R.V.VIII,3.10 AA 

 

mruksa fnR;k b’k mr flU/kqjgfoZnkA 

vi }kjs o o’kZFk%AA R.V.VIII,5.21 AA 

 

Verses (VIII, 49.6; X64.9) speak about the importance of water for irrigation. The water from 

wells, rivers, rain and from any other sources on the earth should be wisely used as it is a gift of 

nature for well-being of all.  

 

mnzho oftzUuorks u flTors {jUrhUnz /khr;%AA VIII,49.6 AA 

 

ljLorh lj;q% flU/kq:feZfeeZ gks eghjolk ;Urq o{.kh%A 

nsohjkiks ekrj% lwnf;RUoks ?k`roRi;ks e?kqeUuks vpZrAA X.,64.9 AA 

 

Similar to Rig Veda, Yajur Veda also contains references, directing the man to use rain and river 

water by means of wells, ponds, dams and distribute it to various places having need of water 

for agriculture and other purposes as: 

 

ue% L=qR;k; p iF;k; p ue% dkV~;k; p uhI;k; pA 

ue% dqy~;k; p jjL;k; p ueks uns;k; p oS”kUrk; pAA Y.V.,16.37 AA 

 

In the Atharva Veda, we have references to drought management through efficient use of 

available water resources and water conservation. It clearly says that the water of river, well etc., 

if used efficiently, will reduce the intensity of drought, viz.  

 

vkiks ;n~ oLriLrsu ra izfr rir ;ks Leku~ )sf’V ;a o;a f)’e%AA A.V.II,23.1 
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Verses VI, 100.2 and VII,11.1 of the Atharva Veda explains that the learned men bring water to 

desert areas by means of well, pond, canals etc. (VI,100.2). It also stresses that the man should 

think about the drought, flood and like natural calamities in advance and take preventive 

measures accordingly as: 

 

;n~ oks nsok vithdk vkflaTou /kUoU;qnde~A 

rsu nso izlwrsuna naw’k;rk fo’ke~AA A.V.VI,100.2 AA 

 

Verse XII,1.3 of the Atharva Veda explains that those who use rainwater wisely by means of 

river, well, canals etc. for the purposes of navigation, recreation, agriculture etc., prosper all the 

time as: 

 

;LFkk leqnz mr flU/kqjkiks ;L;keRu d`’V;% laoHkwoq% 

;L;kfena ftUofr izk’knstr lk uks Hkwfe% iwoZ is;sa n/kkrqAA A.V.XII,1.31 AA 

 

“kar vkiks gseorh% “keq rs lUrq o’;kZ%A 

“ka rs lfu’i{k vki% “keq rs lUrq o’;kZa%AA A.V.19.2.1 AA 

 

Meaning: “That one should take proper managerial action to use and conserve the water from 

mountains, wells, rivers and also rainwater for use in drinking, agriculture, industries etc.”  

 

Similarly, one verse of the Atharva Veda (XX,77.8) directs the king to construct suitable canals 

across mountains to provide water for his subject for agriculture, industry etc. and to facilitate 

navigation between two areas as: 

 

vkiks ;nfnz iq:gwr nnZjkfoHkqZOr ljek iwR;Z rsA 

l uk usrk oktek nf’kZ Hkwfja xksek :tUufXMjksfHkxZ̀.kkuAA A.V.XX,77.8 AA 

 

Water Resources Management 

India has a fascinating and significant ancient tradition of conserving land and water and even 

today, local people follow several such traditional conservation practices. As discussed in the 

beginning of this chapter, out of the agricultural necessity, the science of water management was 

given considerable importance during ancient India. During Mauryan era, the Pynes and Ahars 

(the combined irrigation and water management system) in Magadh region were effective water 
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engineering tools. Ahars were reservoirs with embankments on three sides, built at the end of 

drainage lines such as rivulets or artificial works like Pynes. Pynes were diversion channels led 

off from the river for irrigation purposes and for impounding water in the Ahars. As a 

representation, the Pyne-Ahar system is shown in Figure 8.1. 

 

 

Figure 8.1: Ahar Pyne system in Gaya, South Bihar 

(Image courtesy: Hindi Water Portal;https://www.thebetterindia.com/6963/tbi-videos-magadh-jal-

jamaat-helps-revive-2000-year-old-flood-water-harvesting-systems-in-gaya-bihar/) 

 

Agricultural planning was common so as to manage the rainfall excess or deficit. It is very well 

elaborated in Arthasastra as: “according to the rainfall (more or less) the superintendent of 

agriculture shall sow the seeds which require either, more or less water”. Kautilya says that “king 

should construct dams, reservoir etc. filled with water either perennial or drawn from some other 

source or he may provide with sites, roads, timber and other necessary things to those who 

construct reservoir of their own accords (Arthasastra, Tras. By Samsastry, Book II, Chapt. 1, 

page. 46). He further says that the king shall exercise his right ownership ¼LokE;e½ with regard to 

fishing, ferrying and trading of vegetables in Reservoirs or lakes ¼lsrq’kw½”.  

 

During this period, embankments were constructed surrounding the fields to increase the water 

holding capacity. Dams were constructed at strategic points with sluice gates to harness river 

https://www.thebetterindia.com/6963/tbi-videos-magadh-jal-jamaat-helps-revive-2000-year-old-flood-water-harvesting-systems-in-gaya-bihar/
https://www.thebetterindia.com/6963/tbi-videos-magadh-jal-jamaat-helps-revive-2000-year-old-flood-water-harvesting-systems-in-gaya-bihar/
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water with proper regulation facilities. Conduits were also constructed at that time to attain better 

efficiency in irrigation (Bagchi and Bagchi, 1991). Figure 8.2 shows the Sudarsana lake, 

Junagadh constructed during the reign of Chandragupta Maurya, by the provincial governor, the 

Vaisya Pusyagupta; and subsequent improvements involving the addition of conduits during the 

reign of Asoka, by his provincial governor, the Yavana king Tusaspha (Shaw and Sutcliffe, 2010; 

Kielhorn 1905-6, p. 41). 

 

 

Figure 8.2: A view of Sudarsana lake Girnar, Junagadh, Gujarat  

(Source: https://junagadh.gujarat.gov.in/photo-gallery) 

 

Recently, Sutcliffe and Shaw (2011) explored the Sanchi site (a well-known Buddhist site and a 

UNESCO World Heritage site) in the Betwa river sub-basin (a tributary of Yamuna in Ganga 

basin) in Madhya Pradesh. They found a number of dams equipped with spillways. They found 

that these dams would have been built on the basis of a sound knowledge of the principles of 

water balance. In addition to the design of the reservoirs, the presence of spillways on at least 

two of the larger dams, which would pass floods of about 50 years’ return period, suggests that 

flood protection was also taken into account. The Arthashastra of Kautilya also gives us an 

extensive account of dams and bunds that were built for irrigation during the period of the 

Mauryan Empire. The water supply systems were well managed within the framework of strict 

rules and regulations. Specifically, an organized water pricing system, which is an important part 

of water management, was also developed during this period as evidenced by following lines of 

https://junagadh.gujarat.gov.in/photo-gallery
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Arthasastra: “those who cultivate irrigating by manual labour ¼gLrkizofrZeke~½ shall pay 1/5 the 

produce as water rate ¼mndkHkkxe½( by carrying water on shoulders ¼LdU/kkizkofrZeke~½ = (water lift 

worked by bullocks), 1/4th of the produce; by water lifts ¼L=ksrks;a=kizofrZeke~½ 1/3rd of the produce; 

and by raising water from rivers, lakes, tanks and wells ¼ufnljklrrdkdqinkgkVe~½ 1/3rd or 1/4th of 

the produce (Arthasastra, Tras. By Samasastry, Book II, Chapt. XXIV page 131)”. 

 

In Vrhat Samhita, we get a few references regarding the orientation of ponds so as to store and 

conserve water efficiently, plantation types for bank protection and proper sluicing to protect 

reservoir from any possible damage as: 

 

ikyh izkxikjk;rkEcq lqfpja /kRrs u ;kE;ksRrjk 

dy~yksyS[knkjesfr e:rk lk izk;”k% izsfjrS%A 

rka psfnPNfr lkjnk:fHkjika lEikrekokj;sr 

ik’kk.kfnHkjso ok izfrp;a {kq..ka f}ik”okfnfHk%AA Vr. S. 54.118 AA 

 

Meaning:  a pond laid east to west retains water for a long time while one from north to south is 

spoilt invariably by the waves raised by the winds. To render it stable, the walls have to be lined 

with timber or with stone or the like and the adjoining soil strengthened by stamping and 

trampling of elephants, horses etc.  

 

ddqHkoVkezIy{dnEcS% lfupqytEcwosrluhiS%A 

d qjcdrkyk”kksde/kwdScZdqyfofeJS”pko`rrhjkeAA Vr.S.54.119 AA 

 

Meaning:  the banks must be shaded by Kakubha Vata,Amra, Plasa, Kadamba, Nicula, Jambu, 

Vetasa, Nipa, Kuravaka, Tala, Asoka, Madhuka and Bakula trees. 

 

In next verse (Vr.S.54.120), it directs the construction of spillway as: 

 

}kja p uSokZfgdesdns”ks dk;Z f”kykflTprokfjekxZe~A 

dks”kkfLFkra fufoZoja dikVa d`Rok rr% ika”kqfHkjkoisRre~AA Vr.S.54.120 AA 

 

Meaning:  an outlet for the water has to be made on a side with the passage being laid with stones. 

A panel without apertures has to be fixed in a frame, which is fastened to the earth with mud and 

clay.  
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From this discourse, we can realize that the water management was getting due importance in 

ancient India and even bank protection, spillway etc. and other minor aspects were given due 

consideration.  

 

In ancient India much attention was also paid to the proper location of artificial tanks. Various 

techniques were applied and equally different materials were utilized for the construction of 

works. It appears that special works for treatise on science of hydrology must have existed in 

south India. The Porumamilla tank inscription of Bhaskara Bhavadura dated A.D. 1369 throws 

an abundant light on the elaborate method of construction of tanks and dams in the south India.  

 

Constituents of a good tank are well described in ancient literature. According to the Sastra 

(Epigraphia Indica, Vol, PP. 108, Quotes from Hemadri, Verses 37-38, Srinivasan T.M., 1970), 

the following are the 12 essentials of a good tank as: (i) A king endowed with righteousness, 

rich, happy and desirous of the permanent wealth and fame; (ii) Brahmana learned in hydrology 

(Pathas-Sastra); (iii) Ground adorned with hard clay; (iv) A river conveying sweet water (and) 

three Yojanas distance from its source; (v) The hill, parts of which are in contact with tank; (vi) 

Between (these portions of the hill) a dam (built) of a compact-stone wall, not too long but firm; 

(vii) Two extremes (Srimga) pointing away from fruit (giving) land (Phala-Sthira) outside; (viii) 

The bed, extensive and deep; (ix) A quarry containing straight and long stones; (x) The 

neighbouring fields, rich in fruit and level; (xi) A water course (i.e., the sluice) having strong 

eddies on account of the portion of the mountain (adri-sthana); and (xii) A gang of men (skilled 

in the art of its construction). With these 12 essentials, an excellent tank is easily attainable on 

this earth.  

 

From these points on comparison with the modern, science of water management regarding 

construction of dams and reservoirs, we will find that the technique in those days was just 

comparable to the modern sophisticated engineering, as far as general requirements are 

concerned. Along with these 12 essentials, six faults were also recognized which will reduce the 

usefulness of the reservoir and water conservation will become difficult. These faults (Dosas) 

are as follows (Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XIV,PP.108, Quotes from Hemadri, Verse 39, through 

Srinivasan T.M. (1970) as:  

 

(i) Water oozing from the dam  

(ii) Saline soil  
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(iii) Situation at the boundary of two kingdoms  

(iv) Elevation (Kurma) in middle (of the tank) bed  

(v) Scanty supply of water and extensive stretch of land (to be irrigated), and  

(vi) Scanty ground and excess of water 

 

Epilogue 

The above discussion brings out that water use by means of wells, ponds, tanks and canals was 

prevalent during the ancient times, along with the efforts to supply water in deserts also. 

Organized water pricing system was prevalent and preventive measures against natural 

calamities such as floods, drought etc. was common. Construction methods and materials of dam 

and ponds, essential site and other requirements of good tanks, bank protection spillways etc. 

were paid sufficient attention. High level of development was achieved in the areas of proper 

location and orientation of tanks, lining of banks, evapotranspiration control, drought 

management, etc. Thus, ancient India was at a high plane of development in the field of 

engineering in irrigation and water conservation. State-of-the-art irrigational facilities were 

established during the ancient times in India for increasing agricultural produce apart from 

improved drinking water supplies for the people. Ancient India was highly progressive in the 

area of water management. Such remarkable development in the absence of scientific 

instruments of the ancient times invokes astonishment and admiration of the readers.  
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Water is most precious and critical natural resource for survival of all the living beings. It 

hasbeen so intimately linked to our very existence and societal and cultural developments that 

ithas become the source of rich symbolism, traditions, rituals and religious beliefs. Water played 

a pivotal role in shaping the life and living standards of the people of the great civilizations of 

the world. Throughouthistory, our vital relationships to water have led to material testimonials 

of how waterwas used, managed and valued. The first successful efforts to control the flow of 

water were mainly driven by agricultural needs for irrigation purposes. With a more detailed 

understanding of the hydrologic cycle, nature of surface water, ground water and rain water; 

robust and sustainable water management systems were also evolved in all the civilizations that 

prospered for thousands of years. 

 

Besides the spiritual growth, ancient India also exhibited the growth of science. The Indus Valley 

Civilization, one of the earliest and most developed civilizations, was the world's largest in extent 

and epitomises the level of development of science and societies in proto-historic Indian sub-

continent. As rightly observed by Jansen (1989), the Indus people were known for their obsession 

with water. They prayed to the rivers everyday and gave them a divine status. Ancient Indian 

literature, dating back from the age of the Vedas, further witnesses this development of sciences 

(including the water science). Numerous references exist in Vedic literature, Arthashastra, 

Puranic sources, VrhatSamhita, Mayuracitraka, Meghmala, Jain, Buddhist and other ancient 

Indian literature which illustrate the status of the knowledge of hydrology and water resources 

in ancient India.  

 

As we investigate deeper into hydrologic references in Indian mythology, many fascinating 

dimensions of the early scientific endeavours of mankind emerge. Fortunately, the ancient Indian 

works have been well documented and provide us with pointers to the human history in general, 

and growth of water sciences in India in particular. Number of research works related to water 

science developments in ancient India have been also published by national and international 

research community. While updating this book, an attempt has been made to incorporate a 

number of recent national as well as international research papers and technical book published 

by various national and international institutions. Figures illustrating various concepts, 

Chapter-9 

CONCLUDING REMARKS  
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hydrological processes and water engineering techniques have also been included to clarify the 

concepts and help forming clear mental image of the developments. 

 

What is less known, however, is the rigorous discussion in the Vedic literature and other ancient 

Indian literature on several aspects of hydrologic processes and water resources development 

and management practices as we understand them today. It is high time that we realize and 

question our current systems of water resources utilization and management and acknowledge 

our traditional wisdom and practices and apply them to the modern context. Hence, a comparison 

of hydro-technologies in ancient times to that of the modern times is required. Although to some 

extent, there are differences in the tools and techniques used today and the scale of applications, 

still there are no differences in the fundamental principles used. Even the lifestyle related to the 

hygienic standards of a civilization may not be a recent development. For example, flushing 

toilets equipped with seats resembling present-day toilets and drained by sewers has existed 

during ancient times. 

 

Finally, in view of our immense traditional knowledge in water science and technology, it is 

important and helpful to study and represent the connection between water and humans more 

deeply as was prevalent in India during ancient times.  
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Albedo: The portion of the total incoming radiation that is reflected back to space 

expressed as a ratio of the reflected to incoming radiation. 

Alkalinity: A term used to represent the content of carbonates, biocarbonates, 

hydroxides and occasionally borates, silicates and phosphates in water 

expressed in ppm (part per million) or mg/lit of equivalent calcium 

carbonate.  

Arid Zone: Region or climate lacking sufficient moisture for crop production without 

irrigation; upper annual limit of precipitation for cool region is 25 cm and 

for tropical region is 40-50 cm.  

Artesian well: A well penetrating an artesian aquifer. An artesian aquifer is overlain and 

underlain by a confining layer so that water in these aquifers occurs under 

pressure. Boring in this aquifer causes the water to rise due to its own 

pressure.  

Atmosphere: The word atmosphere is taken to refer to the gaseous envelop of any 

heavenly body, and especially that of the earth.  

Boulder: Largest unit in sedimentary rocks. Soils etc. usually bigger than 10 cm in 

size.  

Canal: Artificial water course used for irrigation or inland navigation.  

Capillarity: The rise of soil water by adhesion and surface Tension forces as a 

continous film around soil particles and in the capillary spaces.  

Caverns: Synonymous with cave, though sometimes it implies a cave of large 

dimensions. A cave is the under ground hollow space in the earth’s crust 

which may be entered from the surface.  

Climatology: It is a subdivision of meteorology which deals with the average or normal 

or collective state of the atmosphere over a given area within a specified 

period of time i.e. it studies the sum (total) of all atomospheric infiuences. 

Principally temperature, moisture, wind, pressure and evaporation.  

Cloud: A mass of small water drops or ice crystais formed in the atmosphere due 

to condensation of water vapour at great height above the land.  

Condensation: The physical process of transformation from the vapour to the liqid state.  

Convection: A process of heat transfer within the atmosphere (or within a gas or fluid), 

which involves the movement of the medium itself.  

Dales: Open river valleys.  

Delta: Roughly triangular area of river-transported sediment at the river mouth 

deposited by decreasing velocity of water. The sediment is constituted 

mainly of sand, clay, remains of brackish water organisms, debris of 

plants and animals washed from land. Delta is formed on low lying 

coastlines.  

Desert: Almost barren land having arid hot or cool climate, resulting in sparse 

vegetation. A desert may have a poor grass-land or scrub.  

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
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Drought: Lack of rainfall so great and long continued as to affect injuriously the 

plant and animal life of a place and to deplete water supplies both for 

domestic purposes and for the operation of power plants. Especially in 

those regions where rainfall is generally sufficient for such purposes.  The 

term has different cannotations in various parts of world e.g. In bali a 

period of 6 days without rain is drought. In USA a drought is defined as a 

period of 21 days or more when the rainfall is 30% or less of the average 

for the time and place.  In parts of Libya, droughts are recognized only 

after two years without rain.  

Ecology: Science which deals with interrelations of organisms and their 

environment.  

Environment: Sum total of all external conditions influencing the existence or 

development of an organism or a community.  

Erosion: Wearing away of land surfaces or detachment and movement of soil, rock 

etc. by flowing water, wind, ice, gravity etc.  

Evaporation: The process by which the water is changed from the liquid state to a 

gaseous state below the boiling point through the transfer of heat energy.  

Evapotranspiration: Combined loss of moisture from soil by evaporation and from 

vegetation by transpiration from a given area in a specified time period.  

Flood: The flow of water which causes submergence of land not usually covered 

with water, or an increase in the depth of water on land already partially 

submerged, through a temporary rise in river lake or sea levels. 

Flood Plain: The low–lying land that bordrs a river and is subjected to periodic 

flooding.  It is camposed of deposits of sediment (alluvium) of variable 

thickness laid down by the flood waters above the rock floor and is 

bounded by low bluffs.  

Fog: Droplets of water suspended in the lower layers of the atmosphere 

resulting from the condensation of water vapour around nuclei of floating 

dust or smoke particles. A visibility of less than 1 Km is the internationally 

recognized definition of fog.  

Frigid Zone: A general term for Arctic- Antarctic type climates or for areas where the 

surface is snow covered for a large part of the year and where the sub soil 

is permanently frozen.  

Frost: A weather condition that occurs when the air temperature is at or below 

00C. Moisture on the surface of the ground and objects freezes to form an 

icy deposit. 

Geomorphology: The study and interpretation of the origins and development of land 

forms on the earth’s surface.  

Glacier: A mass of ice that moves under the influence of gravity along a confined 

course away from its source area.  It is formed by the accumulation and 

compaction of snow.  which is transformed to firn and ultimately to 

glacier ice.  
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Gravel: A deposit of unconsolidated material ranging in size from 2 to 60 mm. 

The particles are usually water worn and hence rounded, and are derived 

from more than one type of rock. 

Ground Water: Water that is contained in the soil and underlying rock.  Ground Water 

may be derived from rain water that has percolated down or from water 

that was trapped within the rock during its formation.  

Humidity: The amount of water vapour present in the atmosphere.  

Hurricane: A wind that has a velocity in excess of 32.7 m per second. It is tropical 

cyclone occurring around the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico.  

Hydrologic Cycle: The cyclic movement of water between the atmosphere, the land and 

the sea. Water is released into the atmosphere as water vapour through 

evapotranspiration. After condensation within the atmosphere to form 

clouds it returnes to the land and to its water bodies as precipitation.  This 

water may runoff the land in rivers streams into lakes and the oceans or 

move under ground as ground water.  Water keeps on moving 

continuously among above facets of hydrological cycle.  

Hydrology: The study of water on the earth. Including its chemical and physical 

properties, ocourrence, distribution, and circulation on the surface and 

below the ground surface.  

Infiltration: The seepage of water into the soil.  The maximum rate at which rainfall 

can be absorbed by a soil in a given condition is known as infiltration 

capacity.  

Insolation: The radiant energy that reaches the surface of the earth from the sun.  

Interception: The capture of drops of rain by the leaves, branches, and stems of plants.  

The interception of the rainfall by the vegetation cover prevents some of 

its from reaching the ground. 

Ionosphere: The part of earth’s atmosphere extending upwards above the stratopause 

from an altitude of about 60 km.  

Meander: A pronounced curve or loop in the course of a river channel.  

Meteorology: The scientific study of the atmosphere and the physical processes at work 

within it including pressure wind, temperature, clouds, pressure etc.  

Mist: A reduction of visibility within the lower atmosphere to 1-12 km caused 

by condensation producing water droplets within i.e lower layers of the 

atmosphere.  

Monsoon: A large-scale seasonal reversal of winds pressure and rainfall in the 

tropics. The largest and best developed monsoonal area in the world is 

South East-Asia.  

Perennial river: Rivers flowing throughout the year are called perennial rivers.  

Pervious Strata: A rock system through which water can pass freely as a result of joints, 

bedding planes, cracks and fissures in the rock.  

Physiography: The study of the surface forms of a region. The word has changed its 

meaning over the years from covering the whole of physical geography 

including geomorphology.  
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Plateous: An extensive elevated area of relatively flat land.  Widespread movements 

of the earth’s crust may result in vertical warping, which produces 

plateaus and rift valleys divided by faults.  

Pore space: The amount of space between the mineral grains of rock, soil or sediment.  

Precipitation: The particles of water or ice that form within clouds and fall towards the 

earth’s surface. 

Rain gauge: An instrument designed to measure rainfall. In its simplest form it consists 

of a funnel fitted into acollecting vessel. Any rain collected in   the vessel 

over a set period of time is measured in a specially graduated measuring 

cylinder, an exercise that occurs twice daily at most   meteorological   

stations. 

Rain Shadow: An area of low rainfall in the lee of hills or mountain ranges. 

Reservoir: A storage area for water usually a river valley that has been dammed to 

retain water for one or more purposes, such as irrigation, industrial use, 

water supply, hydro-electric power or recreation. 

Rills: Erosion of the soil surface by shallow short-lived channels. These small 

channels are called rills. 

Saline soil: A group of intra zonal soils that contain   high concentrations of salts such 

as common salt. They often occur in semiarid and arid areas where here 

is strong evaporation. 

Semi Arid: The climate of the areas between desert and tropical grassland. The mean 

annual rainfall ranges between 100 mm to 300 mm. 

Sluice: Channel or conduit to drain off surplus water at high velocity or for 

passing debris. Also, to allow a water flow at high velocity for ejecting 

debris. 

Snow: A form of precipitation consisting of crystals of ice. It is produced when 

condenstation takes place at a temperature below freezing point. 

Spillway: An open or closed passage cut in soil or rock. When a dam is full, any 

further incoming water flows over or through the spillway without any 

damage to the structure. 

Stratosphere: The layer of the atmosphere that lies between the tropopause, at an 

average altitude of about 8 km, and the stratopause, at about 50 km. 

Temperate Region: The division of the world based on temperature lying between the 

torrid and frigid zones, and meaning an area where there are no extremes 

of temperature. 

Termite mound: The nest made from mud or plant debris, that, houses a colony of 

termites (Tropical type of ant), 

Topography: The surface features (i.e. land forms) of an area of land or sea bed. 

Tornado: A violently rotating storm in which winds whirl around a small area of 

extremely low pressure. 

Torrid: One of the three divisions of the world based on temperature. It is the zone 

lying between the tropics. 

Troposphere: The lowest layer of the earth'satmosphere. 

Turbudity: The muddiness of water resulting from suspended sediment. 
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Turbulence: An irregular disturbed flow of fluid e.g. water, air).  

Water falls: A steep cliff like section of a river channel down which water falls 

vertically. 

Water lift: Any mechanism (generally lever principle) to raise the water from a 

source of lower datum to obtain water for useful purposes.  

Water oozing: Water seeping out of the ground and wetting it without perceptible flow. 

Water Table: The upper surface of the zone of   saturated rocks i.e. rocks in which all 

voids are filled with water. 

Water Treatment: Any method used to obtain potable water from a contaminated source 

of water. 

Water uptake: Water ascends upward through the capillarity of soil and root system of 

plants. The utilization of water by plants is termed as water uptake. 

Water Veins: The underground structures throughwhich the water moves through the 

soil. These are passages formed by the interconnections of pore spaces of 

soil. In ancient Indian literature these have been said to be resembling the 

veins in the human body. 
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